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Current systems that publish XML/relational data using XMLviews arepassivein the

sense that they can only respond to user-initiated queries over the XML views. Fur-

ther, existing systems do not support ranked keyword searches over virtual XML views,

which is important for exploring and retrieving information from large views. In this

dissertation, we propose an XML view system whereby users can placeactivetriggers

on virtual (unmaterialized) XML views, and can efficiently evaluate keyword search

queries over such views. In this architecture, we present scalable and efficient tech-

niques for processing triggers over nested views by leveraging existing support for SQL

triggers over flat relations in commercial relational databases. When evaluating the key-

word search queries, our approach exploits indices presenton the base data and thereby

avoids computing large parts of the view that are not relevant to the query results. An-

other feature of the algorithm is that it supports top-k results for queries over the virtual

view, and the resulting rank order is the sameas if the view was materialized. We have

implemented our proposed techniques in the context of the Quark XML middleware

system. Our performance results indicate that our proposedtechniques are a feasible

approach to supporting triggers and ranked keyword searches over virtual XML views.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

One of the central concepts in databases is the concept of views. In the relational model,

a view is a derived table defined in terms of base (stored) relations. A view thus defines a

function from a set of base tables to a derived table; this function is typically recomputed

every time the view is referenced. A view can be materializedby storing the tuples of the

view in the database to provide fast access. The view mechanism has many advantages

including logical data independence, access control and data restructuring.

Recently as XML emerged as a dominant standard for information exchange on the

Internet, there has been a lot of interest inXML views. Similar to relational views, an

XML view is a derived XML fragment defined in terms of an XML query on XML

documents. XML views are particularly interesting in the environment of the Internet.

On one hand, XML has become thede-factostandard for information exchange over the

Internet, e.g., XML is adopted in many web service standards[112]. On the other hand,

a large fraction of data continued to be stored in relationaldatabases, and even when

the base data are stored as XML documents, users may wish to create more intuitive

application-specific views. As a result, there has been a lotof interest in XML view-

related problems including incremental maintenance of materialized views, publishing

relational data using XML views, and querying XML views of relational data, and nu-

merous algorithms and techniques have been proposed [27, 52, 57, 61, 65, 80, 82, 100,

101, 106, 116].

Emerging Internet applications, however, pose new requirements on XML views.

We focus on two such new requirements in this dissertation. First, current systems that

1
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INTERNET

<catalog>

   <product id="P1">

       <name> CRT 15 </name><mfr> Samsung 

</mfr>

       <vendor>

             <name> Amazon </name>

            <price> 100.00 </price>            

        …

       </vendor>

        …

   </product>

   <product id="P2">

       <name> LCD 19 </name><mfr> Samsung 

</mfr>

       <vendor>

             <name> BestBuy </name>

            <price> 200.00 </price>            

        …

       </vendor>

        …

   </product>

...

</catalog>

A Catalog XML View

XML 

Query

Query 

Result

Current “Passive” Systems “Active” Triggers

Trigger

RDBMS

@

product

pid: integer,       

pname: varchar(20)

mfr: varchar(30)

vendor

vid: integer,       

pid: integer  

price: varchar(20)

Keyword Searches

Samsung & 

CRT

<product id 

= “p1”>...

Proposed New Features

XML Database

<product>

    <pid>1</pid>

    <pname> CRT 15

     </pname>

     …

 </product>

...

<vendor>

    <vid>Amazon

    </vid>

    <pid> 1 </pid>

     …

 </vendor>

...

Figure 1.1: XML views of relational/semi-structured data.

support XML views arepassivein the sense that they only support user-initiated queries

over views; hence, users cannot use triggers to effectivelymonitor views for interesting

changes. Second, current systems do not support exploratory queries over XML views.

For example, users cannot issue ranked keyword search queries over the views. The goal

of my research is to build an XML view architecture that addresses these limitations.

The proposed system architecture is shown in Figure 1.1. In the next two sections, I will

describe each of the new features in this architecture in details.
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1.2 Triggers over virtual XML views

As mentioned earlier, current systems that support XML views of relational data [21,

52, 77, 100, 106, 116] arepassivein the sense that they can only support user-initiated

queries over the views. For example, consider a catalog RDBMS consisting of aproduct

table and avendor table, as shown in Figure 1.1. In this database, users can define

an application-specific catalog XML view created by nestingall vendors for a product

under the corresponding product element with the restriction that only products sold by

at least twovendors appear in the view.

Now consider a supplier that exposes its product catalog information as a web ser-

vice using our example catalog view. Current systems only allow buyers to explicitly

initiate a request to query the catalog for products of interest. In contrast, anactivesys-

tem allows users to specify triggers over XML views. Thus, a buyer can set a trigger to

be notified whenever a new product is introduced, or when a product of interest goes out

of stock, without having to repeatedly query the nested viewto detect these changes.

At a high level, there are two approaches to supporting triggers over nested XML

views. The first approach is to materialize the entire XML view and implement triggers

over this view. However, this approach suffers from the overhead of replicating and

incrementally maintaining the materialized XML on every relational update affecting

the view, even though users may only be interested in relatively rare events.

In this dissertation, we propose an alternative approach ofimplementing triggers

over nested XML views of relational data, which is by translating triggers over nested

views intoSQL triggersover flat base tables. The primary benefits of this approach

are that: (a) it avoids having to materialize the nested view, (b) it does not require a

sophisticated data management system for nested data, and (c) it works with and fully

leverages existing relational technology. We have experimentally evaluated the proposed
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techniques in the context of Quark XML database system, and the performance results

indicate that the proposed architecture is a feasible approach to support triggers over

virtual XML views.

1.3 Ranked keyword search queries over virtual XML views

The second proposed feature in Figure 1.1 is to support exploratory keyword search

queries over virtual XML views. The problem of ranked keyword search queries has

been studied in the context of traditional information retrieval systems [12, 103]. How-

ever, the existing techniques rely heavily on a fundamentalassumption that the set of

documents being searched is materialized, while there is a rich class of semi-structured

search applications for which it is undesirable or impractical to materialize documents.

For example, consider a large online web retailer that uses our example view to

allow users to view the products. Since different users may have different interests, the

retailer may wish to provide apersonalized viewof the content to its users (such as

products tailored for different ages, languages, and budgets), and allow users to search

such views. In such cases, it may not be feasible to materialize all user views because

there are many users and their content is often overlapping,which could lead to data

duplication and its associated space-overhead. In contrast, a more scalable strategy is

to define virtual views for different users of the system, andallow users to search over

their virtual views.

Further, in our example, the product data and the vendor datamay belong to inde-

pendent web services, and the web retailer can only exploit an information integration

application that queries over both services and creates theview that aggregates vendors

under products. Note that such a view is often virtual (unmaterialized) for various rea-

sons: (a) the aggregator may not have the resources to materialize all the data, (b) if
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the view is materialized, the contents of the view may be out-of-date with respect to

the base data, or maintaining the view in the face of updates may be expensive, and/or

(c) the data sources may not wish to provide the entire data set to the aggregator, but

may only provide a sub-set of the data in response to a query. While current systems

(e.g., [24, 39, 52]) allow users to query virtual views usingquery languages such as

XQuery, they do not support ranked keyword search queries over such views.

The above applications raise an interesting challenge: howdo we efficiently evaluate

keyword search queries over virtual XML views? One simple approach is to materialize

the entire view at query evaluation time and then evaluate the keyword search query over

the materialized view. However, this approach has obvious disadvantages. First, the cost

of materializing the entire view at runtime can be prohibitive, especially since only a few

documents in the view may contain the query keywords. Further, users issuing keyword

search queries are typically interested in only the top few results, and materializing the

entire view to produce the top few results is likely to be expensive.

In this dissertation, we propose an alternative approach, which is by using regular

indices, including inverted list and XML path indices, thatare present on the base data

to efficiently evaluate keyword search over views. The indices are used to efficiently

identify the portion of the base data that is relevant to the current keyword search query

so that only the top ranked results of the view are actually materialized and presented to

the user. We have implemented and experimentally evaluatedthe proposed techniques

and the performance results indicate that our approach is atleast ten time faster than

alternatives.
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1.4 Organization of chapters

Chapter 2 provides the necessary background knowledge for triggers and keyword search

queries over virtual XML views. Chapter 3 describes in details the proposed techniques

for supporting triggers over virtual XML views. Chapter 4 isthen devoted to the prob-

lem of efficiently evaluating ranked keyword search queriesover XML views. Chapter 5

reviews the past research that is related to trigger processing and ranked keyword search

queries. Chapter 6 summarizes the entire research and the findings of previous chapters,

along with the suggestions for future directions of research.



Chapter 2

Background
In this chapter, we describe some background on XML documents and queries, and also

describe background on nested relational algebra that is used to represent and manipu-

late nested XML views over relational data.

2.1 XML Documents and Queries

An XML document consists of nested XML elements starting with the root element.

Each element can have attributes and values, in addition to nested subelements. Fig-

ure 2.1 shows an example XML document representing books with nested reviews.

Each〈book〉 element has〈title〉 and〈review〉 subelements nested under it. The〈book〉

element also has the isbn attribute whose value is “111-11-1111”. For ease of exposi-

tion, we treat attributes as though they are sub-elements. While XML elements can also

have references to other elements (IDREFs), they are treated and queried as values in

XML; hence we do not model this relationship explicitly for the purposes of this paper.

In addition, to capture the text content of elements, we use the predicate:contains(u, k)

returns true iff the elementu directly or indirectly contains the keywordk (note thatk

can appear in the tag name or text content ofu or any of its descendant elements).

An XML document can thus be defined as a directed treeD = (V, E, r, Tag, V al),

whereV is the set of XML elements,E is the set of edges such that(u, v) ∈ E iff v is

a nested subelement ofu, r is the root element,Tag : V → String is a function that

maps each element to its tag name, andV al : V → AtomicV alue is a function that

maps elements to their atomic values (if an element does not have an atomic value, the

corresponding value is null). We say that an elementw is a descendant of elementu if

7
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<books>

   <book isbn = ‘111-11-1111’>

       <title> Database Concepts </title>

       <publisher> … </publisher>

       <review> 

           <name> Peter </name>

           <comments> This book … </comments>

       </review>

       <review>…</review>

   </book>

   <book isbn=’222-22-2222’>

       <title> Artificial Intelligence </title>

       <publisher> … </publisher>

       <review> … </review>

       <review> … </review>

    </book>

   ...

 </books>

Figure 2.1: An XML document

there is a path fromu to w in E.

An XML database instanceD can be modeled as a set of XML documents. An XML

queryQ can be viewed as a mapping from a database instanceD to a sequence of XML

documents/elements (which represents the output of the query). More formally, if UD

is the universe of XML database instances andS is the universe of sequences of XML

documents/elements, thenQ : UD → S. Thus, we use the notationQ(D) to denote the

result of evaluating the queryQ over the database instanceD. A queryQ is typically

specified using an XML query language such as XQuery [1]. An XML view is simply

represented as an XML Query. We thus use the term view and query interchangeable

for the rest of the chapter. Further, we use the following notation for reasoning about

sequences of elements. Given a sequence of elementss, e ∈ s is true iff the elemente is

present in the sequences. Given two sequencess1 ands2, subseq(s1, s2) is true iff s1 is

a sub-sequence ofs2 (i.e.,s2 contains all the elements ofs1 in the same relative order).
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r                                        r’ 
              
   
 

BB  AA  
CC  DD  

EE  

c1 d1 a1 
 c 1 d 2 

e1 
 

a 1 c 1 d 2 e 2 
c 2 d 1 a 2 

 c 2 d 2 
e 1 
 

AA  CC  DD  EE  
a1 c1 d1 e1 
a 1 c 1 d 2 e 1 
a 1 c 1 d 2 e 2 
a 2 c 2 d 1 e 1 
a 2 c 2 d 2 e 1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: Example of nested relations.

2.2 Nested Relational Algebra and XML

The nested relational algebra [99, 110, 77] works on non firstnormal form (NFNF) or

nested relations, where the column value of a row can itself be a relation. In this paper,

we consider a relation to be abagof rows because we want to consider duplicate rows

as in SQL. An example of a nested relation is shown in Figure 2.2(b). In this example,

the nested relation contains three columns: A, B and E. The type of column B is itself

a nested relation, which has two columns C and D. A, C, D and E are atomic columns

(i.e., not nested relations). For instance, the first row in the relation has the value a1 for

column A, the set{ (c1,d1), (c1,d2)} for column B and the value e1 for column E.

The nested relational algebra works on nested relations andcontains all the tradi-

tional relational operators (Selectσ, Project π, Join ⋊⋉ andUnion ∪, andSetDiff −)

and also introduces two new operator –Nestν andUnnestµ – for dealing with nested

relations. Figure 2.4 summarizes the operators in the nested relational algebra.

TheNestoperator takes an input relation and a list of columns to be nested (nesting

columns), and creates an output relation that contains exactly one row for each distinct

combination of non-nesting columns. The output relation also contains a new column

(the nesting output) that contains a nested set of all combinations of nesting column val-
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product
PID pname mfr
P1 CRT 15 Samsung
P2 LCD 19 Samsung
P3 CRT 15 Viewsonic

vendor
VID PID price

Amazon P1 100.00
Bestbuy P1 120.00
Circuitcity P1 150.00
Buy.com P2 200.00
Bestbuy P2 180.00
Bestbuy P3 120.00
Circuitcity P3 140.00

Figure 2.3: Example database.

Operator Description
Project Projects columns
Select Restricts its input based on a predicate
Join Joins its two inputs
Union Unions its two inputs
SetDiff Returns the difference of its two inputs
Nest Nests its input
Unnest Unnesting its input

Figure 2.4: Nested relational algebra opera-
tors.

ues for a given combination of non-nesting column values. The Nestoperator over an

input relationr with the list of nesting columns NCL and the name of the nesting output

NO is denoted by:νNO=NCL(r). For example, consider the relation r in Figure 2.2(a).

The nested algebra expressionνB=(C,D)(r) produces the nested relation r’ shown in Fig-

ure 2.2(b). While the traditional nested algebra does not support arbitrary aggregate

functions, we can augment theNestwith the specification of an aggregate function over

a nested relation. For example, the nested algebra expression νB=(C,D),cnt=count(B)(r)

produces a relation similar tor′, but which has an additional attributecnt whose value

for a given row is the cardinality of the nested relation B forthat row.

The Unnest is the converse of theNest and flattens a nested relation based on an

unnesting column. The unnesting column can only contain setvalues. TheUnnestop-

erator over an input relationr with an unnesting column UC is denoted by:µUC(r).

For example, the nested algebra expressionµB(r′) produces the relationr (Figure Fig-

ure 2.2(a)). Note that anUnnest is the exact converse of aNestonly if the Nestdoes

not contain aggregate functions (such ascount). If the Nestdoes contain an aggregate
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Figure 2.5: The operator graph for thecatalogview

function, theUnnestwill produce an extra column corresponding to the aggregatevalue,

which will be replicated for each unnested row (along with the values of the other non-

unnesting columns). If the aggregate column value is not desired in the output of the

Unnest it has to be explicitly projected out before or after theUnnest.

As another example, consider a relational database shown inFigure 2.3 (the database

contains products and vendors for each product; primary keys are capitalized). Now

suppose this database is exposed as a (virtual) nested view in which vendors are nested

under products, with the restriction that only products sold by at least twovendors ap-

pear in the view. The corresponding nested view definition isshown below:

νproducts=(pname,vendor)(πpname,vendor(σcnt≥2(

νvendor=(vid,pid,price),cnt=count(vendors)(πpname,vid,pid,price(product ⋊⋉pid vendor)))))

The result of materializing this nested view is shown in Figure 2.6.

A nested relational algebra expression can also be viewed asa tree or graph of al-

gebra operators, or an operator graph. Figure 2.5 shows the operator graph for the view
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catalog 

products 
vendor pname 

pid vid price 
P1 Amazon 100.00 
P1 Bestbuy 120.00 
P1 Circuitcity 150.00 
P3 Bestbuy 120.00 

CRT 
15 

P3 Circuitcity 140.00 
P2 Buy.com 200.00 LCD 

19 P2 Bestbuy 180.00 

Figure 2.6: Nested catalog view.

<catalog>
<product name=''CRT 15''>

<vendor>
<pid>P1</pid>
<vid>Amazon</vid>
<price>100.00</price>

</vendor>
<vendor>

<pid>P1</pid>
<vid>Bestbuy</vid>
<price>120.00</price>

</vendor>
· · ·

</product>
<product name=''LCD 19''>
· · ·

</catalog>

Figure 2.7: XML catalog view.

definition expression above. Operators (boxes) 1 and 2 produce the rows in theproduct

andvendortables, respectively. Box 3 joins each vendor with the product it sells, and

Box 4 then nests the rows by product name; thenest()function nests all the vendor rows

into a set, while thecountfunction counts the number of vendors per row. Box 5 then

selects only the rows withcnt ≥ 2. Finally box 6 nests all the rows together to produce

the nested relation with a singleproducts column. Note that the projection operators are

not explicitly shown in the graph, but are implicitly captured by the columns propagated

by the operators.

Note there is a fairly direct mapping between nested relations and XML. For in-

stance, the nested relation in Figure 2.6 directly corresponds to the XML document in

Figure 2.7, except that the XML view contains additional tags which can be easily added

in a post-processing phase [107]. Similarly, as shown in previous work, there is a direct

mapping between nested relational algebra views and XML views [44, 10].

There are, however, some differences between XML views and nested relational

views. First, XML views often have descendant and wildcard axes, which are not present

in nested relational views. However, this is not a big issue in the domain of relational

publishing (the focus of this paper) because the relationalschema is known a-priori and
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can be used to expand the descendant and wildcard axes to child axes with specific

tag names. Second, XML documents can contain a mix of structured and text data,

while nested relational views are more structured. However, since we are focusing on

publishing structured relational data, the resulting XML is unlikely to have a mix of

structured and text data.



Chapter 3

Triggers over Nested XML Views
Triggers have been shown to be a powerful technology to implementpush-baseddata

processing in relational databases [40, 41], in the sense that the database server takes the

activerole of pushing data to users when events that match trigger specifications occur.

Consequently, users do not have to repeatedly query the database for interesting changes

(which is the case in thepull-baseddatabase systems).

Emerging Internet applications, such as XML view systems [21, 52, 100, 77, 106,

116], require triggers as well so that users are able to monitor events of their interests.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, existing XML view systems arepassivein

the sense that they can only support user-initiated queriesover the views. For instance,

consider the XML view system architecture in Figure 3.1 in which the base relational

data are published using nested XML views. Current systems using this architecture

only allow buyers to explicitly initiate a request to query the catalog for products of

interest. In contrast, anactivesystem allows users to specify triggers over nested views.

Thus, a buyer can set a trigger to be notified whenever a new product is introduced, or

when a product of interest goes out of stock, without having to repeatedly query the

nested view to detect these changes.

At a high level, there are two approaches to supporting triggers over nested views.

The first approach is to materialize the entire nested view and implement triggers over

this view. However, this approach suffers from the overheadof replicating and incre-

mentally maintaining the materialized nested view on everyrelational update that affects

the view, even though users may only be interested in relatively rare events. Another

practical downside of this approach is that it requires a full-function database that sup-

14
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INTERNET

<catalog>

   <product id="P1">

       <name> CRT 15 </name><mfr> Samsung </mfr>

       <vendor>

             <name> Amazon </name><price> 100.00 </price>            

        …

       </vendor>

        …

   </product>

   <product id="P2">

       <name> LCD 19 </name><mfr> Samsung </mfr>

       <vendor>

             <name> BestBuy </name><price> 200.00 </price>            

        …

       </vendor>

        …

   </product>

...

</catalog>

A Nested XML View

Query:

//product

[./name = LCD 19]

<product id = 

“P1”>

...

Current “Passive” Systems “Active” Triggers

 CREATE TRIGGER Notify 

  AFTER Update

 ON catalog/products

 WHERE OLD_ROW.pname = 

              ‘LCD 19'

 DO notifySmith(NEW_ROW)

RDBMS

product

pid: integer,       

pname: varchar(20)

mfr: varchar(30)

vendor

vid: integer,       

pid: integer  

price: varchar(20)

Email:

<product id = 

“P1”>...

Figure 3.1: XML View System Architecture

ports incremental view updates and triggers overnestedviews, which is not commonly

available. For instance, none of the XML (or XML-enhanced relational) databases that

we are aware of support triggers over incrementally maintained nested views, while

virtually all major commercial relational databases have sophisticated support for SQL

triggers over (flat) relational tables [72, 87, 93].

To address the above issues, in this dissertation, we propose an alternative approach

of implementing triggers over nested views of relational data, which is by translating

triggers over nested views intoSQL triggersoverflat base tables. The primary benefits

of this approach are that: (a) it avoids having to materialize the nested view, (b) it does

not require a sophisticated data management system for nested data, and (c) it works

with and fully leverages existing relational technology.
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The main technical contribution is a systematic way to translate triggers over nested

views of relational data into SQL triggers over flat base tables. This translation is fairly

challenging because triggers can be specified over complex nested views with nested

predicates, while classical SQL triggers can only be specified over flat relational tables.

Consequently, evenidentifyingthe parts of an nested view that could have changed due

to a (possibly deeply nested) SQL update is a non-trivial task, as is the problem of

computingthe old and new values of an updated fragment of the view.

On the surface, this problem of identifying changes in a viewmay appear to be

similar to the problem of incremental view maintenance. However, there are several

subtle issues that require the development of new techniques. First, most incremental

view maintenance techniques assume that the old (before update) values of data items

are materialized, and focus on computing the new value basedon the old value. In

contrast, since our goal is to work over virtual views, we need to selectivelycompute

the old (before update) and new (after update) values for a particular trigger based on

an underlying update. Second, nested views give rise to an important and interesting

class of predicates which we callnested predicates(essentially, these are predicates over

nested structures, as will be explained in more detail later); existing view maintenance

techniques designed primarily for flat relational tables donot apply to such predicates.

Third, triggers over views need an efficient way to check whether the old values and new

values, which may be deeply nested, are indeed different so that users do not receive

spurious notifications (for example, if a view computes a function such as max, the old

and new values may be the same even if the base data has been updated, so long as the

maximum value does not change). Another issue to consider isthat current commercial

relational databases are not very scalable with respect to the number of SQL triggers,

while we expect a large number of triggers to be specified overnested views exposed as
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web services.

The proposed solution address the above challenges. Specifically, the three main

contributions are: (1) a system architecture for supporting triggers over nested views of

relational data (Section 3.2), (2) an algorithm for identifying and computing changes in

an nested view based on possibly deeply nested relational updates (Section 3.3), and (3)

the definition and use of a general class of views calledinjective viewsfor which we can

efficiently check whether the old values and new values are different, without having to

explicitly compare these (possibly deeply nested) values (Section 3.3). It is also shown

that how prior work on scalable trigger processing [34, 67] can be adapted for the nested

view problem, and investigate the effects of using incrementally maintainedrelational

materialized viewsfor evaluating triggers over nested views (Section 3.4).

As mentioned in Section 2.2, there is a direct mapping between nested relational

algebra views and XML views. Therefore in this chapter we usenested relational al-

gebra to represent and manipulate nested XML views. One benefit is that the proposed

techniques are naturally applicable to nested relational views.

The proposed techniques are implemented in the context of the Quark XML middle-

ware system. One of the original goals of Quark (like SilkRoute [52] and XPERANTO [106])

was to support queries over nested XML views of relational data. By integrating with

Quark, we were able to leverage many of the techniques originally developed for query-

ing nested XML views, and adapt them to the trigger problem. This suggests that our

techniques can be easily integrated into systems that already support queries over nested

XML views of relational data (including relational databases with built-in XML pub-

lishing support). Our performance results using our prototype (Section 3.5) show that

our proposed techniques provide an efficient and scalable way to support triggers over

nested views of relational data, so long as the triggers are structurally similar. For trig-
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gers that are not structurally similar, trigger grouping techniques are not effective and

suffer from the same scalability problems as in publish/subscribe systems.

3.1 Background

In this section, we describe some background on trigger specification languages and

SQL triggers – these concepts are used in our trigger processing system architecture.

3.1.1 Trigger specification language over nested data

Bonifati et al. [19] propose a trigger specification language for triggers over XML doc-

uments. We adapt this language for triggers over nested relational views by mapping

XML path expressions to nested relational path expressions[114], i.e., XML path ex-

pressions of the formcatalog/product/name gets mapped to nested relational

path expressions of the formcatalog.product.name , where catalog, product and

name are names of columns in the nested relational model. Other than this syntactic

modification, we retain the semantics of triggers proposed by Bonifati et al. [19].

The trigger specification language has the following syntax:

CREATE TRIGGERNameAFTEREvent

ONTargetWHEREConditionDOAction

A trigger has a uniqueName. TheEventspecifies the operation that activates the

trigger, and can be either UPDATE, INSERT, or DELETE. Target is an nested relational

path expression that specifies the portion of the nested viewto be monitored for the

event. Condition is a Boolean expression which determines whether the trigger is to

be fired for each row produced by evaluating theTargetexpression. If the condition

is satisfied for a row, anAction is performed; in our system, the action is a call to an
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external function which takes in the column values of the affected rows as parameters.

Finally, two variables,OLD ROWandNEW ROW, are bound to each row produced by

evaluating theTargetexpression before and after theEvent; these may be referenced

in the Condition and theAction. (When theEvent is INSERT or DELETE, only the

NEW ROWor OLD ROW, respectively, can be used.)

An example trigger over the view in Figure 2.6 is shown below.

CREATE TRIGGER Notify AFTER Update
ON catalog.products
WHERE OLD_ROW.pname = 'CRT 15'
DO notifySmith(NEW_ROW.pname, NEW_ROW.vendor)

On any update to a product whose name was “CRT 15” (before the update), the

trigger invokes an external functionnotifySmith() with the new values of attributes

of that product row.

We note that the above semantics corresponds to row-level triggers in SQL trigger

terminology – the trigger is fired for each row that is affected by the triggering statement.

3.1.2 SQL triggers

SQL triggers [40, 41] are fired when an event (INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE) occurs on

a specific relational table. When a SQL trigger is activated,it has access to the pre- and

post-update versions of the affected rows throughtransition tables. We use the notation

▽table to denote the transition table that contains the updated rows before an update,

and△table to denote the transition table that contains the updated rows after an update

(▽table is empty for INSERT triggers, and△table is empty for DELETE triggers). For

example, ifP1 goes on sale atAmazon, then the transition tables might look like:
▽vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P1 100.00

△vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P1 75.00
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3.2 Semantics & System Architecture

We now formalize the semantics of triggers on nested views, and then present our system

architecture.

3.2.1 Semantics of triggers on nested views

In order to define the semantics of triggers on views, we need aprecise definition of

when a row in a view is said to be updated, inserted, or deleted. This in turn requires us

to define theidentityof a row in the view (so that we can talk about which specific row

is updated, inserted or deleted). Note that the issue of identity is not as problematic for

triggers over base relational data because each row has a well-defined notion of physical

identity based on its record id (rid). In contrast, rows in unmaterialized views arevirtual

and do not have a standard notion of identity based on record ids.

We now present an intuitive definition of the identity based on the semantic structure

of the view, i.e., in terms of the view’s algebra expression.The main idea is to use the

notion of keys of nested relational operators to define the identity of rows.

Definition 3.2.1(Keys of Operators). Given an operatoro in a graphG, a keyof o is a

minimal set of (existing or derivable) columns ofo whose values uniquely identify each

output row produced byo.

As an illustration, a key of theTable operator in box 1 in Figure 2.5 is the$pid

column (which is theproduct table’s primary key). A key of theNest operator in

box 4 is the$pnamecolumn (since theNestoperator produces an output row for each

unique$pname). Finally Selectin box 5 has the same key column as its input operator

($pname).

Since an operator can have more than one key, we use the termcanonical keyto
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denote a unique key for the operator. Specifically, for a table operator, we use its primary

key. The canonical keys for the other operators can be definedin terms of the canonical

keys of its input operators. Table 3.1 defines the canonical key for each operator (except

for Unnest) in terms of the canonical keys of its input operator(s). Thecanonical key

for SelectandProject operators is the same as the canonical key as their input operator.

Note that we use bag (not set) semantics for operators; thus the output of the project

operator has the same number of rows as its inputs, and can hence propagate the input

keys. The canonical key of theJoin operator is the concatenation of the canonical keys

of its input operator (since each row produced by the join contains columns from both

its inputs). The canonical key for theUnion operator is the union of the canonical key

columns of its inputs plus aposition column; the position column has a unique value

(i) corresponding to each input operator and is thus used to distinguish duplicate rows

from different inputs. The canonical key for theSetDiff operator is the canonical key of

its left input. Finally, the canonical key for theNestoperator is the set of non-nesting

columns since exactly one row is produced for each distinct combinations of values of

the non-nesting columns. We note that the above rules ensurethat the canonical key for

an operator is unique.

We use the notationcko to denote the set of canonical key columns for an operator

o. C̃(o) is used to denote the set of all columns produced by operatoro. For a rowr

produced by an operatoro and a set of columnsC ⊆ C̃(o), we usevC(r) to denote the

“sub-row” of r that contains only the values of the columns inC. Thus,vcko
(r) denotes

the row that contains the values ofr corresponding to the canonical key columns ofo.

We denote thetop operator of an graphG, which produces the final result of the graph,

asoG. For two rowsr1 andr2, we also use the notationr1 = r2 if r1 andr2 have equal

values for all columns, andr1 6= r2 otherwise.
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Table 3.1: Deriving canonical keys for operators.

Operator type Input (operator, key) pairs How to derive output key (KeyO)

Select, Project (I, KeyI)
/* Propagate the key of our input
operator. */
KeyO← KeyI

Join (I1, KeyI1), · · · , (In, KeyIn
)

/* New key is the concatenation
of input keys. */
KeyO← KeyI1 ∪ · · · ∪ KeyIn

Union (I1, KeyI1), · · · , (In, KeyIn
)

∀Ii ∈ I, let posi be the new
column added toIi which
always produces the valuei, let
PosKey′Ii

beKeyIi

⋃

{posi}, let
posO be the column inO which
unions allposi, and let
M : CI → CO be the mapping
from the columns of input
operators to columns ofO.

KeyO←
⋃

Ii∈I





⋃

c∈PosKeyIi

M(c)





SetDiff (Ileft, KeyIleft
), (Iright, KeyIright

)

/* New key is the key of the left
input. */
KeyO← KeyIleft

Nest (I, KeyI)
KeyO← the non-nesting
columns ofO.

Table — KeyO← the primary key ofO.

In order to define updates, inserts, and deletes on a view, we first formalize the

notation for adatabase transition, which is the result of UPDATEs, INSERTs, and/or

DELETEs on relational tables. We do so in terms of thedatabase state, where the

database is in a stateD before the transition, and a different stateD′ after the transition;

we write the transition itself asD
∗
→ D′. When considering the effect of UPDATEs,

INSERTs, and/or DELETEs to a single tableT (as is the case when a SQL trigger onT is

fired), we denote the transition asD
T
→ D′. The result of evaluating operatoro in state

D is writtenR(o, D).

We now define updates, inserts and deletes on views.
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Definition 3.2.2 (View Trigger Updates). A row r is said to beupdatedin view G by

relational transitionD
∗
→ D′ iff r ∈ R(oG, D), and∃r′(r′ ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ vckoG

(r) =

vckoG
(r′) ∧ r 6= r′).

Definition 3.2.3 (View Trigger Inserts). A row r is said to beinsertedin view G by

relational transitionD
∗
→ D′ iff r ∈ R(oG, D′) and¬∃r′(r′ ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ vckoG

(r) =

vckoG
(r′)).

Definition 3.2.4 (View Trigger Deletes). A row r is said to bedeletedin view G by

relational transitionD
∗
→ D′ iff r ∈ R(oG, D) and¬∃r′(r′ ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ vckoG

(r) =

vckoG
(r′)).

Since we use canonical keys to uniquely identify rows, if thevalue of the canonical

key of a rowr is updated, we do not considerr as being updated;r is considered to be

deleted and a new rowr′ with the new key value is inserted.

Given the above definition of events, we use the semantics of the triggers described

in Section 3.1.1. We note that our events are well-defined only for operators with canon-

ical keys. We thus need to define a class of views for which triggers are well-defined.

Definition 3.2.5(Trigger-Specifiable Views). A view with graphG is trigger-specifiable

iff every operator inG has a canonical key.

We require every operator (not just the top operator) in the view to have a canonical

key because the user can specify a trigger on a deeply nested row (and not just a top

level row). We now prove that a view is trigger-specifiable ifall its Table operators have

canonical (i.e., primary) keys.

Theorem 3.2.6.A view of relational data,G, is trigger-specifiable if all the table oper-

ators inG have canonical keys.
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Proof. (Sketch)

We need to prove that every operator inG has a canonical key. In Table 3.1, we define

the canonical keys for every type of operator, except forUnnest, in terms of its input

operator(s). Thus, ifG does not contain anyUnnest operators, then we can simply

derive the canonical key for each operatoro by applying the definitions in Table 3.1.

If G doescontainUnnestoperators, then it can be rewritten to an equivalent graph

G′ that does not contain anyUnnestoperators using the sound and complete view com-

position rules proposed in [106]. This transformation is possible becauseG is an nested

view of relational data and the underlying relational data contains no inherent nesting.

Hence, anUnnest operator can only unnest a nesting structure created in the view it-

self. We can thus assume without loss of generality thatG does not contain anyUnnest

operators.

Since all operators inG have canonical keys, the view is trigger-specifiable by Def-

inition 3.2.5.

Thus, arbitrarily complex views can have triggers specifiedon them, so long as the

underlying relational tables have primary keys (which is the common case).

We note that there is a subtle issue that arises if the canonical key does not appear

in the nested view (for example, if the$pname column is not propagated beyond box 4

in Figure 2.5). In this case, the user may not be able to detectwhether a view row has

been inserted, updated or deleted because the canonical keyis not visible to the user,

even though the system can perform the correct action using the propagated canonical

keys. Note, however, that this is not a new problem introduced by views, but also

exists for base relational data. For example, consider a base table that contains duplicate

rows (which is allowed by commercial relational systems). Although the duplicate rows

contain the same column values (visible to the user), they have distinct record ids (rids)
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Figure 3.2: System architecture.

that the system can use to uniquely identify the rows. Now consider a user who opens an

updateable cursor on the table, and updates exactly one of the duplicate rows (whichever

row is returned first by the cursor). The system knows which ofthe two duplicate rows

is updated, and will thus fire the trigger for that row. However, this action is non-

deterministic from the user’s point of view. This case is similar to the case where the

canonical keys do not appear in the nested view and should be interpreted similarly.

For the rest of this paper, we only consider trigger-specifiable views. Since every

operator in a trigger-specifiable view has a canonical key, the associated relations are sets

(with no duplicate rows); thus, we use bag and set semantics interchangeably henceforth.
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3.2.2 System architecture

Our system architecture is shown in Figure 3.2. Users can create triggers (using the

syntax in Section 3.1.1) on trigger-specifiable views. TheTarget, Conditionand pa-

rameters of theActionof the trigger are converted into their respective operatorgraphs

(recall thatTarget, Conditionand parameters of theActionare all nested relational al-

gebra expressions). The triggerEventand theTargetgraph are then analyzed by the

Event Pushdown module to determine the minimal set of base relations on which in-

serts, updates, or deletes could cause the trigger to be fired. For each of these tables, the

Affected-Row Graph Generator constructs an operator graphwhich, when evaluated,

produces theOLD ROWandNEW ROWvalues for each affected row. This graph is fed

into the Trigger Grouping module, which groups similar triggers together for improved

scalability. The Trigger Pushdown module takes the groupedtrigger graph, pushes down

selection conditions, and produces a set of SQL triggers, one for each relational event.

When activated, an SQL trigger issues a single SQL query to retrieve the relational

data required for the actions of the specified triggers. A constant-space Nester [107]

then converts these results into nested relations. The Trigger Activation module then

activates the appropriate triggers and passes in the nestedrelational rows as parameters

to their actions.

One limitation of our current implementation is that trigger(s) over views are fired

for each SQL INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement, rather than for each SQLtrans-

action(which could contain more than one statement). However, this is not a limitation

of our approach itself, but due to the fact that most commercial databases do not support

SQL triggers at the transaction level; they only support SQLtriggers at the granularity of

a statement within a transaction. We note, however, that ourapproach is general enough

to support transaction level triggers if the underlying relational databases exposes trans-
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action level SQL triggers.

3.2.3 Trigger parsing and event pushdown

The first step in our architecture is to convert the triggerTarget, ConditionandAction

expressions into operator graphs. In addition, we apply view composition rules similar

to [106] on theTargetexpression. This has the effect of removingUnnest operators

(since the base data is relational and has no inherent nesting), and identifies the specific

part of the view to be monitored by the trigger. For example, the trigger in Section 3.1.1

monitors the partcatalog.product, which corresponds to the nested relational algebra

expressionµproduct(catalog). On composing this expression with the catalog view, it

produces the graph in Figure 2.5A. Note that this graph only produces products and

not the entire catalog (since the trigger only monitors particular products). Also note

that this graph producesall products because theCondition, which is specified on the

product name in our example, is not considered in this phase.

The next step is to determine which events on which relational tables can cause the

event specified in the trigger. This is similar to the problemof identifying events on

the base tables that can affect materialized views [27] and violate constraints [26]. We

adopt a similar approach to identifying relevant events on base tables: for each type of

operator (Join, Nest, etc.), and for each of the three event types, there is a set ofpossible

input events that can cause that output event (see Table 3.2). Put another way, there is

a set of rulesEI → EO, where operatorI is an input to operatorO, such that the event

EO can occur ifEI occurs. Thus, starting at the top operator of theTargetgraph, we

can determine the set of events on all of its input operators which can cause theEvent

specified in the trigger. Applying these rules recursively,as shown in Figure 3.3, we

eventually reach the baseTable operators, at which point we have the set of all base-
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1: GetSrcEvents(o : Operator, e : Event) :
2: S ← ∅
3: if o.type = Table then
4: S ← {(o, e)}
5: else
6: S ← {(o′, e′) | determined from(o, e)using Table 3.2}
7: for all (o′, e′) ∈ S do
8: S′ ← S′ ∪GetSrcEvents(o′, e′)
9: end for

10: end if
11: ReturnS.

Figure 3.3:GetSrcEvents: given an operator,o, and a desired event on that operator,e,
returns the set of table-level events which can causee.

table eventsIB such thatIB → Event.

CREATE TRIGGER Notify AFTER Update
ON catalog.product
WHERE OLD_ROW.pname = 'CRT 15'
DO notifySmith(NEW_ROW.pname, NEW_ROW.vendor)

In our trigger example (repeated above), we are interested in UPDATE on all columns

of Box 5 in Figure 2.5. According to Table 3.2 this translatesto UPDATE on all columns

of Nest in Box 4 . For Box 4,$vendor is the result of thenest() function, which

groups multiple rows with the same$pname; thus, any INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE

to columns$vid, $pidand$priceof box 3 could cause$vendorin its corresponding row

in box 4 to be updated. Therefore UPDATE on $vendoron Box 4 translates to INSERT,

DELETE and UPDATE on $vid, $pid and$priceof box 3. By repeating this process us-

ing the rules in Table 3.2, we can finally derive that an UPDATE on Box 5 can be caused

either by an INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE on theproducttable or thevendortable.
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Table 3.2: Operator-specific rules used in event pushdown.

Operator type Output event Input (operator,event) pairs

Select, Project

DELETE(O)

DELETE(I) (I is the input
operator);
UPDATE(I, Cσ) whereCσ are the
columns used in the selection
condition

INSERT(O) INSERT(I); UPDATE(I, Cσ)
UPDATE(O,C) UPDATE(I, C)

Join

DELETE(O)
DELETE(I) for any inputI;
UPDATE(I, CI ), whereCI are the
columns of operatorI.

INSERT(O)
INSERT(I) for any inputI;
UPDATE(I, CI )

UPDATE(O,C) UPDATE(I, CI )

Nest

DELETE(O)
DELETE(I);
UPDATE(I,G), whereG is the set
of non-nesting columns

INSERT(O) INSERT(I); UPDATE(I,G)

UPDATE(O,C)
UPDATE(I, C);
INSERT(I) unlessC ⊆ G;
DELETE(I) unlessC ⊆ G

Union

DELETE(O)

DELETE(I) for any input operator
I;
UPDATE(I, CI ) for any input
operatorI (Note that DELETE(O)
could be caused by an UPDATE

where a previously unique row
becomes a duplicate.)

INSERT(O)

INSERT(I) for any input operatorI;
UPDATE(I, CI ) for any input
operatorI (analogously to
DELETE(O))

UPDATE(O,C)
UPDATE(I, CI ) for any input
operatorI

SetDiff

DELETE(O)

DELETE(Ileft); INSERT(Iright);
UPDATE(Ileft, C) for any column
C;
UPDATE(Iright, C) for any column
C;

INSERT(O)

INSERT(Ileft);
DELETE(Iright);
UPDATE(Ileft, C) for any column
C;
UPDATE(Iright, C) for any column
C;

UPDATE(O,C) UPDATE(Ileft, C)
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Figure 3.4:Gparams: Producing parameters toAction.

3.3 Affected-Row Graph Generation

One of the main technical contributions of this paper is the Affected-Row Graph Gener-

ator (see Figure 3.2), which produces operator graphs that compute the input parameters

for the trigger action. Specifically, the module takes as input the graphs for theTarget,

Condition, and parameters for theAction, and also the set of relational table-event pairs

identified by the Event Pushdown module. Foreachof these table-event pairs, it pro-

duces an graph which computes the transformation from the relational transition tables

to the parameters for the trigger action.

Our high-level approach is to produce a single graph,Gparams, which consists of three

parts as shown in Figure 3.4. First,Gaffectedproduces an (OLD ROW, NEW ROW) row

for each affected row of the view. Next,Gcond, the graph corresponding to theCondition,

filters out any rows that do not satisfy the condition. Finally, Gaction computes the nested

algebra expressions given as parameters to theAction. The main technical contribution

of this section is an algorithm to produceGaffected.
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3.3.1 Technical challenges in producingGaffected

On the surface, the problem of producingGaffectedmay appear similar to the incremental

view maintenance problem (where the goal is to compute changes to a materialized view

based on updates to the base data). However, there are three new challenges that arise

in our context, which require the development of new techniques.

First, as mentioned in the introduction, one of our design goals is tonot materialize

the nested view. We avoid materialization because (a) it would require a sophisticated

middleware database that can support incremental view updates and triggers over nested

views, and (b) it would require the view to be updated forevery relevant relational

update even though user triggers may have very selective predicates1. In contrast, most

incremental view maintenance algorithms (e.g., [3, 17, 27,47, 48, 57, 80, 82, 101])

assume that the view is materialized, and use the materialized old value of a row to

compute its new value. We thus need to devise techniques thatcanselectivelycompute

the relevant new values directly from the base data.

Second, in producingGaffected, we need to compute newand old values after an

update. In contrast, for materialized views, we only need tocompute the new value

because the old value already exists (since it is materialized). Thus, even materialized

view techniques that can selectively compute new values without using materialized old

values (e.g., [94, 97]) are not applicable because they cannot compute (old value, new

value) pairs for all INSERT, DELETE and UPDATE events. This problem is especially

acute for INSERT/DELETE events because they introduce specific restrictions on whether

the old/new values can appear in the view before/after an update (Definition 3.2.3).

1Note that if we chose to materialize the view,all rows in the view (even those that do
not satisfy any trigger selection predicate) would have to be incrementally maintained,
because any row could become theold valueof an updated item thatdoessatisfy a
trigger predicate.
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Third, triggers over nested views need an efficient way to check whether the old and

new values, which may be deeply nested, are in fact different. Such a problem may arise

when the view uses a function such as max, where the old and newvalue may remain

the same even when the base data is updated. Note that this problem is especially acute

for nested views because explicitly checking whether two deeply nested structures are

different can be very expensive.

Finally, the fourth (and perhaps most important) challengearises due to nested

predicates. For instance, in Figure 2.5, we have aNest operator along with a se-

lection predicate on an aggregate value. While prior work onview maintenance for

object-oriented [57, 82, 101], nested relational [80] and semi-structured [3, 17, 47, 48]

databases support nesting, these do not work with nested predicates. To understand why,

consider the following example where a transaction insertsa row into thevendortable.

The transition table is:
△vendor

vid pid price
Amazon P2 500.00

Intuitively, for the nested view in Figure 2.5, the above insert corresponds to an up-

date of the “LCD 19” product (since a new vendor is added to this product). However,

it turns out that the change computation technique (also referred to as thepropagate

phase[94]) commonly used for view maintenance will not detect this update. Specif-

ically, most view maintenance algorithms compute changes to a view by replacing an

updated table in the view definition with its corresponding transition table. In our ex-

ample, this corresponds to replacing thevendortable in Figure 2.5 with the△vendor

table, and evaluating the resulting query to compute the changes to the view. However,

since△vendor has a single row, boxes 2 and 3 will each produce a single row, and the

selection predicate in box 5 will return no rows since $cnt = 1. Hence, no changes will

be detected!
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As the reader has probably observed, the above problem arises because we are trying

to compute changes for nested predicate views using only rows from the transition table.

This results in inaccurate aggregate values and hence misses some relevant updates (it

can also introduce spurious updates in other cases). We thusneed to devise techniques

for correctly computing changes for views with nested predicates. We note that [3] does

present a technique for computing changes to views with existential predicates and a

single level of nesting (existential predicates can be seenas a very specific form of a

selection over an aggregation), but we are not aware of any prior technique that can

handle complex query predicates at arbitrary levels of nesting.

3.3.2 Proposed algorithm - CreateAKGraph & CreateARGraph

We now present our algorithm for producingGaffected. The algorithm first detects the

keys of the rows affected by an update (affected keys) and then use the affected keys

to compute the actualvalues. Our main contributions are (a) a technique for correctly

determining affected keys even when the view has arbitrary nested predicates, and (b)

a technique for using the affected keys to generate (OLD ROW, NEW ROW) pairs that

satisfy the definition of trigger events, without using any materialized data. In the next

section, we also show how we can avoid explicitly checking whetherOLD ROWand

NEW ROWare different for a certain class of views.

In what follows, we use the following notation.G is theTarget graph;T is the

post-update version of the table in question (recall that this algorithm is invoked once

for eachtable-event pair);Told is the pre-update version of this table;Gold is a graph

identical toG with the sole exception thatT is replaced byTold. While most relational

database systems do not expose theTold table directly, it can easily be constructed using

a query of the form [41]:
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(SELECT * FROM T) EXCEPT (SELECT* FROM△T )
UNION (SELECT * FROM▽T )

CreateAKGraph: finding affected keys

In Figure 3.5, we present our algorithm for determining the affected keys.2 The

algorithm takes as input an operatorO (the top operator in theTarget graphG), an

operatorOold (the top operator inGold), and a base tableT . It returns the top operator,

O′, of an operator graph and a set of key columns ofO′, K, which satisfy the following

two properties: (1)O ⊲⊳K O′, when evaluated, produces the subset ofO’s output rows

that are inserted or updated by the relational update captured by△T and▽T , and (2)

Oold ⊲⊳K O′, when evaluated, produces the subset ofOold’s output rows that are deleted

or updated by the relational update captured by△T and▽T .

In order to determine the keys ofG affected by△T and▽T , we traverseG andGold

in depth-first order and build up a parallel graphGpar. At each step, we maintain the

following invariant: for each operatoro in G, oold in Gold and the corresponding operator

opar in Gpar (1) joining o andopar on the key ofopar will produce the rows in the result

of o that were inserted or updated by△T , and (2) joiningoold andopar on the key ofopar

will produce the rows in the result ofoold that were deleted or updated by△T and▽T .

Thus, ifo is the top operator ofG, then the correspondingopar operator provides a way

to identify the rows in the result ofG affected by the relational update.

We now walk through the algorithm using theTargetgraph in Figure 2.5 for the case

of an UPDATE onvendor(the other cases are similar). At the leaf level, aUnion operator

will first be created (lines 4-8) which computes the union ofTable(△vendor) and

Table(▽vendor) (boxes1par, 2par and3par in Figure 3.7). Clearly the invariant holds

at this point: joining2par with Table(vendor) on the$vidcolumn (the key of2par) will

2Note that this algorithm does not explicitly considerUnnest operators, which are
eliminated by view composition (see Sec. 3.2.3 and [106]).
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1: CreateAKGraph (O, Oold, T ) : (Operator, Key)
{O is an operator inG; Oold is the corresponding operator inGold; T is a table name.}

2: I ← input operators toO, Iold← input operators toOold

3: if O.type= Table then
4: if O.tableName= T then
5: PK← primary key of tableT
6: O′ ← Union(ProjectK(Table(△T )), ProjectK(Table(▽T )))

7: K ← PK
8: else(O′, K)← (NIL , NIL)

9: else ifO.type= Nest then
10: (I′, K ′)← CreateAKGraph(I, Iold, T )

11: if I′ = NIL then (O′, K)← (NIL, NIL)

12: else
13: Jnew← JoinK′ (I, I′), Jold← JoinK′ (Iold, I

′)

14: U ← Union(Jnew, Jold)

15: K ← non-nesting columns ofO
16: O′ ← newNestonU with non-nesting colsK
17: end if
18: else ifO.type= Select or O.type= Project then
19: (O′, K)← CreateAKGraph(I, Told, T )

20: else ifO.type= Join then
21: (I′0, K0)← CreateAKGraph(I0, I0 old, T )

22: (I′1, K1)← CreateAKGraph(I1, I1 old, T )

23: if I′0 = NIL ∧ I′1 = NIL then (O′, K)← (NIL, NIL)

24: else ifI′0 6= NIL ∧ I′1 = NIL then O′ ← I′0, K ← K0

25: else ifI′1 6= NIL ∧ I′0 = NIL then O′ ← I′1, K ← K1

26: else
27: {Let JoinPrd be the join predicates inO}

28: K ← ckO

29: {JoinI′0 with I0, and then withI1 to retrieve affected rows}

30: Jnew0
← JoinK0

(I′0, I0), Ja1 ← Project(K)(JoinJoinPrd(Jnew0
, I1))

31: {JoinI′0 with I0 old, and then withI1 to retrieve rows affected}

32: Jold0
← JoinK0

(I′0, I0 old), Ja2 ← Project(K)(JoinJoinPrd(Jold0
, I1 old))

33: U0 ← Union(Ja1, Ja2)

34: {Do the same toI′1 andI1}

35: Jnew1
← JoinK1

(I′1, I1), Jb1 ← Project(K)(JoinJoinPrd(Jnew1
, I0))

36: Jold1
← JoinK1

(I′1, I1 old), Jb2 ← Project(K)(JoinJoinPrd(Jold1
, I0 old))

37: U1 ← Union(Jb1, Jb2)

38: {Create a Union to propagate all keys}

39: O′ ← Union(U0, U1)

40: end if
41: else ifO.type= Union then {Please refer to Figure 3.6.}

42: else ifO.type= SetDiff then {Please refer to Figure 3.6.}

43: end if
44: {Ensure thatO’s key is propagated}

45: Add K to O.outputColumns; return (O′, K)

Figure 3.5: Algorithm for producing affected keys.
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1: CreateAKGraph (O, Oold, T ) : (Operator, Key)
{O is an operator inG; Oold is the same operator inGold; T is a table name.}

2: if O.type= Table then
3: · · ·
4: else ifO.type= Union then
5: (I′0, K0)← CreateAKGraph(I0, I0 old, T )

6: (I′1, K1)← CreateAKGraph(I1, I1 old, T )

7: if I′0 = NIL ∧ I′1 = NIL then (O′, K)← (NIL, NIL)

8: {Create aProject on I′0 which adds an addtional$position column producing 0}

9: else ifI′0 6= NIL ∧ I′1 = NIL then O′ ← ProjectK0∪{$position}(I
′
0), K ← K0 ∪ {$position}

10: else ifI′1 6= NIL ∧ I′0 = NIL then O′ ← ProjectK1∪{$position}(I
′
1), K ← K1 ∪ {$position}

11: else
12: {JoinI′0(I

′
1) andI0(I′1) on the keys to retrieve all columns}

13: K ← ckO

14: U0 ← Union(JoinK0
(I′0, I0), JoinK0

(I′0, I0 old))

15: U1 ← Union(JoinK1
(I′1, I1), JoinK1

(I′1, I1 old))

16: Pa ← ProjectK(U0), Pb ← ProjectK(U1)

17: {Create a Union to propagate all keys}

18: O′ ← Union(Pa, Pb)

19: end if
20: else ifO.type= SetDiff then
21: (I′0, K0)← CreateAKGraph(I0, I0 old, T )

22: (I′1, K1)← CreateAKGraph(I1, I1 old, T )

23: if I′0 = NIL ∧ I′1 = NIL then (O′, K)← (NIL, NIL)

24: else ifI′0 6= NIL ∧ I′1 = NIL then O′ ← I′0, K ← K0

25: else ifI′1 6= NIL ∧ I′0 = NIL then

26: K ← ckI1 .

27: J1 ← JoinK1
(I′1, I1), J2 ← JoinK1

(I′1, I1 old)

28: O′ ← Union(ProjectK(J1),ProjectK(J2)).

29: else
30: {JoinI′0(I

′
1) andI0(I′1) on the keys to retrieve all columns}

31: K ← ckO

32: U0 ← Union(JoinK0
(I′0, I0), JoinK0

(I′0, I0 old))

33: U1 ← Union(JoinK1
(I′1, I1), JoinK1

(I′1, I1 old))

34: Pa ← ProjectK(U0), Pb ← (ProjectK(U1)

35: {Create a Union to propagate all keys}

36: O′ ← Union(Pa, Pb)

37: end if
38: end if

Figure 3.6: Algorithm for producing affected keys:SetDiff andUnion
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Figure 3.7: CreateAKGraph: Step 1.

produce thevendorrows that are inserted or updated (with values after udpates), and

joining 3par with the oldTable(vendor) on the$vid column will produce thevendor

rows that are deleted or updated (with the values before updates).

Box 3 (theJoin operator) simply propagates theGpar corresponding to its input

(lines 18-19). Thus, the top operator inGpar remains theUnion operator (box2par in

Figure 3.7), and the invariant still holds: joining box 3 with box 2par on $vid would

produce the product-vendor pairs inserted or updated, and joining box3old with 2par

would produce the product-vendor pairs deleted or updated.

We then arrive at box 4, aNestoperator. Since aNestoperator aggregates multiple

input values, any update to any one of the input values in a group can change the ag-

gregate result for that group. We therefore need a way to create an operatoropar in Gpar

that only produces the keys of those groups affected by the update. This is handled in

lines 10-17. First, we join the operatorbelow the currentNest (box 3) with its corre-

sponding operator inGpar (box 2par). By the algorithm invariant, we can infer that this
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Figure 3.9: The completeGpar graph.
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new join produces the set of input rows to theNestoperator that are inserted or updated.

Similarly, we need to join the operator3old with operator2par to retrieve the rows that

are deleted or updated. Then we create aUnion operator, box6par to propagate affected

rows from both joins. Finally, to identify thekeysof all affected groups, we simply need

to project distinct values of the non-nesting columns, which we achieve by creating a

newNestoperator (box7par). In our example, the non-nesting column is$pname. The

Gpar graph at this point is shown in Figure 3.8.

The final operator is aSelectoperator which, like box 3, simply propagates theGpar

corresponding to its input (lines 18-19). The final graph is shown in Figure 3.9.

3.3.3 Additional examples of the algorithms

We illustrate theCreateAKGraph algorithm (Figure 3.5) for the cases of a self-join

and aUnion. The case for theSetDiff is similar to that of aUnion.

CreateAKGraph on Join

We walk through an example and explain howcreateAKGraph works with a self-join.

Consider theTargetgraph in Figure 3.10, which produces pairs ofvid’s that sell the same

product. Box 3 performs a self-join on the tablevendoron pid and produce relevant

vid’s from boxes 1 and 2.

Intuitively to determine the affected keys, we first determine the keys affected due

to changes toindividual inputs, and then union them to get all affected keys for theJoin

(lines 27- 39). Here we show how the algorithm creates a sub-graph which, when eval-

uated, produces affected rows due to changes to an individual input, box 1. Figure 3.11

shows the graph after we applyCreateAKGraph . The algorithm begins by invoking

CreateAKGraph on input operators 1 and produces aUnion operator2par taking the
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Target graph, G
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Figure 3.10: An additional example forcreateAKGraph.
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Figure 3.11: Parallel graph produced bycreateAKGraph.
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Figure 3.12: Simplified graph produced byCreateAKGraph .

union of△vendor and▽vendor.

To determine the keys of affected rows due to updates to box 1,we begin by creating

a Join, box 4par, which joins boxes 1 and2par on the key columns. By the invariant

of CreateAKGraph , box 4par produces all the values of the rows inserted or updated

in box 1. Next, to construct all the key columns corresponding to theJoin operator 3,

we create a newJoin box 5par, which joins box4par with box 2 on the same joining

condition as in box 3. This join produces rows in box 3 that areaffected by the updates

represented by2par and box1. Similarly, we create boxes6par and7par, which produces

rows in box 3 that are affected by the updated represented by2par and box1old. Finally,

we create aUnion operator, box8par, to propagate all affected keys from both inputs.

We can similarly repeat this process to create a sub-graph, which when evaluated,

produces affected rows due to updates to box 2.

While the result appears to have many joins, these joins can be simplified using
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Figure 3.13:CreateAKGraph on Union.
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Figure 3.14:Union augmented with$index columns.

traditional join elimination and query minimization techniques [30, 7, 102, 96]. For

example, we know that all the keys produced by box2par that join with box 1 will be

contained in box1par (and similarly for boxes2par, 1old and3par. Further, we know that

joining box 1 with box1par will produce exactly1par (and similarly for boxes1old and

3par. Using such equivalences, we can significantly simplify theresulting graph. The

final simplified graph for our running example is shown in Figure 3.12.

CreateAKGraph on Union

Consider theTargetgraph in Figure 3.13, where only theproductB table is affected by

the relational update. TheCreateAKGraph algorithm returns box2△ corresponding to
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box 2 (lines 8-10). Using the keys returned by box2par, we need to find the affected

keys for box3. If we simply propagate the keys for2par as the affected keys for box3,

the joining box3 with box2par on the key for2par may return incorrect affected rows if

we have duplicate rows from box1 with the same key value. Thus, to differentiate rows

from the two inputs, the algorithm creates a new operator3par that creates an additional

$position column which always produces the value 2. The algorithm alsoaugments

the original graph to propagate$position columns. The augmented graph is shown in

Figure 3.14. In this graph, joining box3 with box 3par on the key will produce the

correct affected rows.

If both inputs to the union operator are updated (due to, say,a self-union), this case is

similar to the case of the self-join (lines 27-39), with the additional detail of propagating

the$position columns.

At this stage, for a given relational table-event pair, we have theTargetgraphs (G

andGold) and the affected-key graph (Gpar). Our next goal is to produce theGaffected

graph, which generates the (OLD ROW, NEW ROW) pairs corresponding to the rela-

tional update. The algorithm for producingGaffectedis given in Figure 3.15.

CreateARGraph: producing affected rows.

We begin by invokingCreateAKGraph onG andGold which returns(O′, K) (line 2).

O′ is then joined withoG to getNEW ROW(line 3), because by the invariant ofCreate-

AKGraph , we know that this would produce rows that are inserted or updated. Sim-

ilarly, O′ is joined with oG old to get OLD ROW (line 4). Finally, OLD ROW and

NEW ROWare joined on the key columns ofoG. The typeof this join depends on the

view triggerEvent: an UPDATE has bothOLD ROWandNEW ROW, hence an inner

join (line 5-9), while an INSERT (DELETE) has onlyNEW ROW(OLD ROW), hence a

left (right) anti join (lines 10-14). In our example, we perform an inner join since we
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1: CreateARGraph (E : Event, G : Graph, T : String) :

{Build up the affected-row graph for△T and▽T .}

2: (O′, K)← CreateAKGraph(oG, oG old, T )

{And join it back withG/Gold to produceNEWROW/OLD ROW}

3: Onew ← JoinK(O′, oG)

4: Oold ← JoinK(O′, oG old)

{Finally, the way we produceGaffecteddepends on the type of event}

5: if E = UPDATE then
6: {Inner join; we want those nodes which are present in bothOLD ROWandNEWROW}

7: {Note the join is onckOG
which is produced by lines 3-4.}

8: Gaffected← JoinckOG
(Onew , Oold)

9: If required,Gaffected← Select(OLD ROW 6=NEW ROW)(Gaffected)

10: else ifE = INSERTthen
11: {Here we only want those nodes which are not present inOLD ROW}

12: Gaffected← LeftAntiJoinckOG
(Onew , Oold)

13: else ifE = DELETE then
14: Gaffected← RightAntiJoinckOG

(Onew , Oold)

15: end if

Figure 3.15: Algorithm for producingGaffected.

are monitoring UPDATEs. Figure 3.16 shows the finalGaffected graph for our example.

For this particular view, we apply an optimization discussed in Section 3.3.4 and avoid

explicitly checking whether or not the values ofOLD ROWand NEW ROWactually

differ.

We prove the correctness of theCreateARGraph algorithm in Section 3.6.

3.3.4 CreateAROpt: optimizations for CreateARGraph

In general, theCreateARGraph algorithm needs to explicitly check whether theOLD ROW

andNEW ROWvalues differ in the case of UPDATEs (Figure 3.15, line 9); this check is

to ensure that an view trigger is not fired unnecessarily due to spurious results. There

are two reasons whyOLD ROWandNEW ROWvalues can actually be the same, even

when the relevant underlying relational rows are updated. The first, somewhat trivial,

reason is due to a relational update such as:

UPDATE VENDOR SET PRICE = 1 * PRICE
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Figure 3.16: The finalGparamsgraph.

which will result in the relational transitional tables containing as many rows as there

arevendorrows, even thoughnoneof thevendorrows actually changed in value. This

simple case can be fixed bypruning the transitional tables; that is, for each base table

T , eliminating those rows which are identical in△T and▽T . In general, however,

this pruning is not sufficient to eliminate the possibility of spurious results. For exam-

ple, a view might only reference some relational columnc by an aggregate function

(e.g. max(c)), in which case an update toc may or may not result in the correspond-

ing view rows actually changing. Therefore, even if the transitional tables are pruned,

CreateAKGraph might produce keys of rows that were not actually updated; the final

inequality check is thus required to filter out these spurious results.

Our system can perform this final inequality check to eliminate spurious results.

However, there is a performance concern because doing this check is likely to be ex-
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pensive. First, the check cannot be done at the base level (since it deals with nested

relations), but must be done as theNester, which means that a great deal of computa-

tion must be done before determining whether or not the update is spurious. Second, if

OLD ROWandNEW ROWare large, the comparison can be quite expensive. Finally,

the entireOLD ROWmust be computed for the inequality check, even if it is not actually

referenced in the trigger action.

To address the above shortcomings, we now identify a generalclass of views called

injectiveviews, for which theNesterdoes not need to explicitly compareOLD ROW

andNEW ROWvalues, while still ensuring that view triggers are not firedspuriously.

Many views, including the running example in the paper, are injective views. For other

(non-injective) views, we also present a few optimizationsthat can push the inequality

check down to the relational database in certain cases.

Optimizing Injective Views

Intuitively, injectiveviews have the property that there is a one-to-one mapping be-

tween each top-level row produced byoG (the top operator of the view graph) and the set

of relational rows used to construct the row. For such views,including the running ex-

ample in the paper, the selection conditionOLD ROW 6= NEW ROWcan be eliminated

from CreateARGraph if we prune the transitional tables. Specifically, all references

to△T and▽T in the SQL trigger are replaced withNT andHT , respectively, where

NT = △T −▽T andHT = ▽T −△T .

We now formally define the notion of an injective view. We begin by defining the

contributing setof a row. Intuitively, for a rowr produced by an operatoro, the con-

tributing set ofr associated with an input operatoroi of o is the set of rows produced by

oi that are used to computer.

Definition 3.3.1 (Contributing set). Given an operator (o), one of its input operators
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(oi), a database state (D), and a row (ro ∈ R(o, D)), thecontributing setof ro is:

Case 1:o.type= Select

ζ(ro, oi, o, D) = {ri ∈ R(oi, D)|ri = ro}

Case 2:o.type= Project

ζ(ro, oi, o, D) = {ri ∈ R(oi, D)|vC̃(o)∩C̃(oi)
(ri) = ro}

Case 3:o.type= Join

ζ(ro, oi, o, D) = {ri ∈ R(oi, D)|ri = vC̃(oi)
(ro)}

Case 4:o.type= Union

ζ(ro, oi, o, D) = {ri ∈ R(oi, D)|ri = ro}

Case 5:o.type= SetDiff

ζ(ro, oi, o, D) =















{ri ∈ R(oi, D)|ri = ro}, if oi is the left input

R(oi, D), if oi is the right input

Case 6:o.type= Nest with non-nesting columnsnc

ζ(ro, oi, o, D) = {ri ∈ R(oi, D)|vnc(ri) = vnc(ro)}

Intuitively, For aProject or Select, the contributing set of a rowr is the single input

row from whichr is computed by projection or selection, respectively. ForJoin, the

contributing set of a rowr with respect to a given inputoi is the single rowri produced

by oi that joined with an input row from the other input to producer. For Union, the

contributing set of a row for a given inputoi is the same row produced byoi (if oi did

produce such a row; note that either or both inputs could haveproduced that row). For

SetDiff, the contribution set of a rowr with respect to the left inputol is the same row

produced byol; the contributing set with respect to the right inputor is the entire set of

input rows because all of them together determine the existence ofr (by not includingr

in the input). The contributing set of a rowr produced by aNestoperator is the set of

input rows that have the same non-nesting column values asr.
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In the following, we denote projection for a set of rowsS: πC(S) = {vC(t)|t ∈ S}.

Further, whenC is a set of columns belonging to multiple operators, then(C|o) denotes

the subset ofC belonging to operatoro; i.e. (C|o) = C ∩ C̃(o).

We now defineinjectionfor a single operator in terms of the contributing set of each

row produced by the operator.

Definition 3.3.2 (Injection for operators). Given an operator (o) with a set of input

operators (I), a set ofo’s columns (Co), and a subset ofI ’s columns (CI): the columns

Co are injectivewith respect to the columnsCI (denoted asCI 7→ Co) iff:

∀r1, D1, r2, D2(

(r1 ∈ R(o, D1) ∧ r2 ∈ R(o, D2) ∧ vCo
(r1) = vCo

(r2))

→ (∀oi ∈ I(π(CI |oi)(ζ(r1, oi, o, D1)) =

π(CI |oi)(ζ(r2, oi, o, D2))))).

Definition 3.3.2 states thatCI 7→ Co iff whenever two rows produced byo have

the same values for columnsCo, their contributing sets have the same set of values for

columnsCI . In other words, ifCI 7→ Co, then there is a one-to-one mapping such that

for each rowr produced byo, vCo
(r) maps to a uniquesetof CI values produced by the

input operator(s)I.

For a view graphG, we useOPG to denote the set of operators inG. For an operator

o ∈ OPG, we useGo to denote the sub-graph ofG with the top operatoro.

Definition 3.3.3 (Transitive injection). An operatoro is transitively injectivewith re-

spect to a tableT for a subset of its output columnsCo (denotedT
∗
7→ Co) iff one of the

following holds:

• Table(T ) 6∈ OPGo

• Table(T ) ∈ OPGo
and
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– o = Table(T ) andCo = C̃(o), or

– ∃CI((CI 7→ Co) ∧ ∀oi((oi ∈ I)→ (T
∗
7→ (CI |oi)))).

That is, an operatoro is transitively injective for a subset of its output columns, Co,

if and only if there is a one-to-one mapping such that for eachrow r produced by the

operatoro, vCo
(r) maps to a unique set of rows inTable(T ).

Definition 3.3.4 (Injective View). A view with graphG is injective with respect to a

tableT iff T
∗
7→ C, whereC is the set of output columns ofoG.

Although the condition for an injective view may seem restrictive, most nested views

of relational data are injective with respect to each of their base tables. For example, the

originalcatalogview (Figure 2.5) is injective with respect to bothproductandvendor.

In theelectronic appendix, we prove that for injective views,CreateARGraph will

not produce spurious result if we remove the inequality check in line 9; we refer to this

modified version asCreateAROpt.

Sufficient Conditions for Injection

For each operatoro in a graphG, and a set of columnsCo, we can determine whether

Ci 7→ Co based on the type of operatoro:

• Project, Select, andJoin. CI 7→ Co if ∀ci ∈ CI , ci ∈ Co.

• Nest. Ci 7→ Co if ∀ci ∈ Ci, one of the following holds:

– ci ∈ Co, or

– ∃c ∈ Co such thatc = nest(..., ci, ...).

• SetDiff. Assumingol is o’s left input operator, andor is o’s right input operator.

CI 7→ Co if,
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– ∀ci ∈ (CI |ol), ci ∈ Co, and

– ∀D1, D2, D1
T
→ D2 ⇒ R(or, D1) = R(or, D2). Intuitively this means the

set of rows produced byor remains unchanged for all database transitions

involving T .

It is easy to see that the view in Figure 2.5 satisfies the aboveconditions. Note that

the above conditions are sufficient but not necessary for injection.

Additional optimizations

Base table pruning

The definition we have given for injective views is a little stronger than it needs to

be; one specific instance in which it can be relaxed is when a view is injective with

respect to asubsetof a base table’s columns. For example, if in the example viewthe

vendortable had an additional non-key column (such asvendorWebSite) which was not

referenced anywhere in the view, the view would no longer be injective; an update to

this column could cause a trigger to be fired even though it does not result in an update

to the view. Nonetheless, there is still a one-to-one mapping from base table rows to

vendorvalues, so intuitively, we should be able to avoid any additional overhead by

simply ignoring updates that affect this extra column. Indeed, many relational database

systems support triggers on specific columns of a table.

This intuition can be captured formally as follows: for a given table operator,o =

Table(T ), for any set of columnsCo ⊆ C̃(o) such thatCo ∩ cko = cko, it follows

from Definition 3.3.2 thatC̃(o) 7→ Co. Therefore, we can modify the first case in

Definition 3.3.3. Initially, we required that:

o = Table(T ) andCo = C̃(o),

which we can relax to:
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o = Table(T ) andCo ∩ cko = cko.

Note that the correctness of the trigger, then, requires that only updates to the columns

Co be captured. This can easily be achieved when pruning the transition tables:NT and

HT , respectively, can be expressed as follows:

SELECT Co FROM△T EXCEPT
SELECT Co FROM▽T

and:

SELECT Co FROM▽T EXCEPT
SELECT Co FROM△T

Optimizations for non-injective views

If a view is not injective, then in general, we need to explicitly check whether

OLD ROWandNEW ROWdiffer. In certain cases, however, we can still optimize this

check by pushing it down to the relational level. One such case arises for non-injective

views, whichwould have been injective except for the presence of a non-injective ag-

gregate function (e.g.min , max, count , etc.) in aNestoperator. In this case, it is not

necessary to compare theentire OLDROWandNEW ROW. Instead, it is only necessary

to compare the values of these aggregates. Since this is a comparison of numeric values

with no nesting involved, it can be pushed down to the relational engine, thus avoiding

the need to perform an expensive view-level comparison.

This is just one of many possible optimizations to avoid performing a nester-level

comparison for non-injective views. A direction of future work is to identify the general

class of views where the final inequality check can be pushed down to the relational

level.
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Figure 3.17: Converting select to join.

param1 paramn

Gparams

join

$param1$TriggerID $paramn

table: Constants

$TriggerID $Const1 $Constn

Figure 3.18: CorrelatedGgroupedgraph.

3.3.5 AddingCondition and Action

Finally, as described in the beginning of this section, we need to produceGparams, the

graph that produces parameters for theAction after selecting only the (OLD ROW,

NEW ROW) pairs that satisfy the trigger condition (recall Figure 3.4). Gparams is pro-

duced by converting the nested relational algebra expressions forConditionand param-

eters ofAction into their respective graph representations (to produceGcond andGaction,

respectively), and stacking these graphs on top ofGaffected. Figure 3.16 showsGparamsfor

our running example.

3.4 Trigger Grouping and Pushdown

GivenGparams for each table-event pair, the final two steps in generating SQL triggers

are Trigger Grouping and Trigger Pushdown (Figure 3.2). We describe each in turn.

3.4.1 Trigger grouping

A simple approach to producing SQL triggers is to create one SQL trigger for each

Gparams graph of an top-level trigger. However, this approach is notlikely to be very

efficient because the number of SQL triggers produced will beat least as many as

the number of top-level triggers (which we expect to be large), and current relational
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databases are not very scalable with respect to the number ofSQL triggers. We there-

fore explore techniques for grouping structurally similarGparams graphs together, and

producing a single SQL trigger for each group. We note that our focus is not on de-

veloping new techniques for grouping triggers; rather, ourfocus in on adapting existing

techniques [34, 67] to work with nested views.

For the purposes of this paper, we only consider groupingGparamsgraphs that differ in

the constant value(s) of a selection condition (this corresponds to grouping structurally

similar triggers that only differ in selection constant(s)in the WHERE clause). For

instance, we would consider grouping theGparams graph in Figure 3.16 with another

graph that has a different selection condition in box 14 (which, say, selects “LCD 19”

instead). The proposed approach can also be extended for grouping joins [34], but we

do not discuss this extension here.

The first step is to create aconstantstable [67] for each group of structurally similar

Gparamsgraphs. Theconstantstable has aTrigIDs column, which identifies the triggers

which share a particular set of constants, followed by as many columns as there are

constants in the triggers. For instance, if in our example, triggers 1 and 2 both share the

valueCRT 15, while trigger 3 usesLCD 19, theconstantstable would look like:

TrigIDs Const1
1,2 CRT 15
3 LCD 19

Given theconstantstable, the standard grouping technique [34, 67] is to directly

convert the selection condition with constant(s) into a join with theconstantstable, as

shown in Figure 3.17 for our example. In this way, multiple individual selections are

converted into a single join, and are hence more efficient.

However, this direct replacement of a select with a join doesnot work for com-

plex nested conditions. To see why, suppose the WHERE condition in our example is
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modified to be of the formcount(Selectprice<x(NEW ROW.vendor)) ≥ y (i.e., the new

row contains at leasty vendors who sell an item for less thanx; herex andy are dif-

ferent constants for different triggers). In this case, thecondition contains a selection

(price < x) nested under a nest(count) nested under another selection (≥ y). Simply

replacing a selection (such as price< x) with a corresponding join would be incorrect

because this would change the output cardinality of the operator (due to the join with

the constantstable, where multiple triggers could be fired); this would inturn change

the nest (count) result, thereby producing wrong results.

To address this issue, we propose a simple yet powerful approach that works for

arbitrarily complex nested selections. The basic idea is touse theconstantstable to set

up acorrelationin theGparamsgraph to produce aGgroupedgraph, as shown in Figure 3.18.

Conceptually, this means that theGparams graph is evaluated once for each row in the

constantstable (i.e., for each unique set of constants). While this will certainly produce

the correct results, it is likely to be inefficient because westill do selections one by

one for each unique set of constants. However, the key idea now is to decorrelate this

graph using query rewrite techniques developed for SQL [105] and XML [106] queries.

Decorrelation converts correlated selections to joins [105, 106] (as we desire) and also

preserves the correct semantics of the graph by adding appropriate non-nesting columns

to nest operators so that nested selections are handled correctly.

3.4.2 Trigger pushdown optimizations

The final step is to generate a SQL trigger that, when activated, produces the output of

the decorrelatedGgroupedgraph. In generating this SQL trigger, we leverage techniques

developed for publishing relational data as nested XML. Specifically, we apply selec-

tion/join pushdown [106] onGgrouped to generate a single sorted outer union [106] SQL
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query whose results can be nested in constant space to produce the nested output; this

query becomes the body of the SQL trigger generated.

In addition, we apply an important optimization to avoid directly computing the con-

tents ofTold (the pre-update version ofT ), which can be expensive since it is not directly

made available by the relational database system. For instance, in our example trigger,

since onlyNEW ROWis returned to the user andTold is only required to compute an ag-

gregate, we would like to produce the aggregate using onlyT and the transition tables,

rather than materializingTold. Note that this approach is exactly the inverse of the in-

cremental view maintenance problem, which computesnewaggregates fromold values.

Consequently, by switching the role of old values and new values, we can directly use

existing incremental view maintenance techniques [97] to compute aggregates onTold

using justT and the transition tables.

The SQL trigger generated for our running example of an UPDATE on vendor is

shown in Figure 3.19 (formatted to be more human-readable).Since the view is injec-

tive, we do not have to explicitly produceOLD ROWfor comparing withNEW ROW

(although we still need to compute the aggregate value onTold to ensure thatOLD ROW

appeared in the view before the update). The trigger first finds the affected keys by

taking a union of the product names associated with rows in the prunedtransition ta-

bles (lines 5-14). The trigger then computes the number of vendors for each affected

productafter the update (lines 15-19), and selects only those with more than one ven-

dor as potentialNEW ROWs (lines 21-22). Note that vendors are only computed for

affected products by using regular query rewrite techniques to push down the join on

affected keys [94, 106]. The trigger then computes the number of vendors for each af-

fected productbeforethe update by using the corresponding valuesafter the update and

the pruned transition tables (lines 23-36); also note that the selection on theOLD ROW
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name is transformed into a join due to trigger grouping. Finally, the action parameters

are produced using a sorted outer union (lines 44-59). Sincemultiple triggers can be

fired for the same update, the list of fired triggers is computed as the final leg of the

sorted outer union (lines 53-55).

We also investigated the use ofrelational materialized viewsto optimize the perfor-

mance of nested triggers. We considered subqueries for materialization when they: (a)

contained distributive aggregates (such ascount(∗)); (b) could be incrementally main-

tained by the relational database (which imposes other restrictions such as not allowing

nested predicates orhaving clauses); and (c) did not contain transition tables. The

materialized views were then substituted for the subquery in the trigger. For our ex-

ample trigger (Figure 3.19), the subquery chosen for materialization wasProductCount

(lines 15-19), without the join toAffectedKeys. Ideally, we would have materialized

only the subset wherenumVendors≥ 2 (i.e. MultiVendorProductwithout the join to

AffectedKeys), but such nested predicates are disallowed in materialized views. Due to

this restriction, the materialized view needs to incrementally maintain more rows (in-

cluding those that do not satisfy the nested predicate), which is one explanation for the

surprisingly poor performance of this optimization (Section 3.5.2).

3.5 Experimental Evaluation

We have developed and evaluated a prototype of the proposed techniques in the context

of Quark XML middleware system [16]. Quark uses an internal algebra called XQGM,

which extends the nested relational algebra with XML tags and thus produces XML

elements instead of nested relations. Therefore, in this section, we use the termelement

in place ofrow to signify an XML element.

For the experimental evaluation, we considered two metrics(1) thecompile timefor
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1CREATE TRIGGER sqlTrigger AFTER UPDATE ON VENDOR
2REFERENCING OLD_TABLE AS DELETED, NEW_TABLE AS INSERTED
3FOR EACH STATEMENT
4
5WITH PrunedIns(pid, vid, price) AS (
6SELECT * FROM INSERTED EXCEPT SELECT * FROM DELETED
7),
8PrunedDel(pid, vid, price) AS (
9SELECT * FROM DELETEDEXCEPT SELECT * FROM INSERTED
10),
11AffectedKeys (name) AS (
12SELECT P.name FROM product AS P, PrunedIns AS V WHERE P.pid = V.pid
13UNION
14SELECT P.name FROM product AS P, PrunedDel AS V WHERE P.pid = V.pid),
15ProductCount (name, numVendors) AS (
16SELECT P.name, COUNT( * ) AS numVendors
17FROM AffectedKeys AS C, product AS P, vendor AS V
18WHERE P.name = C.name AND P.pid = V.pid
19GROUP BY P.name),
20
21MultiVendorProduct (name) AS (
22SELECT name FROM ProductCount WHERE numVendors >= 2),
23deltaCount (name, numVendors) AS (
24SELECT P.name, 1 FROM product AS P, PrunedDel AS D WHERE P.pid = D.pid
25UNION ALL
26SELECT P.name, -1 FROM product AS P, PrunedIns AS I WHERE P.pid = I.pid),
27MultiVendorProduct_old (name) AS (
28SELECT name
29FROM ( SELECT DISTINCT name, numVendors FROM ProductCount PC, Constants1 C
30WHERE PC.name = C.Const1
31UNION ALL
32SELECT DISTINCT name, numVendors FROM deltaCount DC, Constants1 C
33WHERE DC.name = C.Const1
34) AS T(name, numVendors)
35GROUP BY T.name
36HAVING SUM(T.numVendors) >= 2),
37
38ProductInfo (pid, name) AS (
39SELECT P.pid, P.name
40FROM Product AS P, MultiVendorProduct AS MVP,
41MultiVendorProduct_old AS MVP_old
42WHERE MVP.name = MVP_old.name AND MVP.name = P.name),
43
44outerUnion(type, pname, triggerIds, vid, price) AS (
45-- Produce the product information
46SELECT 1, PI.name, NULL, NULL, NULL FROM ProductInfo AS PI
47UNION ALL
48-- Produce the vendor information
49SELECT 2, PI.name, NULL, vid, price FROM Vendor AS V, ProductInfo AS PI
50WHERE V.pid = PI.pid
51UNION ALL
52-- Produce the trigger information
53SELECT 3, PI.name, C.TrigIDs, NULL, NULL FROM Constants AS C,
54ProductInfo AS PI
55WHERE C.value = PI.name),
56
57SELECT type, pname, triggerIds, vid, price
58FROM outerUnion
59ORDER BY type, pname, triggerIds, vid

� �

Figure 3.19: The generated SQL trigger.
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Table 3.3: Experimental parameters.
Parameter Values (default in bold)
Hierarchy depth 2, 3, 4, 5
# leaf tuples (×1000) 32, 64,128, 256, 512, 1024
# leaf tuples/element 16, 32,64, 128, 256
# triggers 1, . . ., 10,000, . . ., 100,000
# updated element 1, 20, 40, 60, 100
# fired triggers/updated element1, 10,100, 1000, 10000

a trigger, which is the time to manipulate the intermediate graphs and produce the final

SQL trigger, and (2) therun time, which is the overhead of evaluating the generated SQL

trigger(s) on an update to the underlying base table(s). Thecompile time is fairly small

(on the order of a hundred milliseconds even for a complex view) and is only expended

once during the creation of the trigger. Therefore, we focuson the run time performance

in the experiments.

3.5.1 Experimental setup

We used two data sets for the experiments. The first data set was a synthetic data set that

we generated for this purpose, where we could vary various parameters such as the depth

of nesting, number of triggers fired etc. We performed most ofour experiments using

this data set. The second data set was the DBLP data set; we used this data set because

it has real data with some nesting (papers with nested authors). For the most part of this

section, we focus on the synthetic data set. We summarize theresults obtained using the

real data set (which has similar performance to the synthetic data set) in Section 3.5.2.

The parameters of our experimental setup are given in Table 3.3. Hierarchy depth

specifies the depth of the relational schema. For depth 2, we use theproduct/vendor

schema and nested view described earlier. For deeper views,we add additional “ances-

tor” tables aboveproduct, so that each child table has a foreign key column referencing
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Table 3.4: Evaluated approaches
Approach Grouping? Ineq check? Agg Opt? MV?
UNGROUPED No No No No
UNGROUPED-MV No No No Yes
UNGROUPED-AOPT No No Yes No
UNGROUPED-AOPT-MV No No Yes Yes
UNGROUPED-EOPT No Yes No No
UNGROUPED-EOPT-MV No Yes No Yes
UNGROUPED-EOPT-AOPT No Yes Yes No
UNGROUPED-EOPT-AOPT-MV No Yes Yes Yes
GROUPED Yes No No No
GROUPED-MV Yes No No Yes
GROUPED-AOPT Yes No Yes No
GROUPED-AOPT-MV Yes No Yes Yes
GROUPED-EOPT No Yes No No
GROUPED-EOPT-MV Yes Yes No Yes
GROUPED-EOPT-AOPT Yes Yes Yes No
GROUPED-EOPT-AOPT-MV Yes Yes Yes Yes
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its parent’s primary key, and the nested view contains children nested inside of parents.

The# of leaf tuplesis the number of rows in the leaf (vendor) table. # leaf tuples/ele-

ment is the number of leaf tuples pertop-levelXML element produced by the view;

this measures the size ofOLD ROWandNEW ROW. # triggersspecifies the number

of structurally similar XML triggers in the system, and# updated elementsspecifies

the number of XML elements that are updated for each relational update. Finally, we

also vary thenumber of fired triggers per updated element. In all cases, the trigger over

views was placed on the top-level rows in the view, and thecount(· · · ) ≥ 2 predicate

remained on the lowest level (vendors). We defined the actions of the triggers to insert

the entireNEW ROWinto a temporary table.

We evaluated sixteen alternative implementations to evaluate the various aspects of

our approach (Table 3.4). We categorize them based on the optimization techniques

used. Grouping refers to grouping structurally similar triggers (Section3.4.1); Ineq
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checkrefers to the inequality check optimization for injective views (Section 3.3.4);

Agg optrefers to optimizing aggregate computation onTold; andMV refers to utilizing

materialized views in triggers (Section 3.4.2).

Our experiments were performed on a Linux system with a 933MHz PIII proces-

sor and 1GB of main memory, running IBM DB2 8.1. We defined primary keys for

all the relational tables and built appropriate indices on the key columns and other join

columns. Unless otherwise specified, for each experiment, we varied one of the parame-

ters in Table 3.3 and used default values for the rest (the default values are in bold). The

run time was averaged over 100 independent updates to thevendortable using a cold

cache.

3.5.2 Performance results

Varying # Triggers

Figure 3.20 shows the performance of the different approaches when we vary the num-

ber of triggers. For this experiment alone, we set# fired triggers/updated elementto

be 1 instead of its default value of 100, since the default value is not applicable when

# triggersis small. As shown, UNGROUPED-EOPT-AOPT does not scale well because

it does not benefit from shared computation across triggers.Other UNGROUPED ap-

proaches (not shown) performed even more poorly because they do not take advantage

of the different optimizations. In contrast, all the GROUPEDapproaches scale gracefully

due to the grouping optimizations (note the log scale in the x-axis). This suggests that

we can successfully employ existing grouping techniques for triggers over nested views.

GROUPED-EOPT and GROUPED-AOPT provide a 25-35% improvement over GROUPED

due to our aggregation optimization. Interestingly, theseoptimizations provide an addi-

tive benefit, and GROUPED-EOPT-AOPT provides a 50% improvement in performance
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over GROUPED. Surprisingly, GROUPED-EOPT-AOPT-MV shows a 25% performance

degradation over GROUPED-EOPT-AOPT indicating that there is a performancedegra-

dationdue to using relational materialized views. There are two reasons for this perfor-

mance degradation: (1) the overhead of maintaining the viewon every relational update,

and (2) lack of support for nested predicates, which increases the number of tuples that

need to be incrementally maintained.

Varying Hierarchy depth

Figure 3.21 shows the effect of varying thehierarchy depth(for this and subsequent

experiments, we do not consider UNGROUPED approaches due to their bad scalabil-

ity properties). Thehierarchy depthis defined as the depth of the relational schema

(i.e. the number of tables to join), which usually translates to a much deeper nesting

in nested XML views. For instance, the example view (Figure 2.7) could be written so

that<price> is nested under<vid> ; while this intuitively increases the depth of the

nested view, it does not affect the trigger depth: the resulting SQL will still execute the

same number of joins. Thus, to characterize performance, weuse the hierarchy depth

instead of the depth of the resulting nested views.

As shown, the run time of all the approaches increases approximately linearly with

the hierarchy depth. This is because, as the depth increases, the relational trigger must

evaluate more joins to recreate the hierarchy. Further, thesize of the produced result

also increases because the number of intermediate nodes grows larger (even though the

number of leaf nodes remains constant). In particular, GROUPED-AOPT scales grace-

fully and indicates that we can get good performance for XML triggers even for deeply-

nested views. The performance of approaches using materialized views is less scalable

because the overhead of maintaining the materialized view increases with the number
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Figure 3.23: Varying # updated elements.

*

of joins. For the same reason we observe that approaches not using materialized views

consistently outperforms their respective ones using materialized views. For the rest of

the experiments, we only show the results for non-MV approaches.

Varying # fired triggers/updated element

Figure 3.22 shows the effect of varying the number of fired triggers per updated row in

the nested view. As shown, the GROUPEDapproaches scale gracefully and linearly with

the number of fired triggers, such that the time to perform a relational update is only

between 150-200 milliseconds even when up to 10,000 top-level triggers are activated

for eachrelational update. Again, as with varying# triggers, our different optimizations

provide up to a 30% improvement in performance when comparedto not applying the

optimizations.

Varying # updated elements

Figure 3.23 shows the effect of varying the number of rows in the view that are affected

by a single relational update. As shown, all approaches havethe same relative perfor-

mance – the running time grows slowly when the number of produced nodes increases.
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Figure 3.25: Varying the data size.

*

However, the benefits of the injective view optimization (GROUPED-EOPT and GROUPED-

EOPT-AOPT) are striking because it avoids having to compute unnecessary OLD ROWs,

and this benefit increases as the number of updated rows increases. Thus, in this case,

GROUPED-EOPT-AOPT provides approximately a 60% performance gain over GROUPED.

Varying # leaf tuples per element

Figure 3.24 shows the effect of varying the number of leaf tuples per element in the view.

All optimized approaches have the same relative performance, and there is only a small

increase in runtime as the parameter value increases. This increase is primarily due to

the fact that theOuterUnion intermediate result grows asOLD ROWandNEW ROW

become larger.

Varying # leaf tuples

We vary the data size by varying the number of leaf tuples; theresult is shown in Fig-

ure 3.25. All optimized approaches scale gracefully when the data size increases. This

is because, although the total number of leaf tuples increases, the number of leaf nodes
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article proceedings inproceedings www 

 title  author … 

 
dblp 

    
… 

Figure 3.26: The DBLP structure

in theaffectedrows remains the same. This graph shows that our system indeed benefits

from not materializing the entire nested view, so that we only need to compute a small

fraction of leaf nodes.

Performance using DBLP data

We also evaluated performance the performance of our proposed techniques on the

DBLP data set. Figure 3.26 shows the basic structure of elements in DBLP. The DBLP

data set contains about 725000 articles, and the size of the original DBLP XML file is

about 300MB. We first shredded this file into two relational tables,articlesandauthors.

Thearticles table contains all types of articles in DBLP, including inproceedings, pro-

ceedings and so on. We then create a nested view which contains articles with at least

two co-authors. The trigger is placed on the top-level articles. This setting is conceptu-

ally the same as our example catalog view with the hierarchy depth 2.

Figure 3.27 shows the performance results obtained by varying the number of trig-

gers. As shown, the update time in the presence of 10000 triggers for GROUPED-EOPT-

AOPT is about 50ms, which indicates that our trigger processing architecture is scalable

for the DBLP data set. Further, the relative performance of the different alternatives is

similar to the performance obtained using the synthetic data set – all grouped approaches
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scale gracefully when the number of triggers increases, andour optimizations result in

significant benefits.

3.6 Correctness of CreateAKGraph

In this section we prove the correctness of the algorithmCreateAKGraph . Central

to our proof is the correctness of the affected-keys algorithm, CreateAKGraph (Fig-

ure 3.5).

Correctness of CreateAKGraph

To show the correctness ofCreateAKGraph , we first formally define some termi-

nology. In the following, we useR(T, D) to denote the contents of tableT in database

stateD. (In other words,R(T, D) = R(o, D) whereo is the operatorTable(T ).)
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T : inserted tuples 

R(T, D’) R(T, D) 

T : deleted tuples 

R(T,D)-  T 
=R(T,D’)-  T 

Figure 3.28: Illustration of valid transition tables.

Definition 3.6.1(Valid transition tables). For any given single-table database transition

D
T
→ D′, (▽T,△T ) is a valid pair of transition tables iff

▽T ⊆ R(T, D),△ T ⊆ R(T, D′),

▽T ⊇ {x|x ∈ R(T, D) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D′)},

△T ⊇ {x|x ∈ R(T, D′) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D)},

and(R(T, D)−▽T ) = R(T, D′)−△T .

Figure 3.28 illustrates this definition.

Definition 3.6.2 (View Trigger Post-Update). A row r is said to bepost-updatedin

viewG by relational transitionD
∗
→ D′ iff r ∈ R(oG, D′), and∃r′(r′ ∈ R(oG, D) ∧

vckoG
(r) = vckoG

(r′) ∧ r 6= r′).

We say that a rowr is pre-updatedif r is updatedas per definition 3.2.2.

We now prove the correctness ofCreateAKGraph . We first note that if(O′, K) =

CreateAKGraph(O, T, dT ), then the set of columns inO after the invocation ofCreate-

AKGraph is a superset ofK (by line 45 of the algorithm). We can then prove the

following lemma.
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Lemma 3.6.3(Correctness of CreateAKGraph). Given a view graphG, a relational ta-

bleT , and a database transitionD1
T

→ D2, let(O′, K) = CreateAKGraph (oG, oG old, T ).

Then for all rowsx,

(a) If x is inserted/post-updated inG byD1
T
→ D2, thenx ∈ R(oG, D2) andvK(x) ∈

πK(R(O′, D2)).

(b) If x is deleted/pre-updated inG by D1
T

→ D2, then x ∈ R(oG old, D2) and

vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Proof. First, for case (a), by definitions 3.2.3 and 3.6.2, if a rowx is inserted/post-

updated, thenx ∈ R(oG, D2). For case (b), by definitions 3.2.4 and 3.2.2, if a rowx is

deleted/pre-updated, thenx ∈ R(oG, D1). Then by the definition ofGold we know that

R(oG, D1) = R(oG old, D2). It follows thatx ∈ R(oG old, D2).

Therefore we only need to show the following:

(a’) If x is inserted/post-updated inG by D1
T
→ D2, thenvK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

(b’) If x is deleted/pre-updated inG by D1
T
→ D2, thenvK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D1)).

We now prove it by induction on the depth ofG.

Base case: depth = 1.

In this case, the view graph only consists of a single operator, Table(X), for some

relational tableX.

SupposeT 6= X. Since we stipulated that a database transitionD1
T
→ D2 occurred,

D1 and D2 are identical states except for the contents of tableT . Therefore, since

R(Table(X), D1) = R(Table(X), D2), there does not exists a rowx such thatx is

inserted, deleted, or updated, so the lemma is vacuously true.

On the other hand, suppose thatT = X. Then (O’, K) = (Union(ProjectK

(Table(△T )), ProjectK(Table(▽T ))), T.key). If row x is inserted or post-updated
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in G, by the definition of transition tables,x ∈ R(Table(△T ), D2) and therefore

vK(x) ∈ R(πK(Table(△T ), D2). By the semantics ofUnion operator, it follows that

vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)). Similarly, if x is deleted/pre-updated inG by D1
T
→ D2, then

vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Thus, the base case holds.

Induction Hypothesis:For a graphH of depth≤ k, suppose Lemma 3.6.3 holds.

We will now show that Lemma 3.6.3 holds for a graphG of depthk + 1. There are

six cases, one for each type of operator except forTable (which can only occur at the

leaf level of the graph).

Case 1:oG is a Nestoperator.

This case is handled by lines 10-17 of the algorithm.

The algorithm begins by invokingCreateAKGraph on the input operatorI, and

returns(I ′, K ′). First, if I ′ = ∅, then there are no rowsyin I which were affected as

a result of the database transition. SinceNestoperator is deterministic, there does not

exists a rowx in O such thatx is inserted, deleted, or updated. In this case, we simply

return∅ and the lemma is vacuously true.

If I ′ 6= ∅, the algorithm creates twoJoin operators:Jnew joining I with I ′, andJold

joining Iold with I ′, and then creates aUnion operatorU : Union(Jnew,Jold). It finally

returns a newNestoperatorO′ on U which merely projects out the values of the non-

nesting columns ofoG.

Consider a rowx that is insertedin G by D1
T

→ D2. By the semantics ofNest

operator, we know that there exists a rowy such thatvK(y) = vK(x) and y was

inserted/post-updated inI by D1
T
→ D2. By the induction hypothesis, we know that

y ∈ R(I, D2) andvK ′(y) ∈ πK ′(R(I ′, D2)). Thereforey ∈ R(Jnew, D2), and by the
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semantics ofUnion operator,y ∈ R(U, D2). Then by the semantics ofNestoperator,

we know thatvK(y) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)). Finally, sincevK(y) = vK(x), we can infer that

vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Next, consider a rowx that isdeletedin G by D1
T
→ D2. We thus know thatx ∈

R(oG old, D2). Therefore by the semantics of theNestoperator, there exists a rowy such

thaty was deleted/pre-updated inI by D1
T
→ D2 andvK(x) = vK(y). By the induction

hypothesis (b), we know thaty ∈ R(Iold, D2) andvK ′(y) ∈ πK ′(R(I ′, D2)). Therefore

by the semantics ofJoin operator,y ∈ R(Jold, D2), and by the semantics ofUnion

operator,y ∈ R(U, D2). Then by the semantics ofNestoperator, we know thatvK(y) ∈

πK(R(O′, D2)). SincevK(x) = vK(y), we can infer thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Now consider a rowx that ispost-updatedin G by D1
T

→ D2. By the semantics of

Nestoperator, this could be caused by insertion, deletion, or post-updates to its inputs.

For example,count is affected by both insertion and deletion. If it is caused byinsertion

or post-updated to its inputs, then by the semantics ofNest operator, there exists a

row y such thatvK(y) = vK(x) andy was inserted/post-updates inI by D1
T
→ D2.

By the same argument as for in the case wherex is inserted inG, we can infer that

vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)). Otherwise, if it is caused by deletion to its inputs, then by

the semantics of theNestoperator, there exists a rowy such thaty was deleted inI by

D1
T
→ D2 andvK(x) = vK(y). By the same argument as in the case wherex is deleted

in G, we can infer thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

The proof for the case where a rowx is pre-updated is similar to when it is post-

updated.

Case 2:oG is a Selectoperator.

This case is handled by lines 18-19 of the algorithm. The algorithm first invokes

CreateAKGraph on the inputI and returns(I ′, K ′). It then simply returns(O′, K) =
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(I, K ′).

First consider a rowx that is inserted/post-updated inG by D1
T

→ D2. By the

semantics ofSelectoperator, there exists a rowy such thaty was inserted/post-updated

in I by D1
T
→ D2 andx = y. By the induction hypothesis, we know thaty ∈ R(I, D2)

andvK ′(y) ∈ πK ′(R(I ′, D2)). Since(O′, K) = (I, K ′) and we thus havevK(x) ∈

πK(R(O′, D2)).

Next consider a rowx that is deleted/pre-updated inG by D1
T
→ D2. By the se-

mantics ofSelectoperator, there exists a rowy′ such thaty′ is deleted/pre-updated inI

by D1
T
→ D2 andx = y′. By the induction hypothesis, we know thaty′ ∈ R(I ′, D2)

andvK ′(y′) ∈ πK ′(R(I ′, D2)). Since(O′, K) = (I, K ′) and we thus havevK(x) ∈

πK(R(O′, D2)).

Case 3:oG is a Project operator.

This case is handled by lines 18-19 of the algorithm. The algorithm first invokes

CreateAKGraph on the inputI and returns(I ′, K ′). It then simply returns(O′, K) =

(I, K ′).

First consider a rowx that is inserted/post-affected inG by D1
T

→ D2. By the

semantics of theProject operator, there exists a rowy such thaty was inserted/post-

updated inI by D1
T
→ D2 andvC̃oG

(y) = x. By the induction hypothesis, we know that

y ∈ R(I, D2) andvK(y) ∈ πK(R(I ′, D2)). Since(O′, K) = (I ′, K ′) andK ⊆ C̃oG,

we can infer thatvK(y) = vK(x) and thereforevK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Next consider a rowx that is deleted/pre-affected inG by D1
T
→ D2. By the se-

mantics of theProject operator, there exists a rowy such thatvC̃oG old
(y) = x andy

was deleted/pre-updated inI by D1
T
→ D2. By the induction hypothesis, we know

that y ∈ R(Iold, D2) and vK ′(y) ∈ πK ′(R(I ′, D2)). Since(O′, K) = (I ′, K ′) and

K ⊆ C̃oG old, we can infer thatvK(y) = vK(x) and thereforevK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).
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Case 4:oG is a Join operator.

This case is handled by lines 20-39 of the algorithm. We only consider the case

where both inputs have changed as the other cases are specificversions of this case. In

this case,CreateAKGraph returns (I ′0,K0) and (I ′1,K1) for I0 andI1, respectively. The

algorithm first produces rows inserted or post-updated inG due toI ′0 by creating aJoin

operatorJa1: JoinJoinPrd(JoinK0(I
′
0, I0), I1). It then createsJa2: JoinJoinPrd(JoinK0(I

′
0,

I0 old), I1 old). to produce rows deleted or pre-updated inG due toI ′0. It then creates a

Union operatorU0 taking the union ofJa1 andJa2. Intuitively U0 produces all affected

rows due toI ′0. The algorithm creates aU1 for I1 similarly, and finally returnsO′ taking

the union ofU0 andU1.

Consider a rowx that is inserted inG by D1
T

→ D2. We thus know thatx ∈

R(oG, D2), and by the semantics ofJoin operator, there exist rowsy andz such that

y ∈ R(I0, D2) ∧ y = vC̃I0
(x) andz ∈ R(I1, D2) ∧ z = vC̃I1

(x) andy, z satisfy the join

predicates. Further, sincex is inserted inG, we know that at least one (or both) ofy

andz are inserted or post-updated inI0 andI1, respectively. Without loss of generality,

let us assume thaty was inserted/post-updated inI0. By the induction hypothesis, we

know thaty ∈ R(I0, D2) andvK0(y) ∈ πK0(R(I ′0, D2)). Thus,y ∈ R(I ′0 ⋊⋉K0 I0, D2).

Since,z ∈ R(I1, D2), we can thus infer thatx ∈ R(Ja1, D2). By the semantics of

Project operator,vK(x) ∈ πK(R(Ja1, D2), and by the semantics ofUnion operator,

vK(x) ∈ R(U0, D2), and finallyvK(x) ∈ R(O′, D2).

Next consider a rowx that is deleted inG by D1
T
→ D2. We thus know thatx ∈

R(oG old, D2), and by the semantics ofJoin operator, there exist rowsy and z such

that y ∈ R(I0 old, D2) ∧ y = vC̃I0 old
(x) andz ∈ R(I1 old, D2) ∧ z = vC̃I1 old

(x) and

y, z satisfy the join predicates. Further, sincex is deleted inG, we know that at least

one (or both) ofy andz are deleted or pre-updated inI0 andI1, respectively. Without
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loss of generality, let us assume thaty was deleted/pre-updated inI0. By the induction

hypothesis, we know thaty ∈ R(I0 old, D2) andvK0(y) ∈ πK0(R(I ′0, D2)). Thus,y ∈

R(I ′0 ⋊⋉K0 I0 old, D2). Since,z ∈ R(I1 old, D2), we can thus infer thatx ∈ R(Ja2, D2).

By the semantics ofProject operator,vK(x) ∈ πK(R(Ja2, D2), and by the semantics of

Union operator,vK(x) ∈ R(U0, D2), and finallyvK(x) ∈ R(O′, D2).

Then consider a rowx that is post-updated inG by D1
T
→ D2. We thus know that

x ∈ R(oG, D2), and by the semantics ofJoin operator, there exist rowsy andz such that

y ∈ R(I0, D2) ∧ y = vC̃I0
(x) andz ∈ R(I1, D2) ∧ z = vC̃I1

(x) andy, z satisfy the join

predicates. Further, sincex is post-updated inG, we know that at least one (or both) of

y andz are post-updated inI0 andI1, respectively. Then by the same argument as in the

case thatx is inserted inG, we can infer thatvK(x) ∈ R(O′, D2).

Similarly we can prove the lemma for the case thatx is pre-updated inG.

Case 5:oG is a Union operator.

This case is handled in lines 4-18. We only consider the case where both inputs

have changed as the other cases are specific versions of this case. In this case,Create-

AKGraph returns (I ′0,K0) and (I ′1,K1) for I0 andI1, respectively. The algorithm first

creates twoJoin operators –Ja1 computing the joinI ′0 ⋊⋉K0 I0, andJa2 computing

the join I ′0 ⋊⋉K0 I0 old, and then creates aUnion operatorU0: Union(Ja1, Ja2). Intu-

itively U0 produces rows affected due toI ′0 only. Next, the algorithm creates aUnion U1

computingUnion(JoinK1(I
′
1, I1),JoinK1(I

′
1, I1 old)). Finally the algorithm returnsO′

takingUnion of U0 andU1 along with the position column.

Consider a rowx that is inserted/post-updated inG by D1
T

→ D2. Based on the

position column ofx and the semantics of theUnion operator, we can infer that either:

(1) x is inserted/post-updated inI0 by D1
T
→ D2, or (2)x is inserted/post-updated inI1

by D1
T

→ D2. Without loss of generality, we assume that (1) is true. In this case, by
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the induction hypothesis, we know thatx ∈ R(I0, D2) ∧ vK0(x) ∈ πK0R(I ′0, D2). By

the semantics ofJoin operator, we can infer thatx ∈ R(Ja1, D2). By the semantics of

Union operator, we know thatx ∈ R(U0, D2). By the semantics ofProject operator,

we have thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(U0, D2)). Hence,vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Next, consider a rowx that is deleted/pre-updated inG by D1
T

→ D2. Based on the

position column ofx and the semantics of theUnion operator, we can infer that either:

(1) x is deleted/pre-updated inI0 by D1
T
→ D2, or (2)x is delete/pre-updated inI1 by

D1
T

→ D2. Without loss of generality, we assume that (1) is true. In this case, by the

induction hypothesis, we know thatx ∈ R(I0 old, D2) ∧ vK0(x) ∈ πK0(R(I ′0, D2)). By

the semantics ofJoin operator, we can infer thatx ∈ R(Ja2, D2). By the semantics of

Union operator, we know thatx ∈ R(U0, D2). By the semantics ofProject operator,

we have thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(U0, D2)). Hence,vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Case 6:oG is a SetDiff operator.

The algorithm is shown in lines 20- 36 in Figure 3.6. We only consider the case

where both inputs have changed as the other cases are specificversions of this case. As-

sumeI0 is the left input operator andI1 is the right. In this case,CreateAKGraph

returns (I ′0,K0) and (I ′1,K1) for I0 and I1, respectively. The algorithm first creates

two Join operators –Ja1 computing the joinI ′0 ⋊⋉K0 I0, andJa2 computing the join

I ′0 ⋊⋉K0 I0 old, and then creates aUnion operatorU0: Union(Ja1, Ja2). Intuitively U0

produces rows affected due toI ′0 only. Next, the algorithm creates aUnion U1 comput-

ing Union(JoinK1(I
′
1, I1),JoinK1(I

′
1, I1 old)). Finally the algorithm returnsO′ taking

Union of U0 andU1 along with the position column.

Consider a rowx that is inserted inG by D1
T
→ D2. By the semantics of theSetDiff

operator, we can infer that either: (1)x is inserted/post-updated inI0 byD1
T
→ D2, or (2)

x is deleted/pre-updated inI1 by D1
T

→ D2. First we assume that (1) is true. In this case,
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by the induction hypothesis, we know thatx ∈ R(I0, D2) ∧ vK0(x) ∈ πK0R(I ′0, D2).

By the semantics ofJoin operator, we can infer thatx ∈ R(Ja1, D2). By the semantics

of Union operator, we know thatx ∈ R(U0, D2). By the semantics ofProject operator,

we have thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(U0, D2)). Hence,vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)). Then we

assume that (2) is true. In this case, by the induction hypothesis, we know thatx ∈

R(I1 old, D2) ∧ vK1(x) ∈ πK1(R(I ′1, D2)). By the semantics ofJoin operator, we can

infer thatx ∈ R(Jb2, D2) whereJb2 = JoinK1(I
′
1, I1 old). By the semantics ofUnion

operator, we know thatx ∈ R(U1, D2). By the semantics ofProject operator, we have

thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(U1, D2)). Hence,vK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Next consider a rowx that is deleted inG by D1
T
→ D2. By the semantics of

the SetDiff operator, we can infer that either: (1)x is inserted/post-updated inI1 by

D1
T
→ D2, or (2) x is deleted/pre-updated inI0 by D1

T
→ D2. Then we can argue

similarly to the case thatx is inserted inG, and infer thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

Then consider a rowx that is post-updated inG by D1
T

→ D2. By the semantics of

theSetDiff operator,x is post-updated inI0. Therefore we can also argue very similarly

to the case thatx is inserted inG and infer thatvK(x) ∈ πK(R(O′, D2)).

We can also similarly prove the lemma for the case thatx is pre-updated inG.

Proof of Correctness of CreateARGraph

We now proceed with the proof of the correctness ofCreateARGraph. Note our

algorithm is applicable to trigger-specifiable views, i.e., every operator must have key

columns. Please refer to Figure 3.15 for the text of the algorithm, which is referenced

throughout this proof.

Theorem 3.6.4.Given an eventE, a view graphG, and tableT , CreateARGraph(E, G, T )
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produces graphGaffectedsuch that for all valid database transitionsD
T

→ D′, (OLD ROW,

NEW ROW) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′) iff:

(a) E = UPDATE∧OLD ROW∈ R(oG, D)∧NEWROW∈ R(oG, D′)∧vckoG
(OLD ROW) =

vckoG
(NEW ROW) ∧OLD ROW6= NEW ROW, or

(b) E = INSERT∧OLD ROW= ∅∧NEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′)∧∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D)∧

vckoG
(NEW ROW) = vckoG

(x)), or

(c) E = DELETE∧NEW ROW= ∅∧OLD ROW∈ R(oG, D)∧∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′)∧

vckoG
(OLD ROW) = vckoG

(x)).

Proof. Let (O′, K) = CreateAKGraph(oG, oG old, T ). We now consider each of the

three event types separately, and we prove the theorem in both directions for each.

(a) E = UPDATE.

SupposeE = UPDATE, and there existOLD ROWandNEW ROWsuch thatOLD ROW∈

R(oG, D)∧NEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′)∧vckoG
(OLD ROW) = vckoG

(NEW ROW)∧OLD ROW6=

NEW ROW. This implies thatNEW ROW is post-updated inG by D
T

→ D′, and

OLD ROW is pre-updated inG by D
T
→ D′. By Lemma 3.6.3, we can infer that

vK(NEW ROW) ∈ πK(R(O′, D′)). We also haveNEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′) and therefore

NEW ROW∈ R(Onew, D
′) (line 3: Onew = JoinK(O′, oG)). Similarly, sinceOLD ROW

is pre-updated inG by D
T
→ D′, we can conclude thatOLD ROW ∈ R(oG old, D

′)

(line 4:Oold = JoinK(O′, oG old)). Further, since we stipulated thatvckoG
(OLD ROW) =

vckoG
(NEW ROW) ∧ OLD ROW 6= NEW ROW, the inner join in line 8 will produce

the pair(OLD ROW, NEW ROW), andSelectin line 9 will not filter it out. Therefore

(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′)

Conversely, supposeE = UPDATE, and there exists(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈

R(OGaffected, D′). Then, this must have been returned in line 9, so we can infer that
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OLD ROW 6= NEW ROW. Furthermore,OLD ROWandNEW ROWcome fromOold

andOnew, respectively, joined on their respective keys; therefore, since the key of both

Oold (line 4) andOnew(line 3) is the same as the key ofG, we have thatvckoG
(OLD ROW) =

vckoG
(NEW ROW). Finally, sinceR(Onew, D

′) ⊆ R(oG, D′), we can conclude that

NEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′). We can similarly conclude thatOLD ROW∈ R(oG, D) be-

causeR(Oold, D
′) ⊆ R(oG, D).

(b) E = INSERT.

Next, suppose thatE = INSERT, and there existOLD ROWandNEW ROWsuch

thatOLD ROW= ∅∧NEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′)∧∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D)∧vckoG
(NEW ROW) =

vckoG
(x)). This indicates thatNEW ROWis inserted byD

T

→ D′. By Lemma 3.6.3,

we can infer thatvK(NEW ROW) ∈ πK(R(O′, D′)). Since we already know that

NEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′), it follows thatNEW ROW∈ R(Onew, D
′) (line 3: Onew ←

JoinK(O′, oG)). Further, since∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ vckoG
(NEW ROW) = vckoG

(x)),

andR(oold, D
′) ⊆ R(oG, D′), it follows that there is no rowy ∈ R(Oold, D

′) such that

vckoG
(y) =

vckoG
(NEW ROW). Therefore, theLeftAntiJoin (line 12) will produce(∅, NEW ROW).

Conversely, supposeE = INSERT, and there exists(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈

R(OGaffected, D′). Then, this must have been returned in line 12, so we can inferthat

OLD ROW= ∅. Furthermore,OLD ROWandNEW ROWcome fromOold andOnew,

respectively, anti-joined on their respective keys. Therefore, since the key of bothOold

(line 4) andOnew (line 3) is the same as the key ofG, we have thatNEW ROW ∈

R(oG, D′), and

(*) ∄y|(y ∈ R(Oold, D
′) ∧ vckoG

(y) = vckoG
(NEW ROW)).

Then, suppose by contradiction,∃x|(x ∈ R(oG, D)∧vckoG
(NEW ROW) = vckoG

(x)).

Let r = NEW ROW, and by definitions 3.2.2 and 3.2.4, it follows thatr does not change,
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r was post-updated inG, or r was deleted inG. First consider thatr does not change.

This impliesr ∈ R(oG, D), and sincer ∈ R(Onew, D
′), it follows thatr ∈ R(Oold, D

′).

This is contradictory to (*). Next consider thatr was post-updated inG. In this case,

by Definition 3.6.2,∃r′ such thatr′ ∈ R(oG, D) andvckr′ = vckr
. In other words,r′ was

pre-updated inG. Then by Lemma 3.6.3,r′ ∈ R(oG, D) andvK(r′) ∈ πK(R(oG, D).

Thereforer′ ∈ R(Oold, D
′). This is also contradictory to (*). Finally consider thatr

was deleted inG. In this case, by the definition of delete, there are no rowst such that

t ∈ R(oG, D′) andvckoG
(t) = vckoG

(r). This is a contradiction becauser = NEW ROW

andNEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′).

Therefore we have that∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D) ∧ vckoG
(NEW ROW) = vckoG

(x))

(c) E = DELETE.

The final case is analogous to(b). Suppose thatE = DELETE, and there exist

OLD ROWand NEW ROWsuch thatNEW ROW = ∅ ∧ OLD ROW ∈ R(oG, D) ∧

∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ vckoG
(OLD ROW) = vckoG

(x)). This indicates thatOLD ROW

was deleted inG by [
T
→ D][D’]. By Lemma 3.6.3 we can infer thatvK(OLD ROW) ∈

πK(R(O′, D′)). Since we already know thatOLD ROW∈ R(oG, D) andR(oG, D) =

R(oG old, D
′), it follows thatOLD ROW∈ R(Oold, D

′). Since∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧

vckoG
(OLD ROW) = vckoG

(x)), we know that there is no rowy ∈ R(Onew, D′) such that

vckOG
(y) =

vckOG
(OLD ROW). Therefore, theRightAntiJoin (line 14) will produce(OLD ROW, ∅).

Conversely, supposeE = DELETE, and there exists(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈

R(OGaffected, D′). Then, this must have been returned in line 14, so we can inferthat

NEW ROW= ∅. Furthermore,OLD ROWandNEW ROWcome fromOold andOnew,

respectively, anti-joined on their respective keys. Therefore, since the key of bothOold

(line 4) andOnew (line 3) is the same as the key ofG, we have thatOLD ROW ∈
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R(oG, D), and

(**) ∄y|(y ∈ R(oOnew, D
′) ∧ vckoG

(y) = vckoG
(OLD ROW)).

Then, suppose by contradiction,∃x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′)∧vckoG
(OLD ROW) = vckoG

(x)).

Let r = OLD ROW, and by definitions 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, it follows thatr does not

change,r was pre-updated inG, or r was inserted inG. First consider thatr does

not change. This impliesr ∈ R(oG, D′), and sincer ∈ R(Oold, D
′), it follows that

r ∈ R(Onew, D
′). This is contradictory to (*). Next consider thatr was pre-updated

in G. In this case, by Definition 3.2.2,∃r′ such thatr′ ∈ R(oG, D′) andvckr′
= vckr

.

In other words,r′ was post-updated inG. Then by Lemma 3.6.3,r′ ∈ R(oG, D′) and

vK(r′) ∈ πK(R(oG, D′). Thereforer′ ∈ R(Onew, D
′). This is contradictory to (**).

Finally consider thatr was inserted. In this case, by the definition of insert, thereare

no rowst such thatt ∈ R(oG, D) andvckoG
(t) = vckoG

(r). This is also a contradiction

becauser = OLD ROWandOLD ROW∈ R(oG, D).

Therefore we have that∄x|(x ∈ R(oG, D′) ∧ vckoG
(OLD ROW) = vckoG

(x)).

3.7 Correctness of CreateAROpt

In this section, we prove the correctness ofCreateAROpt, which is the modified version

of CreateARGraph that removes the inequality check (Figure 3.15, line 9) for injective

views.

We first formally define pruned transition tables by refining Definition 3.6.1:

Definition 3.7.1(Pruned transition tables). For any given single-table database transi-

tion D
T

→ D′, thepruned transition tablesNT andHT are:

NT = {x|x ∈ R(T, D′) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D)}, and
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HT = {x|x ∈ R(T, D) ∧ x 6∈ R(T, D′)}.

Then we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.7.2.Given a relational tableT , a trigger-specifiable view graphG which is

injective for columnsC w.r.t. T , and a database transitionD1
T

→ D2 with pruned tran-

sition tables andTable(T ) 6∈ OPG. ThenCreateAKGraph(oG, oG old, T ) = (∅, ∅).

Proof. We prove Lemma 3.7.2 by induction on the depth ofG.

Base case: depth=1.

In this case, the view graph only consists of a single operator, Table(X), i.e.,

OPG = {Table(X)}. SinceTable(T ) 6∈ OPG, T 6= X. Therefore by line 8 the

algorithm will return(∅, ∅).

Thus the base case holds.

Induction Hypothesis:For a graphH of depth≤ k, suppose Lemma 3.7.3 holds.

We will now show that Lemma 3.7.2 holds for a graphG of depthk + 1. There are

six cases, one for each type of operator except forTable (which can only occur at the

leaf level of the graph).

Case 1:oG is a Nestoperator.

Let I be the input operator ofoG. Table(T ) 6∈ OPG implies thatTable(T ) 6∈

OPGI
. By the induction hypothesis, we have thatCreateAKGraph(I, Iold, T ) = (∅, ∅).

Hence by line 11 the algorithm will return(∅, ∅)

Case 2:oG is a Selector Project operator.

Let I be the input operator ofoG. Table(T ) 6∈ OPG implies thatTable(T ) 6∈

OPGI
. By the induction hypothesis, we have thatCreateAKGraph(I, Iold, T ) = (∅, ∅).

Hence by line 19 the algorithm will return(∅, ∅)
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Case 3:oG is a Join operator.

Without loss of generality, assumingoG has two inputs,I0 andI1. Table(T ) 6∈ OPG

implies thatTable(T ) 6∈ OPGI0
. By the induction hypothesis, we have thatCreateAK-

Graph (I0, I0 old, T )=(∅, ∅). Similarly we infer thatCreateAKGraph(I1, I1 old, T ) =

(∅, ∅). Therefore by line 23 the algorithm will return(∅, ∅).

Case 4:oG is a Union or SetDiff operator.

This case is similar toCase 3and by the same argument, we can infer thatCreate-

AKGraph (oG, oG old, T ) = (∅, ∅).

Now we prove another lemma for injective views.

Lemma 3.7.3.Given a relational tableT , a trigger-specifiable view graphG which is

injective for columnsC w.r.t. T , a database transitionD1
T

→ D2 with pruned transi-

tion tables, andTable(T ) ∈ OPG, then∀x ∈ R(oG, D1)∀y ∈ R(oG, D2), vC(x) =

vC(y)⇒ (x = y).

Proof. We prove Lemma 3.7.3 by induction on the depth ofG.

Base case: depth=1.

In this case, the view graph only consists of a single operator, Table(T ). Then by

the definition of injection,C must be all columns ofT . SincevC(x) = vC(y) it follows

thatx = y.

Induction Hypothesis:For a graphH of depth≤ k, suppose Lemma 3.7.3 holds.

We will now show that Lemma 3.7.3 holds for a graphG of depthk + 1. There are

five cases, one for each type of operator except forTable (which can only occur at the

leaf level of the graph).
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Case 1:oG is a Nestoperator.

SinceT
∗
7→ C and by the definition of transitive injection, we know thatoG is injec-

tive for CI 7→ C, whereCI is the set of columns of the input operator,I, andT
∗
7→ CI .

First, by the definition of injection, we know that the set ofI-rows used for com-

putingvC(x) andvC(y) did not change in the transition. LetX = ζ(x, I, oG, D1) and

Y = ζ(y, I, oG, D2), thenπCI
(X) = πCI

(Y ). This implies∀x′ ∈ X, ∃y′ ∈ Y, vCI
(x′) =

vCI
(y′) and∀y′ ∈ Y, ∃x′ ∈ X, vCI

(y′) = vCI
(x′). Then by the induction hypothesis,

we know∀x′ ∈ X, y′ ∈ Y, (vCI
(x′) = vCI

(y′) ⇒ x′ = y′. ThereforeX = Y . By the

definition of contributing set and sinceNestoperator is deterministic w.r.t. to its inputs,

we can infer thatx = y.

Case 2:oG is a Selector Project operator.

SinceT
∗
7→ C and by the definition of transitive injection, we know thatoG is injec-

tive for CI 7→ C, whereCI is the set of columns of the input operator,I, andT
∗
7→ CI .

Let X = ζ(x, I, oG, D1) andY = ζ(y, I, oG, D2). By the definition of contributing

set,X = {x} andY = {y}. Further by the definition of injection andvC(x) = vC(y),

we knowvCI
(x) = vCI

(y). Then by the induction hypothesis, we infer thatx = y.

Case 3:oG is a Join operator.

Without loss of generality, assumingoG has two inputs,I0 andI1. SinceT
∗
7→ C and

by the definition of transitive injection, we know thatoG is injective forC0(C1) 7→ C,

whereC0(C1) is the set of columns of the input operator,I0(I1), andT
∗
7→ C0(C1).

By the semantics ofJoin we know that there are rowsx0, x1 such thatx0 ∈ R(I0, D1)∧

x1 ∈ R(I1, D1) ∧ x0 = vC̃I0
(x) ∧ x1 = vC̃I1

(x). And there are rowsy0, y1 such that

y0 ∈ R(I0, D2) ∧ y1 ∈ R(I1, D2) ∧ y0 = vC̃I0
(y) ∧ y1 = vC̃I1

(y).

Let X0 = ζ(x, I0, oG, D1) andY0 = ζ(y, I0, oG, D2). By the definition of contribut-
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ing set, we know thatX0 = {x0} andY0 = {y0}. SincevC(x) = vC(y) and by the

definition of injection, we infer thatvC0(x0) = vC0(y0). Then by the induction hypothe-

sis, we knowx0 = y0. Similarly, we can show thatx1 = y1. Therefore by the semantics

of Join operator, we know thatx = y.

Case 4:oG is a Union operator.

Without loss of generality, assumingoG has two inputs,I0 andI1. SinceT
∗
7→ C and

by the definition of transitive injection, we know thatoG is injective forC0(C1) 7→ C,

whereC0(C1) is the set of columns of the input operator,I0(I1), andT
∗
7→ C0(C1).

By the semantics ofUnion operator,y ∈ R(oG, D1) implies thaty ∈ R(I0, D1)

or y ∈ R(I1, D1). Without loss of generality, assumingy ∈ R(I0, D1). Then letX0 =

ζ(x, I0, oG, D1) andY0 = ζ(y, I0, oG, D2). By the definition of contributing set, we have

that X0 = {x}. SincevC(x) = vC(y) and by the definition of injection,πC0(X0) =

πC0(Y0). ThereforeY0 must be non-empty andY0 = {y}.

We also infer thatvC0(x) = vC0(y). By the induction hypothesis, we know that

x = y.

Case 5:oG is a SetDiff operator.

AssumingI0 is the left input operator andI1 is the right. SinceT
∗
7→ C and by the

definition of transitive injection, we know thatoG is injective forC0(C1) 7→ C, where

C0(C1) is the set of columns of the input operator,I0(I1), andT
∗
7→ C0(C1).

By the semantics ofSetDiff we know thatx ∈ R(I0, D1) andy ∈ R(I0, D2). Let

X0 = ζ(x, I0, oG, D1) andY0 = ζ(y, I0, oG, D2), and it follows thatX0 = {x} and

Y0 = {y}. SincevC(x) = vC(y) and by the definition of injection,vC0(x) = vC0(y).

Finally by the induction hypothesis, we can infer thatx = y.
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Given an injective view, we now prove a stronger version of Lemma 3.6.3:

Lemma 3.7.4. Given a relational tableT , a trigger-specifiable view graphG which

is injective for columnsC w.r.t. T , and a database transitionD1
T
→ D2 with pruned

transition tables, let(O′, K) = CreateAKGraph (oG, oG old, T ). Then∄x, y, z (x ∈

πK(R(O′, D2))∧y ∈ R(oG, D1)∧z ∈ R(oG, D2)∧vC(y) = vC(z)∧vK(y) = x∧vK(z) = x).

Proof. First, ifTable(T ) 6∈ OPG, then by Lemma 3.7.2,(O′, K) = (∅, ∅). Lemma 3.7.4

is thus vacuously true.

Now supposeTable(T ) ∈ OPG, and we prove the lemma by induction on the depth

of G.

Base case: depth = 1.

In this case, the view graph only consists of a single operator, Table(T ). Then (O’,

K) = (Union(ProjectK(Table(NT )), ProjectK(Table(HT ))), T.key).

Assume there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(T, D1)∧z ∈ R(T, D2)∧vC(y) = vC(z),

we need to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D′) such that((vK(y) = x) ∧

(vK(z) = x)).

First, by Lemma 3.7.3 we know thaty = z. Thereforey ∈ R(T, D1)∧y ∈ R(T, D2).

Then by definitions of pruned transition tables,y 6∈ NT and y 6∈ HT . Further, we

know that∄y′ ∈ R(T, D1) ∧ vK(y′) = vK(y) becauseK is the primary key. Since

R(HT, D1) ⊆ R(T, D1), we know that∄y′′ ∈ R(HT, D1)∧ vK(y′′) = vK(y). Similarly

we can show that∄z′′ ∈ R(NT, D2) ∧ vK(z′′) = vK(y). Therefore by the seman-

tics of Union operator, there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D′) such that((vK(y) = x) ∧

(vK(z) = x)).

Thus, the base case holds.

Induction Hypothesis:For a graphH of depth≤ k, suppose Lemma 3.7.4 holds.
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We will now show that Lemma 3.7.4 holds for a graphG of depthk + 1. There are

five cases, one for each type of operator except forTable (which can only occur at the

leaf level of the graph).

Case 1:oG is a Nestoperator.

Let (I ′, K ′) = CreateAKGraph(I, Iold, T ). Also, letnc be the non-nesting columns

of oG (note that the set of non-nesting columns defines the key of aNest operator,

i.e.,K = nc).

SinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPG, by the definition of transitive injection, we

know thatoG is injective forCI 7→ C, whereCI is the set of columns of the input

operator,I, andT
∗
7→ CI . Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1)

∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) = vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈

R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

First, by the definition of injection, we know that the set ofI-rows used for comput-

ing vC(y) andvC(z) did not change in the transition. LetU = ζ(y, I, oG, D1) andV =

ζ(z, I, oG, D2), thenπCI
(U) = πCI

(V ). This implies∀u ∈ U, ∃v ∈ V, vCI
(u) = vCI

(v),

and∀v ∈ V, ∃u ∈ U, vCI
(u) = vCI

(v). By Lemma 3.7.3,∀u ∈ U, ∃v ∈ V, u = v, and

∀v ∈ V, ∃u ∈ U, v = u.

Then by the induction hypothesis,∀u ∈ U, ∀v ∈ V, vCI
(u) = vCI

(v) ⇒ (∄x′ ∈

R(I ′, D2), x
′ = vK ′(u) ∧ x′ = vK ′(v)). We know∀u ∈ U, ∃v ∈ V, u = v, therefore

∀u ∈ U, ∄x′ ∈ R(I ′, D2), x
′ = vK ′(u). Therefore∀u ∈ U , u 6∈ R(Jold, D2).

On the other hand, sinceU is the contributing set fory andK is the non-nesting

column, we know that∄r ∈ R(I1, D1), r 6∈ U ∧ vK(y) = vK(r). Therefore we infer

that∄j ∈ R(Jold, D2), vK(y) = vK(j).

Similarly we can infer that∄j ∈ R(Jnew, D2), vK(z) = vK(j).

Sincey = z, vK(y) 6∈ πKR(O′, D2). In other words, there are no rowsx ∈
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R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Case 2:oG is a Selectoperator.

SinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPG, by the definition of transitive injection, we

know thatoG is injective forCI 7→ C, whereCI is the set of columns of the input

operator,I, andT
∗
7→ CI .

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.

Let Y = ζ(y, I, oG, D1) andZ = ζ(z, I, oG, D2). By the definition of contributing

set,Y = {y} andZ = {z}. By Lemma 3.7.3 andvC(y) = vC(z), we knowy = z

andvCI
(y) = vCI

(z). Then by the induction hypothesis, we infer that there are norows

x ∈ R(I ′, D2) such thatx = vK ′(y) ∧ x = vK ′(z). Since(O′, K) = (I ′, K ′), it follows

that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) such thatx = vK(y) ∧ x = vK(z)

Case 3:oG is Project operator.

This is similar toCase 2.

Case 4:oG is a Join.

Assume the input operators areI0 andI1. We prove the lemma in three sub-cases,

based on ifTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0
or Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

.

Case (a): Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) 6∈ OPGI1

In this case, by Lemma 3.7.2(I ′1, K1) = (∅, ∅). Therefore the algorithm will simply

return(O′, K) = (I ′0, K0).

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.
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By the semantics ofJoin operator, sincey ∈ R(oG, D1), ∃y0 ∈ R(I0, D1), ∃y1 ∈

R(I1, D1), y0 = vC̃I0
(y)∧y1 = vC̃I1

(y). And sincez ∈ R(oG, D2), ∃z0 ∈ R(I0, D2), ∃z1 ∈

R(I1, D2), z0 = vC̃I0
(z) ∧ z1 = vC̃I1

(z).

Further, sinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0

, by the definition of transitive injec-

tion, we know thatoG is injective forC0 7→ C, whereC0 is the set of columns of the

input operator,I0, andT
∗
7→ C0. By Lemma 3.7.3, we know thaty = z. Hencey0 = z0

andvC0(y0) = vC0(z0).

Therefore by the induction hypothesis, there are no rowsx′ ∈ R(I ′0, D2) such that

vK0(y0) = x′ ∧ vK0(z0) = x′. Further, since(O′, K) = (I ′0, K0), vK0(y) = vK0(y0), and

vK0(z) = vK0(z0) we know that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2)∧vK(z) = x∧vK(y) =

x.

Case (b): Table(T ) 6∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

This case is similar toCase (a).

Case (c): Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

In this caseCreateAKGraph returns non-empty set for both inputs.

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.

By the semantics ofJoin operator, sincey ∈ R(oG, D1), ∃y0 ∈ R(I0, D1), ∃y1 ∈

R(I1, D1), y0 = vC̃I0
(y)∧y1 = vC̃I1

(y). And sincez ∈ R(oG, D2), ∃z0 ∈ R(I0, D2), ∃z1 ∈

R(I1, D2), z0 = vC̃I0
(z) ∧ z1 = vC̃I1

(z).

Further, sinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0

, by the definition of transitive injec-

tion, we know thatoG is injective forC0 7→ C, whereC0 is the set of columns of the

input operator,I0, andT
∗
7→ C0. By Lemma 3.7.3, we know thaty = z. Hencey0 = z0

andvC0(y0) = vC0(z0).
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By the induction hypothesis, we know that there are no rowsx ∈ R(I ′0, D2) such

thatx = vK0(y0) ∧ x = vK0(z0). Thereforey0 6∈ R(Jold0 , D2). We knowK = ckO,

and by the definition of canonical keys,I0.key = K ∩ C̃I0 andI1.key = K ∩ C̃I1.

Therefore∄y′ ∈ R(I0, D1) ,y′ 6= y ∧ vI0.key(y) = vI0.key(y
′). ThereforevI0.key(y0) 6∈

πI0.key(R(JoinJoinPrd(Jold0, I1 old), D2)). SincevI0.key(y0) = vI0.key(y), we have that

vI0.key(y) 6∈ πI0.key(R(JoinJoinPrd(Jold0 , I1 old), D2)). Note we know thatI0.key ⊆

K ∧ I0.key 6= ∅, thereforevK(y) 6∈ R(Ja2, D2).

We can similarly infer thatvK(z) 6∈ πKR(Ja1, D2). Sincey = z, vK(y) 6∈ R(Ja1, D2).

HencevK(y) 6∈ R(U0, D2). Similarly, we can show thatvK(y) 6∈ R(U1, D2). Thus

vK(y) 6∈ R(O′, D2). Sincey = z, we know thatvK(z) 6∈ R(O′, D2). Therefore we

conclude that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Case 5:oG is a Union.

Assume the inputs areI0 andI1. We prove the lemma in three sub-cases, based on

Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
or Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

.

Case (a): Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) 6∈ OPGI1

In this case by Lemma 3.7.2(I ′1, K1) = (∅, ∅). Therefore the algorithm will simply

returnK = K0 ∪ {$position} ∧O′ = ProjectK(I0).

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.

By Lemma 3.7.3 we knowy = z. By the position column,y is either produced byI0

or I1. If y ∈ R(I1, D1), vposition(y) = 1, since∀x′ ∈ R(O′, D2), vposition(y) = 0, there

are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2), vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Now considery ∈ R(I0, D1). Let U be the contributing set fory: U = ζ(y, I0, oG, D1),

and V be the contributing set forz: V = ζ(y, I0, oG, D2). By the definition of contribut-
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ing set forUnion operator,U = {y0 ∈ R(I0, D1)|y0 = y}, thereforeU = {y}.

Further, sinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0

, by the definition of transitive in-

jection, we know thatoG is injective for C0 7→ C, whereC0 is the set of columns

of the input operator,I0, andT
∗
7→ C0. By the induction hypothesis, we infer that

∄x′ ∈ R(I ′0, D2) such thatvK0(y) = x′ ∧ vK0(z) = x′. Finally, sinceK = K0 ∪

{$position} ∧ O′ = ProjectK(I0), we can conclude that there are no rowsx ∈

R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Case (b): Table(T ) 6∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

This case is similar toCase (a).

Case (c): Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

In this caseCreateAKGraph returns non-empty set for both inputs.

BecauseoG is injective forT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0

, it follows thatI0 is

transitively injective for a set of columnsC0 in I0, i.e.,T
∗
7→ C0. Similarly we infer that

I1 is transitively injective forC1 in I1, i.e.,T
∗
7→ C1.

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.

By the semantics ofUnion operator and the position column,y is either produced

by I0 or I1. Without loss of generality, assumey is produced byI0. Let U be the

contributing set fory: U = ζ(y, I0, oG, D1), and V be the contributing set forz: V =

ζ(y, I0, oG, D2). By the definition of contributing set forUnion operator,U = {y0 ∈

R(I0, D1)|y0 = y}, thereforeU = {y}.

SincevC(y) = vC(z) andI0
∗
7→ oG, we knowV 6= ∅ andV = {z}. Since we

already know thatT
∗
7→ C0, by the induction hypothesis, we infer that∄x′ ∈ R(I ′0, D2)

such thatvK0(y) = x′ ∧ vK0(z) = x′. Therefore,y 6∈ JoinK0(I0 old, I
′
0).
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Further, sinceK = ckoG
and we know that∄y′′ ∈ R(oG, D2), y

′′ 6= y ∧ vK(y′′) =

vK(y), therefore by the semantics ofUnion operator,∄y′′ ∈ R(I0 old, D2), y
′′ 6= y ∧

vK(y′′). ThereforevK(y) 6∈ πK(JoinK0(I0 old, I
′
0)).

Similarly we can show thatvK(z) 6∈ πK(JoinK0(I0, I
′
0)). By Lemma 3.7.3, we have

y = z, and thereforevK(y) 6∈ πK(JoinK0(I0, I
′
0)).

HencevK(y) 6∈ R(O′, D2). It follows thatvK(z) 6∈ R(O′, D2). Therefore there are

no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Case 6:oG is a SetDiff.

AssumingI0 is the left input operator andI1 is the right. Now we prove this case in

three sub-cases, based onTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0
or Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

.

Case (a):Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) 6∈ OPGI1

.

By Lemma 3.7.2(I ′1, K1) = (∅, ∅). Therefore the algorithm will simply return

K = K0 ∧O′ = I ′0.

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.

First by Lemma 3.7.3,y = z, andvC0(y) = vC0(z). Then by the semantics of

SetDiff operator, we know thaty ∈ R(I0, D1) andz ∈ R(I0, D2).

Further, sinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPGI0

, by the definition of transitive injec-

tion, we know thatoG is injective forC0 7→ C, whereC0 is the set of columns of the

input operator,I0, andT
∗
7→ C0.

By the induction hypothesis,∄x′ ∈ R(I ′0, D2) such thatvK0(z) = x ∧ vK0(y) = x′.

Hence our lemma holds becauseK = K0 ∧ O′ = I ′0.

Case (b):Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) 6∈ OPGI1

.

In this case, by Lemma 3.7.2(I ′0, K0) = (∅, ∅). Therefore the algorithm will return
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O′ = JoinK1(I
′
1, I1), K

′ = ckI1.

SinceT
∗
7→ C andTable(T ) ∈ OPGI1

,by the definition of transitive injection, we

know thatoG is injective forC1 7→ C, whereC1) is the set of columns of the input

operator,I1, andT
∗
7→ C1.

By the definition of contributing set,Y ′ : ζ(y, I1, oG, D1) = R(I1, D1) andZ ′ :

ζ(z, I1, oG, D2) = R(I1, D2).

SincevC(y) = vC(z) andC1 7→ C, we know thatπC1(Y
′) = πC1(Z

′). I.e.,∀y ∈

Y ′, ∃z ∈ Z ′, vC1(y) = vC1(z), and∀z ∈ Z ′, ∃y ∈ Y ′, vC1(y) = vC1(z). Then by

Lemma 3.7.3,∀y ∈ Y ′, ∃z ∈ Z ′, y = z, and∀z ∈ Z ′, ∃y ∈ Y ′, z = y. In other words,

Y ′ = Z ′.

On the other hand, sinceT
∗
7→ C1, by the induction hypothesis,∀y ∈ R(I1, D1), ∀z ∈

R(I1, D2), y = z ⇒ (∄x′ ∈ R(I ′1, D2), vK1(y) = x′ ∧ vK1(z) = x′). Since∀y ∈

Y ′, ∃z ∈ Z ′, y = z, we infer that∀y ∈ R(I1, D1), ∄x′ ∈ R(I ′1, D2), vK1(y) = x′. Hence

R(JoinK1(I1, I
′
1), D1) = ∅.

Similarly we can show thatR(JoinK1(I1 old, I
′
1), D2) = ∅. Therefore by the se-

mantics ofProject operator andUnion operator,R(O′, D2) = ∅. Therefore there are

no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Case (c):Table(T ) ∈ OPGI0
∧Table(T ) ∈ OPGI1

.

Assuming there exist rowsy, z such thaty ∈ R(oG, D1) ∧z ∈ R(oG, D2) ∧vC(y) =

vC(z). Now we want to show that there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧

vK(y) = x.

Then by the semantics ofSetDiff we know thaty ∈ R(I0, D1) andy ∈ R(I0, D2).

Let Y0 = ζ(y, I0, oG, D1) and Z0 = ζ(z, I0, oG, D2), and it follows thatY0 = {y}

andZ0 = {z}. FurthervC0(y) = vC0(z) becausey = z, by the induction hypoth-

esis, there are no rowsx′ ∈ R(I ′, D2) ∧ vK ′(z) = x′ ∧ vK ′(y) = x′. Therefore
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y 6∈ R(JoinK0(I0 old, I
′
0), D2).

SinceK is the canonical key ofoG andI0, ∄y′ ∈ R(I0, D1)∧vK(y′) = vK(y). Since

K0 ⊆ C̃I0 , R(JoinK0(I0, I
′
0), D1) ⊆ R(I0, D1). BecauseR(I0, D1) = R(I0 old, D2),

we infer that∄y′ ∈ R(JoinK0(I0 old, I
′
0), D2)∧vK(y′) = vK(y). Similarly, we can show

thaty 6∈ R(JoinK0(I0, I
′
0), D2) and∄y′′ ∈ R(JoinK0(I0, I

′
0), D2) ∧vK(y′′) = vK(y).

Thereforey 6∈ R(U0, D2) and∄y′′′ ∈ R(U0, D2) ∧ vK(y′′′) = vK(y). Therefore

vK(y) 6∈ R(πK(U0), D2).

On the other hand, sincePb is constructed similar toCase (b), and therefore by the

same argument, we can show thatvK(y) 6∈ R(πK(U1), D2).

Therefore we can conclude thatvK(y) 6∈ R(O′, D2) andvK(z) 6∈ R(O′, D2). I.e.,

there are no rowsx ∈ R(O′, D2) ∧ vK(z) = x ∧ vK(y) = x.

Finally, we can prove thatCreateAROpt will not produce spurious updates.

Theorem 3.7.5.Given anUPDATE event, a view graphG which is injective for all

columns of its top operator, and tableT , letGaffected= CreateARGraph(UPDATE, G, T ),

and Gopt = CreateAROpt(UPDATE, G, T ). Then for all valid database transitions

D
T
→ D′ with pruned transition tablesNT andHT , (OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈ R(oGopt,

D′) if and only if(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈ R(oGaffected, D′).

Proof. It is easy to see that the “if” direction is true: from the definition of pruned tran-

sition tables, it follows that pruned transition tables also satisfy the definition of tran-

sition tables, so the correctness of Theorem 2 is not affected by pruning the transition

tables. The only difference then is thatCreateAROpt does not perform the final selec-

tion: SelectNEWROW6=OLD ROW(OLD ROW, NEW ROW). SinceSelectcan only decrease

the cardinality of its input, there will be no affected nodeslost as a result of the change.
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Thus,(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈ R(oGaffected, D
′) implies that(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) ∈

R(oGopt, D
′).

Conversely, given an UPDATE event, we need to show that∀OLD ROW∈ R(oG, D),

∀NEW ROW∈ R(oG, D′), OLD ROW= NEW ROW⇒ (OLD ROW, NEW ROW) 6∈

R(Gopt, D
′). Let(O′, K) = CreateAKGraph(oG, oG old, T ), and letpo = OLD ROW, pn =

NEW ROW. po = pn implies thatvC̃(oG)(po) = vC̃oG
(pn). SinceG is injective for all

columns ofoG, by Lemma 3.7.4,∄x ∈ R(O′, D′), x = vK(po) ∧ x = vK(pn). There-

fore we have (1)po 6∈ R(Oold, D
′) andpn 6∈ R(Onew, D

′); (2)po ∈ R(Oold, D
′) and

pn 6∈ R(Onew, D
′); (3)po 6∈ R(Oold, D

′) andpn ∈ R(Onew, D
′). In each of these cases

(OLD ROW, NEW ROW) 6∈ R(Gopt, D
′).



Chapter 4

Ranked Keyword Search over Virtual XML

Views
As mentioned in the introduction, emerging Internet applications such as personal portal

and information integration systems often require ranked keyword search queries over

virtual (unmaterialized) semi-structured views. In this chapter,we first illustrate two

such important classes of applications, and then describe our proposed techniques for

efficiently evaluating ranked keyword search queries over virtual XML views.

Consider the following two classes of applications which require ranked keyword

search queries over virtual XML views.

Personalized Views:Consider a large online web portal such as MyYahoo that caters

to millions of users. Since different users may have different interests, the portal may

wish to provide a personalized view of the content to its users (such as books on topics

of interest to the user along with their reviews, and latest headlines along with previ-

ous related content seen by the user, etc.), and allow users to search such views. As

another example, consider an enterprise search platform such as Microsoft Sharepoint

that is available to all employees. Since different employees may have different permis-

sion levels, the enterprise must provide personalized views according to specific levels,

and allow employees to search only such views. In such cases,it may not be feasible

to materialize all user views because there are many users and their content is often

overlapping, which could lead to data duplication and its associated space-overhead. In

contrast, a more scalable strategy is to define virtual viewsfor different users of the

system, and allow users to search over their virtual views.

Information Integration: Consider an information integration application involving

94
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<bookrevs>

<book isbn=“111-11-1111”> 

<title>XML Web Services</title>  

<review> <content> …about search… </content> </review> 

<review> <content> Easy to read… </content> </review>

…

</book>    

<book isbn=“222-22-2222”>

<title> Artificial Intelligence </title> <review>…</review>…

</book>

</bookrevs>

<books>

<book><isbn>111-11-1111</isbn>

<title>XML Web Services </title>

<publisher>Prentice Hall </publisher>

<year> 2004 </year>

</book>

<book><isbn>222-22-2222</isbn>

<title>Artificial Intelligence </title>

<publisher> Prentice Hall </publisher>

<year> 2002 </year>

</book>

…

</books>

<reviews>

<review><isbn>111-11-1111</isbn>

<rate> Excellent </rate>

<content>…about search…</content>

<reviewer>John</reviewer>

</review>

<review>  <isbn>111-11-1111</isbn>

<rate> Good </rate>

<content> Easy to read…</content>

<reviewer>Alex</reviewer>

</review>

…

</reviews>

ReviewsBooks

Aggregation View

(Virtual)
Keyword Query Ranked results

Figure 4.1: An XML view associating books & reviews

two query-able XML web services: the first service provides books and the second

service provides reviews for books. Using these services, an aggregator wishes to create

a portal in which each book contains its reviews nested underit. A natural way to

specify this aggregation is as an XML view, which can be created by joining books and

reviews on the isbn number of the book, and then nesting the reviews under the book

(Figure 4.1). Note that the view is often virtual (unmaterialized) for various reasons: (a)

the aggregator may not have the resources to materialize allthe data, (b) if the view is

materialized, the contents of the view may be out-of-date with respect to the base data, or

maintaining the view in the face of updates may be expensive,and/or (c) the data sources

may not wish to provide the entire data set to the aggregator,but may only provide a sub-

set of the data in response to a query. While current systems (e.g., [24, 39, 52]) allow

users to query virtual views using query languages such as XQuery, they do not support

ranked keyword search queries over such views.
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In such scenarios, techniques proposed in traditional information retrieval systems

are not applicable because they rely heavily on a fundamental assumption that the set of

documents being searched is materialized. For instance, the popular inverted list orga-

nization and associated query evaluation algorithms [12, 103] assume that the (material-

ized) documents can be parsed, tokenized and indexed when the documents are loaded

into the system. Further, techniques for ranking (scoring)results such as TF-IDF [103]

rely on statistics gathered from materialized documents such as term frequencies (num-

ber of occurrences of a keyword in a document) and inverse document frequencies (the

inverse of the number of documents that contain a query keyword). Finally, even docu-

ment filtering systems, which match streaming documents against a set of user keyword

search queries (e.g., [29, 46]), assume that the document isfully materialized at the time

it is handed to the streaming engine, and all processing is tailored for this scenario.

Consequently, an interesting challenge arises in these applications: how do we effi-

ciently evaluate keyword search queries over virtual XML views? One simple approach

is to materialize the entire view at query evaluation time and then evaluate the keyword

search query over the materialized view. However, this approach has obvious disad-

vantages. First, the cost of materializing the entire view at runtime can be prohibitive,

especially since only a few documents in the view may containthe query keywords.

Further, users issuing keyword search queries are typically interested in only the results

with highest scores, and materializing the entire view to produce only top few results is

likely to be expensive.

To address the above issues, we propose an alternative strategy for efficiently eval-

uating keyword search queries over virtual XML views. The key idea is to use regular

indices, including inverted list and XML path indices, thatare present on the base data

to efficiently evaluate keyword search over views. The indices are used to efficiently
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identify the portion of the base data that is relevant to the current keyword search query

so that only the top ranked results of the view are actually materialized and presented to

the user.

The above strategy poses two main challenges. First, XML view definitions can be

fairly complex, involving joins and nesting, which leads tovarious subtleties. As an

illustration, consider Figure 4.1 above. If we wish to find all books with nested reviews

that contain the keywords “XML” and “search”, then ideally we want to materialize

only those books and reviews such that theytogethercontain the keywords “XML” and

“search” (even though no book or review mayindividuallycontain both the keywords).

However, we cannot determine which reviews belong to which book (to check whether

they together contain both the keywords) without actually joining the books and reviews

on the isbn number, which is a data value. This presents an interesting dilemma: how

do we selectively extract some fields needed for determiningrelated items in the view

(e.g., isbn number) without actually materializing the entire view?

The second challenge stems from ranking the keyword search results. As mentioned

earlier, popular ranking methods such as TF-IDF require statistics gathered from the

documents being searched. How do we efficiently compute statistics on the view from

the statistics on the base data, so that the resulting scoresand rank order of the query

results is exactly the same as when the view is materialized?

Our solution to the above problem is a three-phase algorithmthat works as follows.

In the first phase, the algorithm analyzes the view definitionand query keywords to

identify aquery pattern tree(or QPT) for each data source (such as books and reviews);

the QPT represents the precise parts of the base data that arerequired to compute the

potential results of the keyword search query. In the secondphase, the algorithm uses

existing inverted and path indices on the base data to compute pruned document trees
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(or PDT) for each data source; each PDT contains only small parts of the base data tree

that correspond to the QPT. The PDT is constructedsolelyusing indices, without having

to access the base data. In this phase, the algorithm also propagates keyword statistics in

the PDTs. In the third phase, the query is evaluated over the PDTs, and the top-k result

PDTs are expanded into the complete document trees; this is the only phase where the

base data is accessed (for the top-k results only). An interesting aspect of our solution

is that we requireno changesto the normal XQuery query evaluator as all the keyword

specific parts are done during query rewrite, pre-processing and post-processing.

We have experimentally compared our approach with two alternatives: the naive ap-

proach that materializes the entire view at query time, and GTP [36] with TermJoin [8],

which is a state of the art implementation of integrating structure and keyword search

queries. Our experimental results show that our approach ismore than 10 times faster

than these alternatives. The performance gain comes about for two main reasons. First,

we use path indices to efficiently create PDTs, thereby avoiding more expensive struc-

tural joins. Second, we selectively materialize the element values required during query

evaluation using indices, without having to access the basedata. We also compared our

PDT generation with techniques of projecting XML documentsproposed in [85]. Our

algorithm again performs more than an order of magnitude faster because we generate

PDTs by solely using indices.

In summary, we believe that the proposed approach is the firstoptimized end-to-end

solution for efficient keyword search over virtual XML views. The specific contributions

are:

• A system architecture for efficiently evaluating keyword search queries over vir-

tual XML views (Section 4.2).

• Efficient algorithms for generating pruned XML elements needed for query eval-
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<books id=”1”>

<book id=”1.1”>

<isbn id=”1.1.1”>111−11−1111</isbn>

· · ·

</book>

<book id=”1.2”>· · ·</book>

· · ·

</books>

Figure 4.2: An XML document with Dewey Ids

uation and scoring, by solely using indices (Section 4.4).

• Evaluation and comparison of the proposed approach using the 500MB INEX

dataset1 (Section 4.5).

4.1 Background

We first provide some background on XML storage, XML indexingand XML scoring,

before presenting our problem definition.

4.1.1 Background on XML storage & indexing

One of the key concepts in XML storage is the notion of elementids, which is a way

to uniquely identify an XML element. Various id formats havebeen proposed in the

literature (e.g., [108, 115]), and one popular variant is Dewey IDs which has been shown

to be effective for search [64] and update [92] queries. Dewey IDs is a hierarchical

numbering scheme where the ID of an element contains the ID ofits parent element as

a prefix. An example XML document in which Dewey IDs are assigned to each node is

shown in Figure 4.2. Given element ids, various XML documentstorage formats have

1http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de:2004
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………

1.2.1“222-222-2222”/books/book/isbn

/books/book/author/fn

…

/books/book/isbn

Path

……

1.2.3, 1.7.3“Jane”

1.1.1,1.3.1“111-111-1111”

IDListValue

………

1.2.1“222-222-2222”/books/book/isbn

/books/book/author/fn

…

/books/book/isbn

Path

……

1.2.3, 1.7.3“Jane”

1.1.1,1.3.1“111-111-1111”

IDListValue

B+-Tree

Path-Values Table

Figure 4.3: XML path indices

been proposed for efficient storage [53, 113].

Another important aspect is XML indexing. At a high-level, there are two types of

XML indices: path indices and inverted list indices (these indices can sometimes be

combined [79]). Path indices are used to evaluate XML path and twig (i.e., branching

path) queries. Inverted list indices are used to evaluate keyword search queries over

(materialized) XML documents. We now describe representative implementations for

each type of index.

One effective way to implement path indices is to encode XML paths as values, and

then index these paths along with the data values. Indexing the paths and values can be

done using specialized indices (e.g., [42, 59]) or using regular relational indices such as

B+-tree [35, 113]. We focus on the latter as it is easier to implement. Figure 4.3 shows an

example path index for the document in Figure 4.1. As shown, the index has two tables,

thePathstable and theValue-IDstable. ThePathstable contains one row for each unique

schema-level path from the root to an element in the document, and each such path is

assigned a uniquePathID. A B+-tree index is built on thePath attribute. The second

table contains one row for each unique (pathid, value) pair,where pathid represents the

value of aPathID attribute, and value represents the atomic value of an element on the

path corresponding to the pathid. For each unique (pathid, value) pair, the table stores

an IDList value, which is the list of ids of all elements on the path corresponding to
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…

XQFT

Jane

…

XQFT

Jane 111.2.3 111.2.3 211.7.3 211.7.3

3,721.1.2 3,721.1.2

……

……

(ID, TF, Position List )

B+ tree indexB+ tree index
books,1

book, 1.1 book, 1.2

isbn, 1.1.1 ...

(a) Dewey IDs (b) XML Inverted list Indices

Figure 4.4: XML inverted list indices

pathid with that atomicvalue. The table also contains a row corresponding to (pathid,

null), and the correspondingIDList value stores the list of all ids of elements on that

path, regardless of value. A B+-tree index is built on the (pathid,value) pair.

Given the above two tables, queries are evaluated as follows. First, consider a sim-

ple path query such as:/book/author/fn . This query is evaluated in two steps.

In the first step, thePathstable is probed to determine thepathidcorresponding to the

query path (note that the number of distinct paths is usuallyvery small, so thePaths

table usually fits in memory). In the second step, theValues-IDtable is probed with

the search key (pathid,null) to get the list of result element ids. A path query such as

/book/author/fn[. = ’Jane’] is evaluated similarly, except that during the

second step, the index is probed using the search key (pathid,’Jane’). For path queries

with descendant axes, such as/book//fn , the first probe may return more than one

path id (since there may be many paths such as/book/fn and/book/author/fn

that match the path); thus, the second step is done for each path id returned. Fi-

nally, twig queries such as/book/author[fn = ’Jane’ and ln = ’Doe’]

can be evaluated by first evaluating each individual path query (/book/author/fn

= ’Jane’ and/book/author/ ln = ’Doe’ ), and then merging the results based

on the author id (note that the Dewey ID of the author can be obtained from the Dewey

IDs of ln and fn).

The second type of XML indices are inverted list indices. XMLinverted list indices
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let $view :=
for $bookin fn:doc(books.xml)/books//book
where $book/year> 1995
return <bookrevs>

<book> {$book/title} </book>,
{for $rev in fn:doc(reviews.xml)/reviews//review
where $rev/isbn = $book/isbn
return $rev/content}

</bookrevs>
for $bookrevin $view
where $bookrev ftcontains('XML' & 'Search')
return $bookrev

Figure 4.5: Keyword Search over XML view

(e.g., [64, 88, 115]) typically store for each keyword in thedocument collection, the

list of XML elements thatdirectly contain the keyword. Figure 4.4 shows an example

inverted list for our example document. In addition, an index such as a B+-tree is usually

built on top of each inverted list so that we can efficiently check whether a given element

contains a keyword.

4.1.2 Scoring

An important issue for keyword search queries is scoring theresults. There have been

many proposals for scoring XML keyword search results [9, 11, 55, 64, 86]. In the pa-

per we focus on the commonly used TF-IDF method proposed in the context of XML

documents [55]. In this context, tf and idf values are calculated with respect to XML

elements, instead of entire documents as in the traditional information retrieval. Specif-

ically, given an XML viewV over a databaseD, the TF-IDF method defines two mea-

sures:

• tf(e, k), which is the number of distinct occurrences of the keywordk in element

e and its descendants (wheree ∈ V (D)), and

• idf(k) = |V (D)|
|e|e∈V (D)∧contains(e,k)

(the ratio of the number of elements in the view

result V(D) to the number of elements in V(D) that contain thekeywordk).
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Given the above measure, the score of a result elemente for a keyword search query

Q is defined to be:score(e, Q) = Σk∈Q(tf(e, k)× idf(k)).

However, the unnormalized score is biased towards large elements because they tend

to have a higher tf value. To alleviate this bias, the score isusually normalized. Various

normalization factors are possible but some indicator of the document length, such as

the byte size of the document [117], is usually used since it is effective and simple. We

uselen(e) to denote the byte length of an elemente. Then, the normalized score for a

result elemente given some keywordK is: score(e, K) = unnorm-score(e,K)
len(e)

.

4.1.3 Problem definition

We use a set of keywordsQ = {k1, k2, ..., kn} to represent a keyword search query, and

define the problem of keyword search over views as follows.

Problem KS: Given a viewV defined over a databaseD, the result of a keyword search

query Q, denoted asRES(Q,V,D), is the sequences such that:

• ∀e ∈ s, e ∈ V (D), and

• ∀e ∈ s∀k ∈ Q(contains(e, k)), and

• ∀e ∈ V (D)(∀k ∈ Q (contains(e,k))⇒ e ∈ s

Figure 4.5 illustrates a keyword query{’XML’, ’Search’} over the view correspond-

ing to the variable$view. Given the definition of score in the previous section, we can

further define the problem ofrankedkeyword search as follows.

Problem Ranked-KS: Given a viewV defined over a databaseD and the number of

desired resultsk, the result of a ranked keyword queryQ is the set of k elements with

highest scores inRES(Q,V,D), where we break ties arbitrarily.

The above definition captures the result ofconjunctiveranked keyword search queries
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over views. Our system also supports disjunctive queries which can be defined similarly.

4.2 System Overview

In this section we describe the proposed system architecture for processing ranked key-

word search queries over virtual XML views.

4.2.1 System architecture

Figure 4.6 shows our proposed system architecture and how itrelates to traditional XML

full-text query processing. The top big box denotes the query engine sub-system and the

bottom big box denotes the storage and index subsystem. The solid lines show the tra-

ditional query evaluation path for full-text queries (e.g., [16, 43, 78, 90]). The query is

parsed, optimized and evaluated using a mix of structure andinverted list indices and

document storage. However, as mentioned in the introduction, traditional query engines

are not designed to support efficient keyword search queriesover views. Consequently,

they either disallow such queries (e.g., [43, 90]), materialize the entire view before eval-

uating the keyword search query (e.g. [16]), or do not support such queries efficiently

(e.g., [78]), as verified in our performance study (Section 4.5).

To efficiently process keyword search queries over views, weadapt the existing

query engine architecture by adding three new modules (depicted by dashed boxes in

Figure 4.6). The modified query execution path (depicted by dashed lines in Figure 4.6)

is as follows. On detecting a keyword search query over a viewthat satisfies certain

conditions (clarified at the end of this section), the parserredirects the query to the

Query Pattern Tree (QPT) Generation Module. The QPT, which is a generalization of

the GTP [36], identifies the precise parts of the base data that are required to compute
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Figure 4.6: Keyword query processing architecture

the results of the keyword search query. The QPT is then sent to the Pruned Document

Tree (PDT) Generation Module. This module generates PDTs (i.e., a projection of the

base data that conforms to the QPT) usingonly the path indices and inverted list indices;

consequently, the generation of PDTs is expected to be fast and cheap.

The QPT Generation Module also rewrites the original query to go over PDTs in-

stead of the base data and sends it to thetraditional query optimizer and evaluator. Note

that our proposed architecture requiresno changesto the XML query evaluator, which

is usually a large and complex piece of code. The rewritten query is then evaluated

using PDTs to produce the view that contains all view elements with pruned content

(determined using path indices), along with information about scores and query key-

words contained (determined using inverted indices). These elements are then scored

by the Scoring & Materialization Module, and only those withhighest scores are fully

materialized using document storage.

Our current implementation supports views specified using apowerful subset of

XQuery, including XPath expressions with named child and descendant axes, predi-

cates on leaf values, nested FLWOR expressions, non-recursive functions. We currently

do not support predicates on the string values of non-leaf elements and other XPath axes
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such as sibling and position based predicates, although it is possible to extend our sys-

tem to handle these axes by using an underlying structure index that supports these axes

(e.g., [37]).

The supported grammar in our keyword query processing architecture is given be-

low, whereExpr is the root production andVARandTAGNAMEcorrespond to variables

and element tag names, respectively.

Expr :- PathExpr | FLWORExpr | CondExpr
| FunctionCall | FunctionDecl

PathExpr :- fn:doc(Name) | VAR | .
| (fn:doc(Name) | VAR | . ) ('/'|'//') PathTailExpr
| PathExpr '[' PredExpr ']'

PathTailExpr :- TAGNAME | TAGNAME ('/'|'//') PathTailExpr
PredExpr :- PathExpr | PathExpr Comp Literal

| PathExpr Comp PathExpr
Comp :- '=' | '<' | '>'
CondExpr :- 'if' Expr 'then' Expr 'else' Expr
FLWORExpr :- (ForClause | LetClause)+

(WhereClause)? ReturnClause
ForClause :- 'for' VAR 'in' PathExpr
LetClause :- 'let' VAR 'in' PathExpr
WhereClause :- 'where' PredExpr
ReturnClause :- 'return' RetExpr
RetExpr :- Expr

| '<' TAGNAME '>' ('{' RetExpr '}') * '<' TAGNAME '>'
| Expr ',' Expr

FunctionCall :-QName "(" (PathExpr ("," PathExpr) * )? ")"
FunctionDecl :- 'declare' 'function' QName

'(' ParamList? ')' ? '{' Expr '}'
ParamList :- VAR (',' VAr) *

It is easy to verify that the view in our running example 4.5 conforms to the above

grammar.

In the rest of this chapter, we first describe the details of QPT Generation Mod-

ule and then focus on the PDT Generate Module, which is one of the main technical

contributions of the proposed system architecture.
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books

book

isbn title year
[.>1995]v c

reviews

review

isbn content
v c

<books> 

    <book>

      <isbn id=”1.2.1”>121-23-1321</isbn> 

       <title id="1.2.3" kwd1=”xml” tf1=”1" 

                   kwd2=”search” tf2=”0"/>

        <year id=”1.2.6”>1996</year>

    </book>

    <book>

            ...

    </book>

     ...

</books>

<reviews> 

    <review>

      <isbn id=”2.2.1”>121-23-1321</isbn>

       <content id="2.1.3" kwd1=”xml” tf1=”0" 

                            kwd2=”search” tf2=”2"/>

    </review>

    <review>

        ...

    </review>

    ...

</reviews>

(a) QPT (b) PDT

doc(books.xml)

doc(reviews.xml)

Figure 4.7: QPTs and PDTs ofbookandreview

4.3 QPT Generation Module

4.3.1 QPT illustration and definition

Consider the XML view in Figure 4.5. In order toevaluatethe view query, we only

need a small subset of the data, such as the isbn numbers of books and isbn numbers of

reviews (which are required to perform a join). It is only when we want tomaterialize

the view results do we need additional content such as the titles of books and content of

reviews. The QPT is essentially a principled way of capturing this information.

The QPT is a generalization of the Generalized Tree Patterns(GTP) [36], which

was originally proposed in the context of evaluating complex XQuery queries. The GTP

captures the structural parts of an XML document that are required for query processing.

The QPT augments the GTP structure with two annotations, onethat specifies which

parts of the structure and associated data values are required during query evaluation,

and the other that specifies which parts are required during result materialization.
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Figure 4.7(a) shows the QPTs for the book and review documents referenced in

our running example. We first describe the features present in a GTP. GTP consists of

nodes (which may have predicates) referenced during query execution andoptionalor

mandatoryedges corresponding to an XPath axis that can be traversed (during query

execution) from a parent with the parent tag name to a child with the child tag name. In

our example, the edge betweenbook andisbn is optional, represented by dotted lines,

because a book can be present in the view result even if it doesnot have an isbn number;

the edge betweenreview andisbn is mandatory, represented by solid lines, because a

review is of no relevance to query execution unless it has an isbn number (otherwise, it

does not join with any book and is just irrelevant to the content of the view). Further, as

usual in twigs, a double line denotes ancestor/descendant relationship and a single line

denotes a parent/child relationship.

We now describe new features present in a QPT. QPT has upto twoannotations on

each node, the first type of annotation is a v-annotation, which indicates that the value

of an element corresponding to the node is required during query evaluation. In our

example, the ’isbn’ node in both the book and review QPT is marked with a ’v’ since

they are required for performing a join operation. The second type of annotation is a

c-annotation, which indicates that the content of an element corresponding to the node

is requiredonly during materialization (note that the content of an elementpresent in

the base data is the entire subtree rooted at that element). In our example, the ’title’ and

’content’ nodes are marked as ’c’ nodes since their content is propagated to the view

output. Note that a node can be marked with both a ’v’ and a ’c’ if it is used during

evaluation and propagated to the view output, although there is no instance of this case

in our example.

We now introduce some notation that is used in subsequent sections. A QPT is a
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tree Q = (N, E) where N is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. For each node n

in N, n.tag is its tag name, n.preds is the set of predicates associated with n, and n.ann

is its node annotation(s), which can be ’v’, ’c’, both, or neither. For each edge e in E,

e.parent and e.child are the parent and child node of e, respectively; e.axis is either ’/’

or ’//’ corresponding to an XPath axis, and e.ann is either ’o’ or ’m’ corresponding to an

optional or a mandatory edge.

In our system, we design and implement a QPT algorithm GenerateQPT() (details

are presented in Section 4.6) similar to the GTP algorithm except that we additionally

handle the ’c’ and ’v’ node annotations and we support a larger XQuery grammar that

includes functions.

4.4 PDT Generation Module

We now turn our attention to the PDT Generation Module (Figure 4.6), which is one of

the main technical contributions in the paper. The PDT Generation Module efficiently

generates a PDT for each QPT. Intuitively, the PDT only contains elements that corre-

spond to nodes in the QPT and only contains element values that are required during

query evaluation. For example, Figure 4.7(b) shows the PDT of the book document for

its QPT shown in Figure 4.7(a). The PDT only contains elements corresponding to the

nodesbooks, book, isbn, title, andyear, and only the elementsisbn andyear have

values.

Using PDTs in our architecture offers two main advantages. First, the query eval-

uation is likely to be more efficient and scalable because thequery evaluator processes

pruned documents which are much smaller than the underlyingdata. Further, using

PDTs allows us to use the regular (unmodified) query evaluator for keyword query pro-

cessing.
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We note that the idea of creating small documents is similar to projecting XML doc-

uments (PROJ for short) proposed in [85]. There are, however, several key differences,

both in semantics and in performance. First, while PROJ deals with isolated paths, we

consider twigs with more complex semantics. As an example, consider the QPT for the

book document in Figure 4.7(a). For the pathbooks//book/isbn, PROJ would produce

and materialize all elements corresponding tobook (and its subelements correspond-

ing to isbn). In contrast, we only producebook elements which hasyear subelements

whose values are greater than 1995, which is enforced by the entire twig pattern. Sec-

ond, instead of materializing every element as in PROJ, we selectively materialize a

(small) portion of the elements. In our example, only the elements corresponding to

isbn andyear are materialized. Finally, the most important difference is that we con-

struct the PDTs by solely using indices, while PROJ requiresfull scan of the underlying

documents which is likely to be inefficient in our scenario. Our experimental results

in Section 4.5 show that our PDT generation is more than an order of magnitude faster

then PROJ.

We now illustrate more details of PDTs before presenting ouralgorithms.

4.4.1 PDT Illustration & Definition

The key idea of a PDT is that an elemente in the document corresponding to a node

n in the QPT is selected for inclusion only if it satisfies threetypes of constraints: (1)

an ancestor constraint, which requires that an ancestor element ofe that corresponds to

the parent ofn in the QPT should also be selected, (2) a descendant constraint, which

requires that for each mandatory edge fromn to a child ofn in the QPT, at least one

child/descendant element ofe corresponding to that child ofn should also be selected,

and (3) a predicate constraint, which requires that ife is a leaf node, it satisfies all pred-
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icates associated withn. Consequently, there is a mutual restriction between ancestor

and descendant elements. In our example, only reviews with at least one isbn subele-

ment are selected (due to the descendant constraint), and only those isbn and content

elements that have a selected review are selected (due to theancestor constraint). Note

that this restriction is not “local”: a content element is not selected for a review if that

review does not contain an isbn element.

We now formally define notions of PDTs. We first define the notion of candidate

elementsthat only captures descendant restrictions.

Definition 4.4.1 (candidate elements). Given a QPTQ, an XML document D, the set

of candidate elements in D associated with a noden ∈ Q, denoted byCE(n, D), is

defined recursively as follows.

• n is a leaf node in Q:CE(n, D) = {v ∈ D | tag name of v is n.tag∧ the value of v

satisfies all predicates in n.preds}.

• n is a non-leaf node in Q:CE(n, D) = {v ∈ D | tag name of v is n.tag∧ for every

edge e in Q, if e.parent is n and e.ann is ’m’ (mandatory), then∃ec∈ CE(e.child,

D) such that (a) e.axis = ’/’⇒ v is the parent of ec, and (b) e.axis = ’//’⇒ v is an

ancestor of ec}

Definition 4.4.1 recursively captures the descendant constraints from bottom up. For

example, in Figure 4.7(a), candidate elements corresponding to “review” must have a

child element “isbn”. Now we define notions ofPDT elementswhich capture both

ancestor and descendant constraints.

Definition 4.4.2(PDT elements). Given a QPT Q, an XML document D, the set of PDT

elements associated with a noden ∈ Q, denoted by PE(n, D), is defined recursively as

follows.
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• n is the root node of Q:PE(n, D) = CE(n, D)

• n is the non-root node in Q:PE(n, D) = {v ∈ D | v is in CE(n, D)∧ for every

edge e in Q, if e.child is n, then∃vp ∈PE(e.parent, D) such that (a) e.axis = ’/’⇒

vp is the parent of v, and (b) e.axis = ’//’⇒ vp is an ancestor of v}

Intuitively, the PDT elements associated with each QPT nodeare first the corre-

sponding candidate elements and hence satisfy descendant constraints. Further, the

PDT elements associated with the root QPT node are just its candidate elements, be-

cause the root node does not have any ancestor constraints; the PDT elements associated

with a non-root QPT node have the additional restriction that they must have the par-

ent/ancestors that are PDT elements associated the parent QPT node. For example, in

Figure 4.7(a), each PDT element corresponding to “content”must have a parent element

that is the PDT element with respect to “review”. Using the definition of PDT elements,

we can now formally define a PDT.

Definition 4.4.3 (PDT). Given a QPT Q, an XML document D, a set of keywords K, a

PDT is a tree (N, E) where N is the set of nodes and E is set of edges, which are defined

as follows.

• N = ∪q∈Q PE(q, D), and nodes in N are associated with required values,tf values

and byte lengths.

• E = {(p, c) | p, c are in N∧ p is an ancestor of c∧ ∄q ∈ N s.t. p is an ancestor

of q and q is an ancestor of c}

4.4.2 Proposed Algorithms

We now propose our algorithm for efficiently generating PDTs. The generated PDTs

satisfy all restrictions described above and contains selectively materialized element
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values. The main feature of our algorithm is that it issues a fixed number of index

lookups in proportion to the size of the query, not the size ofthe underlying data, and

only makes a single pass over the relevant path and inverted lists indices.

At a high level, the development of the algorithm requires solving three technical

problems. First, how do we minimize the number of index accesses? Second, how do we

efficiently materialize required element values? Finally,using the information gathered

from indices, how do we efficiently generate the PDTs? We describe our solutions to

these problems in turn in the next two sections.

Optimizing index probes and retrieving join values

To retrieve Dewey IDs and element values required in PDTs, our algorithm invokes

a fixed number of probes on path indices. First, we issue indexlookups for nodes

in QPT that do not have mandatory child edges; note that this includes all the leaf

nodes. The elements corresponding to these nodes could be part of the PDT even if

none of its descendants are present in the PDT according to the definition of mandatory

edges [36]. For instance, for the book QPT shown Figure 4.7(a), we only need to per-

form three index lookups on path indices (shown in Figure 4.3) for three paths in QPT:

books//book/isbn, books//book/year, andbooks//book/title.

Second, for nodes with ’v’ annotation, we issue separate lookups to retrieve their

data values (which may be combined with the first round of lookups). The idea of

retrieving values from path indices is inspired by a simple yet important observation

that path indices already store element values in (Path, Value) pairs. Our algorithm

conveniently propagates these values along with Dewey IDs.For example, consider the

QPT of the book document in Figure 4.7(a) and the path indicesin Figure 4.3. For the

pathbooks//book/isbn, we use its path to look up the B+-tree index over (Path, Value)
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1: PrepareLists (QPTqpt, PathIndexpindex, InvertedIndexiindex, KeywordSetkwds): (PathLists, InvLists)

2: pathLists← ∅; invLists← ∅

3: for Noden in qpt do

4: p← PathFromRoot(n); newList← ∅

5: if n has no mandatory child edgesthen

6: n.visited← true

7: if n has a ’v’ annotationthen

8: {Combining retrieval of IDs and values}

9: newList← (n, pindex.LookUpIDV alue(p))

10: else

11: newList← (n, pindex.LookUpID(p))

12: end if

13: end if

14: {Handle ’v’ nodes with mandatory child edges}

15: if p.visited = false ∧ n has a ’v’ annotationthen

16: newList← (n, pindex.LookUpIDV alue(p))

17: end if

18: if newList 6= null then pathLists.add(newList)

19: end for

20: for all k in kwdsdo

21: invLists← invLists ∪ (k, sindex.lookup(k))

22: end for

23: return (pathLists, invLists)

Figure 4.8: Retrieving IDs and values

pairs in thePath-Valuestable to identify all corresponding values and Dewey IDs (this

can be done efficiently because Path is the prefix of the composite key, (Path, Value));

in Figure 4.3, we would retrieve the second and third rows from thePath-Valuestable.

Note that IDs in individual rows are already sorted. We then merge the ID lists in both

rows and generate a single list ordered by Dewey IDs, and alsoassociate element values

with the corresponding IDs. For example, the Dewey ID 1.1.1 will be associated with

the value “111-111-1111”. Finally, our algorithm also return the relevant inverted index
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PrepareList():pathLists

PrepareList():invLists

values

tf values

(books//book/isbn, (1.1.1: “111-11-1111”), (1.2.1: “121-23-1321”),... )

(books//book/title,1.1.4, 1.2.3, 1.9.3, …)

(books//book/year, (1.2.6, 1.5.1: “1996”), (1.6.1:”1997"), …)

(“xml”,(1.2.3:1),, (1.3.4:2), …) (“search”,(2.1.3:2), (2.5.1:1), …)

Figure 4.9: Results of PrepareLists()

indices to obtain scoring information.

Figure 4.8 shows the high-level pseudo-code of our algorithm of retrieving Dewey

IDs, element values and tf values. The algorithm takes a QPT,Path Index, query key-

words, and Inverted Index as input, and first issues a lookup on path indices for each

QPT node that has no mandatory child edges (lines 5- 13). It then identifies nodes that

have a ’v’ annotation (lines 9 & 16), and for each path from theroot to one of these

nodes, the algorithm issues a query to obtain the values and IDs (by only specifying

the path). Finally, the algorithm looks up inverted lists indices and retrieves the list of

Dewey IDs containing the keywords along with tf values (lines 20-22). Figure 4.9 shows

the output of PrepareList for the book QPT (Figure 4.7(a)). Note that the ID lists corre-

sponding tobooks//book/isbn andbooks//book/year contain element values, and the

ID lists retrieved from inverted lists indices contain tf values.

Efficiently generating PDTs

In this section we propose a novel algorithm that makes a single “merge” pass of the

lists produced by PrepareList and produces the PDT. The PDT satisfies the mutual con-

straints (determined using Dewey IDs in pathLists) and contains selectively material-

ized element values (obtained from pathLists) and tf valuesw.r.t each query keyword

(obtained from invLists). For our running example, our algorithm would produce the

PDT shown in Figure 4.7(b) by merging the lists shown in Figure 4.9.
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1: GeneratePDT(QPTqpt, PathIndexpindex, KeywordSetkwds, InvertedIndexiindex): PDT

2: pdt← ∅

3: (pathLists, invLists)← PrepareLists(qpt, pindex, iindex, kwds)

4: for idlist ∈ pathListsdo

5: AddCTNode(CT.root, GetMinEntry(idlist), 0)

6: end for

7: while CT.hasMoreNodes()do

8: for all n∈ CT.MinIDPathdo

9: q← n.QPTNode

10: if pathLists(q).hasNextID()∧ there do not exist≥ 2 IDs in pathLists(q) and also in CTthen

11: AddCTNode(CT.root, pathLists(q).NextMin(), 0)

12: end if

13: end for

14: CreatePDTNodes(CT.root, qpt, pdt)

15: end while

16: return pdt

Figure 4.10: Algorithm for generating PDTs

The main challenges in designing such an algorithm are: (1) we must enforce com-

plex ancestor and descendant constraints (described in Section 4.4.1) by scanning the

lists of Dewey Ids only once, (2) ancestor/descendant axes may expand to full paths

consisting of multiple IDs matching the same QPT nodes, which adds additional com-

plication to the problem.

The key idea of the algorithm is to process ids in Dewey order.By doing so, it can

efficiently check descendant restrictions because all descendants of an element will be

clustered immediately after that element in pathLists. Figure 4.10 shows the high-level

pseudo-code of our algorithm which works as follows. The algorithm takes in an QPT,

path index and inverted index of the document, and begins by invoking PrepareList to

collect the ordered lists of ids relevant to the view. It theninitializes theCandidate Tree

(described in more detail shortly) using the minimum ID in each list (lines 4-6). Next,
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the algorithm makes a single loop over the IDs in pathLists (lines 7-15), and creates

PDT nodes using information stored in the CT. At each loop, the algorithm processes

and removes the element corresponding to the minimum ID in the CT. Before processing

and removing the element, it adds the next ID from the corresponding path list (lines 8-

12) so that we maintain the invariant that there are at least one ID corresponding to each

relevant QPT node for checking descendant constraints.

Next the algorithm invokes the function CreatePDTNodes (line 14) and check if the

minimum element satisfies both ancestor and descendant constraints. If it does, we will

create it in the result PDT. If it satisfies only descendant constraints, we store it in a

temporary cache (PdtCache) so that we can check the ancestorconstraints in subsequent

loops. If it does not satisfies descendant constraints and does not have any children in

the current CT, we discard it immediately. The intuition is that in this case, since the CT

already contains at least one ID for each relevant QPT node (by the invariant above), and

since IDs are retrieved from pathList in Dewey order, we knowthere do not exist more

of its descendant IDs in pathLists and hence it will not satisfy descendant constraints in

all subsequent loops. The algorithm exits the loop and terminates after exhausting IDs in

pathList and the result PDT contains all and only IDs that satisfy the PDT specifications.

We now describe the Candidate Tree and individual steps of the algorithm in more

detail.

Description of the Candidate Tree

The Candidate Tree, or the CT, is a tree data structure which consists of candidate nodes

for the result PDT. Every CT nodecn stores sufficient information for efficiently check-

ing ancestor and descendant constraints and has the following five components.

• ID: the uniqueidentifier ofcn, which always corresponds to a prefix of a Dewey

ID in pathLists.
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1: AddCTNode(CTNodeparent, DeweyID id, int depth)

2: newNode← null

3: if depth≤ id.Lengththen

4: curId←Prefix(id, depth); qNode←QPTNode(curId)

5: if qNode = nullthen AddCTNode(parent,id,depth+1)

6: else

7: newNode← parent.findChild(curId)

8: if newNode = nullthen

9: newNode← parent.addChild(curId, qNode)

10: Update the data value and tf values if required

11: end if

12: AddCTNode(newNode, id, depth+1)

13: end if

14: end if

15: if newNode6=null ∧ ∀i, newNode.DM[i]=1then

16: ∀ n∈newNode.PL, n.DM[newNode.QPTNode]←1

17: end if

Figure 4.11: Algorithm for adding new CT nodes

• QNode: the QPT node to which cn.ID corresponds.

• ParentList (or PL): a list of cn’s ancestors whose QNode’s are the parent node of

cn.QNode.

• DescendantMap (or DM):QNode→ bit: a mapping containing one entry for each

mandatory child/descendant of cn.QNode. For a child QPT node c, DM[c] = 1 iff

cn has a child/descendant node is a candidate element with respect to c.

• PdtCache: the cache storing cn’s descendants that satisfydescendant restrictions

and whose ancestor restrictions are yet to be checked.

We now illustrate these components using CT shown in Figure 4.13(a), which is

created using IDs 1.1.1, 1.1.4, and 1.2.6, corresponding topaths in pathLists shown in

Figure 4.9. First, every node has an ID and a QNode and CT nodesare ordered based
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1: CreatePDTNodes(CTNode n, QPTqpt, PDTparentPdtCache)

2: if ∀i, n.DM[i] = 1 ∧n.ID not in parentPdtCachethen

3: pdtNode = parentPdtCache.add(n)

4: end if

5: if n.HasChild() = truethen

6: CreatePDTNodes(n.MinIdChild, qpt, n.PdtCache)

7: else

8: {Handle pdt cache and then remove the node itself}

9: for x in n.pdtCachedo

10: {Update parent list and then propagate x to parentPdtCache}

11: if n∈ x.PL then

12: x.PL.remove(n)

13: if ∃i, n.DM[i] = 0 ∧ x.PL = ∅ then n.pdtCache.remove(x)

14: else

15: x.PL.replace(n, n.PL)

16: end if

17: end if

18: if x ∈ pdtCachethen Propagate x to parentPdtCache

19: end for

20: n.RemoveFromCT()

21: end if

Figure 4.12: Processing CT.MinIDPath

on their IDs. For example, the ID of the “books” node is 1 whichcorresponds a prefix

of the ID 1.1.1, and the id 1.1.1 corresponds to the QPT node “isbn”. The PL of a CT

node stores its ancestor nodes that correspond to the parentQPT node. For instance,

book1.PL ={books}. Note that cn.PL may contain multiple nodes if cn.QNode is inan

ancestor/descendant relations. For example, if “/books//book” expands to “/books/book-

s/book”, then book.PL would include both “books”. Next, DM keeps track of whether

a node satisfies descendant restrictions. For instance, book1.DM[year] = 0 because it

does not have the mandatory child element “year” while book2.DM[year] = 1 because

it does. Consequently, a CT node satisfies the descendant restrictions (and therefore
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(a) Initial CT

book1 book2
books,1

root

book,1.1 book,1.2

isbn,1.1.1

title,1.1.4

year,1.2.6

isbn,1.2.1

(b) Step 1: adding new ids to CT 

books,1

root

book,1.1 book,1.2

isbn,1.1.1 title,1.1.4 year,1.2.6

isbn,1.2.1

(c) Step 2: processing MinIDPath

PdtCache:

isbn,1.1.1

New id

books,1

root

book,1.1 book,1.2

title,1.1.4

year,1.2.6isbn,1.2.1

(d) Step 3: before removing book,1.1

PdtCache:
isbn,1.1.1

title,1.2.3

books,1

root

book,1.2

year,1.2.6

isbn,1.2.1

(e) Before removing book,1.2

PdtCache:

title,1.2.3

...

books,1

root

book,1.2

year,1.2.6

isbn,1.2.1

(f) Propagating nodes in pdt cache

PdtCache:

title,1.2.3

...

book,1.2

PdtCache:

DM: DescendantMap

PL: ParentList

 
dummy root 

 QNode: books 

ID: 1 

DM:(book, 1) 

PL: null 

QNode: book 

ID: 1.1 

DM:(year: 0) 

PL:  

 

QNode: book 

ID: 1.2 

DM: (year, 1) 

PL:  

QNode: isbn 

ID: 1.1.1 

DM :null 

PL: 

QNode: title 

ID: 1.1.4 

DM: null 

PL:  

QNode: year 

ID: 1.2.6 

DM: null 

PL:  

  

   

Figure 4.13: Generating PDTs

is a candidate element) when its DM is empty (corresponding to QPT nodes without

mandatory child edges), or the values in its DM are all 1 (corresponding to QPT nodes

with mandatory child edges). PdtCache will be illustrated in subsequent steps shortly.

Note that for ease of exposition, our illustration focuses on creating the PDT hierarchy;

the atomic values and tf values are not shown in the figure and bear in mind that they

will be propagated along with the corresponding Dewey IDs.

Initializing the Candidate Tree

As mentioned earlier, the algorithm begins by initializingthe CT using minimum IDs

in pathLists. Figure 4.11 shows the pseudo-code for adding asingle Dewey ID and its

prefixes to the CT. A prefix is added to the CT if it has a corresponding QPT node and

it is not already in the CT (lines 6-13). In addition, if a prefix is associated with a ’c’
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annotation, the tf values are retrieved from the corresponding inverted lists (line 10).

Figure 4.13(a), which we just described, is the initial CT for our running example,

which is created by adding minimum IDs of paths in pathLists shown in Figure 4.9.

Note that for ease of exposition, our algorithm assumes eachDewey ID corresponds to

a single QPT node; however, when the QPT contains repeating tag names, one Dewey

ID can correspond to more than one QPT nodes. We discuss how tohandle this case in

Section 4.4.2.

Description of the main loop

Next the algorithm enters the loop(lines 7-15 in Figure 4.10) which adds new Dewey

IDs to the CT and creates PDT nodes using CT nodes. At each loop, the algorithm

ensures the following invariant: the Dewey IDs that are processed and known to be PDT

nodes are either in the CT or in the result PDT (hence we do not miss any potential PDT

nodes); and the result PDT only contains IDs that satisfy thePDT specifications.

As mentioned earlier, at each loop we focus on the element corresponding to the

minimum ID in the CT and its ancestors (denoted by MinIDPath in the algorithm).

Specifically, we first retrieve next minimum IDs corresponding to QPT nodes in MinID-

Path(Step 1). We then copy IDs in MinIDPath from top down to the result PDT or the

PDT cache (Step 2). Last, we remove those nodes in MinIDPath that do not have any

children from bottom up (Step 3). We now describe each step inmore detail.

Step 1: adding new IDs In this step, the algorithm adds next IDs corresponding

to the QPT nodes in CT.MinIDPath. In Figure 4.13(a), this path is “books//book/isbn”

and Figure 4.13(b) shows the CT after its next minimum ID 1.2.1 is added (for reason

of space, this figure and the rest only show the QPT node and ID).

Step 2: creating PDT nodes In this step, the algorithm creates PDT nodes using

CT nodes in CT.MinIDPath from top down (Figure 4.12, lines 2-4). We first check if
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the node satisfies the descendant constraints using values in its DM. In Figure 4.13(b),

DM of the element “books” has value 1 in all entries, hence we will create its ID in the

PDT cache passed to it(lines 2-4), which is the result PDT.

The algorithm then recursively invokes CreatePDTNodes on the elementbook1(line 6).

Its DM has value 0 and hence it is not a PDT nodeyet. Next, we find its child element

“isbn” has an empty DM and satisfies the descendant restrictions. Hence we create the

node “isbn” in book1.PdtCache. Figure 4.13(c) illustratesthis step. In general, the pdt

cache of a CT node stores its descendants that satisfy the descendant restrictions, and

the checking of the ancestor restrictions is deferred untilthe node itself is being removed

(in Step 3).

Step 3: removing CT nodes After the top down processing, the algorithm starts

removing nodes from bottom up(Figure 4.12, line 7-20). For instance, in Figure 4.13(c),

after we process and remove the node “title”, we will remove the node “book” because

it does not have children and it does not satisfy descendant constraints. Figure 4.13(d)

shows the CT at this point. Such node can be removed because asmentioned earlier, we

can be certain that it will not satisfy the descendant restrictions (as in our example).

Another key issue we consider before removing a node is to handle nodes in its

pdt cache. In our example, the pdt cache contains two nodes “isbn” and “title”. As

mentioned earlier, they both satisfy descendant constraints. Hence we only need to

check if they satisfy ancestor constraints, which is done bychecking nodes in their

parent lists. If those parent nodes are known to be non-PDT nodes, which is the case for

“isbn” and “title”, then we can conclude the nodes in the cache will not satisfy ancestor

restrictions at all, and therefore can be removed (line 13).Otherwise the cache node still

has other parents (which can be PDT nodes), and will be propagated to the pdt cache

of the ancestor. Figure 4.7(e) and (f) illustrates this casein our running example, which
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occurs when we remove the node “book” with ID 1.2.

In summary, we remove a node (and its ID) only when it is known to be a non-

PDT node, which is either a CT node that does not satisfy descendant constraints, or a

node in a pdt cache that does not satisfy ancestor constraints. Further, we only create

nodes satisfying descendant constraints in the pdt cache, and always check ancestor

constraints before propagating them to ancestors in the CT.Therefore it is easy to verify

the the invariant of the main loop holds. Finally, at the laststep of the algorithm when

we remove the root node “books”, all IDs in its pdt cache will be propagated to the result

PDT.

Extensions and optimizations As mentioned earlier, when the QPT has repeating tag

names, a single Dewey ID can match multiple QPT nodes. For example, if the QPT

path is “//a//a” and the corresponding full data path is “/a/a/a”, then the second a in

the full path matches both nodes in the QPT path. To handle this case, we extend the

structure of CT node to contain a set of QNodes, each of which is associated with their

own InPdt, PL and DM. This is because in general different QPTnodes capture different

ancestor/descendant constraints, hence must be treated separately.

Further, there are two possibilities of optimizations in the current algorithm. First,

the algorithm always creates and propagates IDs that satisfy the descendant constraints

in the pdt cache. This can be optimized by immediately creating the IDs in the result

PDT if they also satisfy the ancestor restrictions. For thispurpose, we add a boolean

flag InPdt to the CT node, set InPdt to be true when the ID is created in the result PDT,

and create the descendant ID in the PDT when one of its parentsis in the PDT (InPdt =

true). Second, to optimize the memory usage, we enforce the PDT nodes to be output in

document order (to external storage). We refer the reader toSection 4.7.1 for complete
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<bookrevs>
<book><title id=”1.3.4” len=”30” kwd1=”Search” tf1=”1”

kwd2=”XML” tf2=”0” ></book>
<review><content id=”2.1.3” len=”365” kwd1=”Search” tf1=”0”

kwd2=”XML” tf2=”1” ></content></review>
<review><content id=”3.1.3” len=”89” kwd1=”Search” tf1=”0”

kwd2=”XML” tf2=”0” ></content></review>
· · ·

</bookrevs>
<bookrevs>
<book><title id=”1.7.4” len=”51” kwd1=”Search” tf1=”1”

kwd2=”XML” tf2=”0” ></book>
<review><content id=”6.1.3” len=”65” kwd1=”Search” tf1=”0”

kwd2=”XML” tf2=”0” ></content></review>
<review><content id=”9.1.3” len=”951” kwd1=”Search” tf1=”0”

kwd2=”XML” tf2=”0” ></content></review>
</bookrevs>

Figure 4.14: Temporary results

<bookrevs>
<book>Search in Semi−Structured Data</book>
<review><content>This book discusses searches in XML and· · ·

</content></review>
<review><content>The first few chapters· · ·</content>
</review>
· · ·

</bookrevs>
<bookrevs> · · ·</bookrevs>

Figure 4.15: Evaluation results

details and corresponding revisions to our algorithm.

Scoring & generating the results

Once the PDTs are generated, they are fed to a traditional evaluator to produce the

temporary results (Figure 4.6). The temporary results produced by evaluating the PDTs

in Figure 4.7(b) is shown in Figure 4.14. Then, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the Scor-

ing Module uses these pruned results to enforce the conjunctive or disjunctive semantics

and calculate the scores. Specifically, for a view results, score(s) is computed as fol-

lows: first calculatetf(s, k) for a keywordk by aggregating values oftf(s′, k) of all

relevant base elementss′; then calculate the valueidf(k) by counting the number of

view results containing the keywordk; next use the formula in Section 4.1.2 to obtain
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the non-normalized scores, which are then normalized usingaggregate byte lengths of

the relevant base elements. Note that in Figure 4.14, base elements contained in view

results have all tf values and byte lengths required in scoring. Then we only select the

results with top-k scores. The last step is to convert the candidate results with IDs to text

output. It is only in this last phase that the base data is accessed (based on the Dewey ID

of content nodes) for the top few result to produce the final output. Figure 4.15 shows

the final results.

4.4.3 Complexity and Correctness of Algorithms

The runtime of GeneratePDT isO(Nqdf+Nqd2+Nd3+Ndkc) whereN is the number

of the IDs in pathLists,d is the depth of the document,q andf are the depth and fan-out

of the QPT, respectively,k is the number of keywords, andc is the average unit cost of

retrieving tf values. Intuitively, the top-down and bottom-up processing dominate the

overall cost.Nqdf +Nqd2 determines the cost of the top-down processing: there can be

Nd ID prefixes; every prefix can correspond toq QPT node; every QPT node can have

d parent CT nodes andf mandatory child nodes.Nd3 determines the cost of bottom-up

processing, since every prefix can be propagatedd times and can haved nodes in its

parent list. Finally,Ndkc determines the cost of retrieving tf values from the inverted

index.

Note that this is a worst case bound which assumes multiple repeating tags in queries

(q QPT nodes), and repeating tags in documents (d parent nodes). In most real-life data,

these values are much smaller (e.g., DBLP2, and SIGMOD Record3, and INEX), as also

seen in our experiments.

2http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
3http://acm.org/sigmod/record/xml/
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We can prove the following correctness theorem (proofs are presented in Section 4.7).

If I is the function transforming Dewey IDs to node contents,PDTTF is the tf calcula-

tion function, and PDTByteLength is the byte length calculation function, len(e) is the

byte length of a materialized elemente, and using the notations of UD, Q, S defined in

Section 2.1.

Theorem 4.4.4(Correctness). Given a set of keywords KW, an XQuery query Q and

a database D∈ UD, if PDTDB = {GeneratePDT(QPT, D.PathIndex, D.InvertedIndex,

KW) | QPT∈ GenerateQPT(Q)} , then

• I(Q(PDTDB)) = Q(D)(The result sequences, after being transformed, are identi-

cal)

• ∀e ∈ Q(PDTDB),e′ ∈ Q(D), I(e) = e′ ⇒

PDTByteLength(e) = len(e′) (The byte lengths of each element are identical)

• ∀e ∈ Q(PDTDB),e′ ∈ Q(D), I(e) = e′ ⇒ (∀k ∈ KW, PDTTF(e,k) = tf(e′,k)) (The

term frequencies of each keyword in each element is identical)

4.5 Experiments

In this section, we show the experimental results of evaluating our proposed techniques

developed in the Quark open-source XML database system.

4.5.1 Experimental setup

In our experiments, we used the 500MB INEX dataset which consists of a large col-

lection of publication records. The DTD relevant to our experiments are shown in Fig-

ure 4.16.
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Table 4.1: Experimental parameters.

Parameter Values (default in bold)

Size of Data(×100MB) 1, 2, 3, 4,5

Avg. Size of View Element 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X

# keywords 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Selectivity of keywords Low(IEEE, Computing),

Medium (Thomas, Control),

High (Moore,Burnett)

# of joins 0, 1, 2, 3, 4

Join selectivity 1X, 0.5X, 0.2X, 0.1X

Level of nestings 1, 2, 3, 4

# of results(K in top-K) 1, 10, 20, 40

We created a view in which publications are nested under their authors, and evaluated

our system using this view. When running experiments, we generated the regular path

and inverted lists indices implemented in Quark (∼1GB each), and also generated the

index for storing element lengths for score normalization as described in Section 4.4.2

(∼128MB).

Our experimental setup was characterized by parameters in Table 4.1.Avg. size of

elementspecifies the average size of each element; we vary this parameter by replicating

the content of view elements.# of joinsis the number of value joins in the view.Join

selectivitycharacterizes how many articles are joined with a given author; the default

value 1X corresponds to the entire 500MB data; we decrease the selectivity by repli-

cating subsets of the data collection.Level of nestingsspecifies the number of nestings

of FLOWR expressions in the view; for value 1, we remove the value join and only

leave the selection predicate; for the default value 2, we associate publications under
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<!ELEMENT books (journal* )>

<!ELEMENT journal (title, issue, publisher, (sec1|article|sbt)* )>

<!ELEMENT article (fno, doi?, fm, bdy, bm?)>

<!ELEMENT fm (hdr?, (edinfo|au||edintro|kwd|fig|figw)*)>

<!ELEMENT au (%person;)*>

<!ATTLIST au sequence (first|additional) #IMPLIED>

Figure 4.16: The INEX DTD

authors; for the deeper views, we create additional FLOWR expressions by nesting the

view with one level shallower under the authors list. The rest of the parameters are self-

explanatory. In the experiments, when we varied one parameter, we used the default

values for the rest. We evaluated four alternative approaches, described as follows:

BASELINE: materializing the view at the query time, and evaluating keyword search

queries over view implemented using Quark.

GTP: GTP with TermJoin for keyword searches and implementedusing Timber [8].

EFFICIENT: our proposed keyword query processing architecture (Section 4.2.1) imple-

mented using Quark.

PROJ: techniques of projecting XML documents [85].

The experiments were run on a machine with a 3.4Ghz P4 CPU and 2GB memory

running Windows XP. The reported results are the average of five runs.

4.5.2 Performance results

Varying size of data

Figure 4.17 shows the performance results when varying the size of the data. As shown,

it only took EFFICIENT less than 5 seconds to evaluate a keyword querywithoutmateri-
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Figure 4.19: Varying size of view element

alizing the view over the 500MB data. Second, the run time increases linearly with the

size of the data (note that the y-axis is inlog scale), because the I/O cost (determined by

the size of the query, as described in Section 4.4.2) and the overhead of query processing

increases linearly. This indicates EFFICIENT is a scalable and efficient solution.

In contrast, BASELINE took 59 seconds even for a 13MB data set, which is more than

an order of magnitude slower than EFFICIENT. Note the run time includes 58 seconds

spent on materializing the view, and 1 second spent on the rest of query evaluation,
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words

including tokenizing the view and evaluating the keyword search query.

Further, Figure 4.17 shows that EFFICIENT performed∼10 times faster than GTP.

Note that Figure 4.17 only shows the time spent on structuraljoins and accessing the

base data (for obtaining join values) in GTP. We did not report the overhead of the

rest of query evaluation because they were inefficient and did not scale well (in fact, on

the 100MB data set, the total running time for GTP, includingthe time to perform the

value join, was more than 5 minutes). GTP is much slower mainly because it relied on

(expensive) structural joins to generate the document hierarchy and must access base

data to obtain join values.

Finally, while PROJmerely characterizes the cost of generating projected documents

(the cost of query processing and post-processing are not included), its runtime is∼15

times slower than EFFICIENT. The main reason is that PROJscans full documents which

leads to relatively poor scalability.

For the rest of the experiments, we only show the results on EFFICIENT since other

alternatives performed significantly slower.
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Evaluating overhead of individual modules

Figure 4.18 breaks down the run time of EFFICIENT and shows the overhead of indi-

vidual modules – PDT, Evaluator, and Post-processing. As shown, the cost of gener-

ating PDTs scales gracefully with the size of the data. Second, the overhead of post-

processing, which includes scoring the results and materializing top-K elements, is neg-

ligible (which can be barely seen in the graphs). The most important observation is

that the cost of the query evaluator dominates the entire cost when the size of the data

increases.
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Varying other parameters

Varying avg. size of the view element:Figure 4.19 shows the performance results

when varying the size of the view element. The run time slightly increases mainly

because the overhead of post-processing increases when materializing elements of larger

sizes, and the rest of the query processing remains approximately the same.

Varying # of keywords: Figure 4.20 shows the performance results when varying the

number of keywords. The run time slightly increases becausethe algorithm accessed a

larger number of inverted lists to retrieve tf values, whichintroduces additional overhead

when generating PDTs.

Varying selectivity of keywords: Figure 4.21 shows the performance results when

varying the selectivity of the keywords. The run time increases slightly when the selec-

tivity of keywords decreases. This is mainly because the overhead of generating PDTs

increases – as the selectivity goes down, the length of the inverted list becomes larger

which increases the I/O cost of retrieving tf values.

Varying # of joins: Figure 4.22 shows the performance results when varying the number

of value joins in the view definition. As shown, the run time increases with the number of

joins mainly because the cost of the query evaluation increases. The run time increases

most significantly when the number of joins increases from 0 to 1 for two reasons. First,

the case of 0 joins only requires generating a single PDT while the other requires two.

More importantly, the cost of evaluating a selection predicate (in the case of 0 joins) is

much cheaper than evaluating value joins.

Varying the selectivity of joins: Figure 4.23 shows the performance results when vary-

ing the selectivity of value joins in the view definition. As shown, the run time increases

slightly when the selectivity decreases mainly because thecost of the query evaluation

increases.
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Varying the level of nestings:Figure 4.24 shows the performance results when varying

the level of nestings in the view. This experiment shows thatthe run time increases

linearly with the level of nestings, while the overhead of the query evaluator grows

relatively faster than other modules.

Varying the number of results: Figure 4.25 shows the performance results when vary-

ing the number of results (i.e., K in top-K). As shown, the runtime remains approxi-

mately the same because the overhead of storing and materializing additional results is

nearly negligible.

4.6 Additional details of GenerateQPT

In this section, we show the complete details of GenerateQPT, and prove its correctness.

4.6.1 Complete Algorithm

In our system, we design and implement a QPT algorithmGenerateQPT()similar to

the GTP algorithm except that we additionally handle the ’c’and ’v’ node annotations

and we support a larger XQuery grammar that includes functions.

We now present an algorithm to generate QPTs for a given view query. The main

challenge lies in correctly determining the shape of the tree and the associated annota-

tions for arbitrarily complex views that conform to the grammar specified earlier.

Our algorithm (Figure 4.26) works as follows. The recursivefunctionGenerateQPT

takes in the current expression (e) and returns a set of QPTs generated. The algorithm is

initially invoked with e set to be the expression that defines the view. When processing

an expression, the algorithm also sets the node annotation for the nodes generated in

QPTSet indicating whether the corresponding expression contributes to the content of
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1: GenerateQPT(Expr e) : QPTSet
2: if e istypePathExpr then
3: if e istype fn:doc(Name) or VAR or ’.’then
4: {A new QPT is created for the expression}
5: n← (e,{})

6: V-AnnMap[n]← false , C-AnnMap[n]← true
7: return{({n},{},n)}

8: else ife istype (fn:doc(Name)| VAR | ’.’) ’/’ PathTailExpr then
9: {Q} ← GenerateQPT((fn:doc(Name)| VAR | ’.’))

10: V← Q.V ; E←Q.E

11: for all tempQpt in GenerateQPT(PathTailExpr)do
12: for all (tempQpt.root, n, axis, ann) in tempQpt.Edo
13: E.add(child, n, axis, ann); V.add(n);
14: end for
15: end for
16: return{(V, E, Q.root)}
17: else ife istype (fn:doc(Name)| VAR | ’.’) // PathTailExpr then
18: {Similar to (fn:doc(Name)| VAR | ’.’) / PathTailExpr}

19: else
20: {e is PathExpr ’[’ PredExpr ’]’}

21: qptSet← ∅

22: predQptSet← GenerateQPT(PredExpr)
23: for all pathQptin GenerateQPT(PathExpr)do
24: for all predQptin predQptSetwhere predQpt.root is ’.’do
25: pathQpt.E← pathQpt.E∪ {(l, n, axis, ann) |l ∈ Leaf(pathQpt)

∧(predQpt.root, n, axis, ann) ∈ predQpt.E}

26: end for
27: qptSet← qptSet ∪ {pathQpt}

28: end for
29: predSet← predSet -{Q ∈ predSet|Q.root is ′.′}

30: return qptSet∪ predSet
31: end if
32: else ife is PathTailExprthen refer to Figure 4.27
33: else ife istype PredExprthen refer to Figure 4.27
34: else ife istype ’if’ Expr1 ’then’ Expr2 else ’Expr3’then refer to Figure 4.27
35: else ife istype FLOWRExprthen Refer to figure 4.29
36: else ife istype FunctionCallthen
37: {e=QName ”(” (PathExpr (”,” PathExpr)*)? ”)”}

38: qptSet← ∅

39: funcDecl← GetFunctionDecl(QName)
40: funcQptSet← GenerateQPT(funcDecl.Expr)
41: for all PathExpr in edo
42: pathQptSet← GenerateQPT(PathExpr)
43: index← e.GetIndex(PathExpr)
44: VAR← funcDel.ParamList[index]
45: for all pathQpt in pathQptSetdo
46: for all funcQpt in funcQptSet where funcQpt.root is VARdo
47: pathQpt.E← pathQpt.E∪ {(l, n, axis, ann) |l ∈ Leaf(pathQpt)

∧(funcQpt.root, n, axis, ann) ∈ funcQpt.E}

48: end for
49: qptSet← qptSet∪ {pathQpt}

50: end for
51: funcQptSet← funcQptSet−{Q ∈ funcQptSet|Q.root is V AR}

52: end for
53: qptSet← qptSet∪ funcQptSet
54: end if

Figure 4.26: Algorithm for producing Query Pattern Tree (QPT) from a keyword query
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1: GenerateQPT(Expr e) : QPTSet
2: if e is PathTailExprthen
3: if e is ’TAGNAME’ then
4: {Create a ’.’ node with a child node for ’TAGNAME’}
5: root← (’.’, {})

6: child← (TAGNAME,{})
7: V-AnnMap[child]← false , C-AnnMap[child]← true
8: return ({root, child},{(root, child, ’́, ’m’)}, root)

9: else ife is ’TAGNAME’ / PathTailExpr then
10: root← (’.’, {})

11: child← (TAGNAME,{})
12: V← {root, child}

13: E← {(root, child, ’/’, ’m’) }

14: for all tempQptin GenerateQPT(PathTailExpr)do
15: for all (tempQpt.root, n, axis, ann) in tempQpt.Edo
16: E.add(child, n, axis, ann); V.add(n);
17: end for
18: end for
19: return{(V,E,root)}

20: else
21: {e is ’TAGNAME’ ’//’ PathTailExpr}

22: {Similar to ’TAGNAME’ ’//’ PathTailExpr}

23: end if
24: else ife istype ’if’ Expr1 ’then’ Expr2 else ’Expr3’then
25: for all Q ∈ GenerateQPT (Expr1), n ∈ Q.V do
26: C-AnnMap[n] = false;
27: end for
28: returnGenerateQPT (Expr1)∪GenerateQPT (Expr2) ∪GenerateQPT (Expr3)

29: else ife istype PredExprthen
30: if e is PathExprthen
31: returnGenerateQPT(PathExpr)
32: else ife is PathExpr Comp Literalthen
33: pathset= GenerateQPT(PathExpr)
34: for all pathqptin pathsetdo
35: for all leaf nodes oldnode=(name,pred) in pathqptdo
36: newnode= (name,pred∪ {’Comp Literal’})

37: V-AnnMap[newnode]= false,
38: C-AnnMap[newnode]= C-AnnMap[oldnode]
39: tempqpt.V.replace(oldnode, newnode)
40: end for
41: end for
42: returnpathset
43: else
44: {e is PathExpr1 Comp PathExpr2}

45: pathset1= GeneratePST(PathExpr1)
46: pathset2= GeneratePST(PathExpr2)
47: for all leaf node l inpathset1 ∪ pathset2 do
48: V-AnnMap[l] = true
49: C-AnnMap[l] = false
50: end for
51: returnpathset1 ∪ pathset2

52: end if
53: end if

Figure 4.27: Algorithm for producing QPT for PathTailExpr &PredExpr
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fn:doc(books.xml)
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ann:c ann:v

ann:c

ann:c ann:v

Figure 4.28: Illustrating the QPT algorithm

view. Note in the algorithm, the edge label ’m’ indicates a mandatory edge and the edge

label ’o’ indicates an optional edge.

Now we use our running example to walk through the algorithm.For ease of expo-

sition, we unfold the recursive call and illustrate the construction of QPTs from bottom

up. Figure 4.28 shows the process of creating the QPT for nodes in books.xml at each

phase. Initially, we call lines 4-6 in Figure 4.29 and generates the PDT for the expres-

sion “$book/year> 1995”. Figure 4.28(a) show the QPT at this point. Note that by

line 36 in Figure 4.27, the predicate is now associated with the leaf QPT node. Next,

we generate the QPT for the expressions in the return clause (line 9 in Figure 4.29). As

shown in Figure 4.28(b), two additional twigs are created with optional edges. The intu-

ition is that by the semantics of FLOWR expression, the existence of the parent element

“$book” does not depend on the existence of “isbn” or “title”. This is in contrast to the

edge create in step 1 in which case the existence of “$book” isrestricted by the given

predicate. Further, we indicate that the value of “isbn” is required since it is used in a

predicate; and the content of “title” is required since it ispart of the view results. Next,

we generate the QPT for the path expressions in the for clause, and the resulting QPT

is shown in Figure 4.28(c). Finally, we bind the set of QPTs that generated using the
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1: GenerateQPT(Expr e) : QPTSet
2: if e istype FLWORExprthen
3: qptSet←∅

4: if FLOWRExpr.WhereClause is presentthen
5: PredExpr= FLWORExpr.WhereClause.PredExpr
6: qptSet←GenerateQPT(PredExpr); ∀node ∈ qptSet, C-AnnMap[node] = false
7: end if
8: RetExpr= FLWORExpr.ReturnClause.RetExpr
9: qptSet← qptSet∪ GenerateQPT(RetExpr)

10: {Process for/let clauses from the inner-most one to the outer-most one}

11: for all forLetClausein forLetClausesdo
12: if forLetClauseis ForClausethen
13: VAR← forLetClause.VAR; pathSet← GenerateQPT(forLetClause.PathExpr)
14: for all pathQptin pathSetdo
15: for all prevQptin qptSetwhere prevQpt.root is VARdo
16: pathQpt.E← pathQpt.E∪ {(l, n, axis, ann) |l ∈ Leaf(pathQpt)

∧(prevQpt.root, n, axis, ann) ∈ predQpt.E}

17: for all leaf node l in pathQptdo
18: if prevQpt corresponds to RetExpr∧ prevQpt.V={prevQpt.root} then
19: C-AnnMap[l]← C-AnnMap[prevQpt.root]
20: else
21: C-AnnMap[l]← false
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: qptSet← qptSet∪ {pathQpt}

26: end for
27: else
28: {forLetClause is LetClause; Similar to ForClause}

29: end if
30: end for
31: returnqptSet
32: else
33: if e is Exprthen GenerateQPT(Expr)
34: else ife is ’<’ TAGNAME ’ >’ RetExprList ’<’ TAGNAME ’ >’ then
35: tempset← ∅

36: for all RetExpr1 in RetExprListdo
37: currset← GenerateQPT(RetExpr1)
38: for all qpt in currset where qpt.root is VARdo
39: E’← qpt.E with all (qpt.root, n, axis, ann) edges replaced with (qpt.root, n, axis, ’o’)
40: end for
41: tempset.add(currSet.V, E’, currSet.root)
42: end for
43: else
44: {e is Expr ’,’ Expr}

45: tempset← ∅

46: for all Expr1 in edo
47: currset← GenerateQPT(Expr1)
48: for all qpt in currset where qpt.root is VARdo
49: E’← qpt.E with all (qpt.root, n, axis, ann) edges replaced with (qpt.root, n, axis, ’o’)
50: end for
51: tempset.add(currSet.V, E’, currSet.root)
52: end for
53: end if
54: return QPTSet

Figure 4.29: Algorithm for producing QPT: FLWORExpr
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where clause and the return clause to the variable in the for clause. In our example, we

simple replace the node “$book” with the leaf node “//book”in Figure 4.28(c) and Fig-

ure 4.28(d) shows the final QPT. Note that the C-Annotation ofthe leaf node “//book”

in Figure 4.28(c) is changed to false because the algorithm determines that it is not part

of the view results (lines 17 -22 in Figure 4.29.

4.6.2 Proofs of correctness

In this section we prove the correctness of our QPT generation algorithms. We first

prove that for a query expressionE which conforms to the core XQuery grammar,

GenerateQPT (E) generates the correct set of QPTs (Theorem 4.6.1). We then show

thatGenerateQPT(E) = GenerateQPT(E ′) where E is a query expression that conform

to our grammar and E’ is the corresponding normalized query in the core grammar

(Theorem 4.6.6).

We first introduce some notation. We use the XQuery formal semantics [2] for

evaluating queries, and we useEnv ⊢ E ⇒ V to denote that in the evaluation context

Env, the query expressionE evaluates to the valueV . For notational convenience, we

also useEval(E, Env) to denoteV . Note thatEnv captures both static context and

dynamic context used in the formal semantics.

Further, in our post-processing, we say I is the function transforming Dewey IDs to

node contents in the database, PDTTF is the tf calculation function, and PDTByteLength

is the byte length calculation function, and len(e) is the byte length of a materialized

elemente, then we can prove the correctness of GenerateQPT in Theorem4.6.1

Theorem 4.6.1(Correctness of GenerateQPT). Given a set of keywords KW, an XQuery

query expression E that conforms to the core grammar, a database instance D, then

∀δ ∈ UE(D, FreeV ars(E))
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(a) I(Eval(E,{Q.root⇒ PDT(Q, KW,δ) | Q∈GenerateQPT(E)})) = Eval(E,δ) (The result

sequences, after being transformed, are identical)

(b) ∀e ∈ Eval(E,{Q.root⇒ PDT(Q, KW,δ) | Q∈ GenerateQPT(E)}), e′ ∈ Eval(E,δ), I(e)

= e′ ⇒ PDTByteLength(e) =len(e′) (The byte lengths of each element are identical)

(c) ∀e ∈ Eval(E,{Q.root⇒ PDT(Q, KW,δ) | Q∈ GenerateQPT(E)}), e′ ∈ Eval(E,δ), I(e)

= e′ ⇒ (∀k ∈ KW , PDTTF(e, k) = tf(e′,k)) (The term frequencies of each keyword in

each element is identical)

Before proving the lemma, we first prove two supporting lemmas.

If Leaf(Q) is the set of the leaf nodes in a QPT Q, then we first show Lemma 4.6.2

showing that GenerateQPT(PathExpr) is a singleton set and it has only one leaf node.

Lemma 4.6.2(GenerateQPT(PathExpr)). Given a path expression E,

• |GenerateQPT (E)| = 1, and

• ∀Q ∈ GenerateQPT (E), |Leaf(Q)| = 1.

Proof. SketchWe show the lemma by structural induction on E.

Base case: E = fn:doc(Name) or VAR or ’.’By line 7 in Figure 4.26, it is easy to see

that the base case holds.

Inducting hypothesis:Suppose Lemma 4.6.2 holds for sub-expressions of E, now

we show it holds for E.

There are several cases and their proofs are similar. Now we only show for E =

fn:doc(Name) ’/’ PathTailExpr.

First, by I.H., we know that|GenerateQPT (PathTailExpr)| = 1 and|Leaf(Q′)|

= 1 where{Q′}= GenerateQPT (PathTailExpr). We also know that|GenerateQPT

(fn:doc(Name))| = 1 and|Leaf(Q′′)| = 1 where{Q′′} = GenerateQPT(fn:doc(Name)).
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Then by lines 11-16 in Figure 4.26, we know thatGenerateQPT (E) = {Q} where

Q.V = Q′′.V ∪Q′.V −{Q′.root}, Q.E = Q′′.E−{(Q′′.root, x, axis, ann)|x ∈ Q′′.V }

∪{(Q′.root, x, axis, ann)|(Q′′.root, x, axis, ann) ∈ Q′′.E}, andLeaf(Q) = Leaf(Q′).

Hence|GenerateQPT (E)| = 1 and∀Q ∈ GenerateQPT (E), |Leaf(Q) = 1|

Lemma 4.6.3(Mandatory Child Edges). Given a query expression E, an XML database

D, (∀δ ∈ UE(D, FreeV ars(E)), ∃Q ∈ GenerateQPT (E), c ∈ Q.V, r ∈ Nodes(D)

(δ(Q.root) = r ∧(Q.root, c,′ /′,′m′) ∈ Q.E ∧(∄n ∈ CE(c, r), parent(r, n))) ⇒

Eval(E, δ) = ().

Proof. SketchWe prove Lemma 4.6.3 by structural inductions on E.

Base case 1: E = fn:doc(Name) or VAR or ’.’This case is handled by lines 5- 7 in

Figure 4.26. It is easy to see thatEq = ∅. Therefore the lemma is vacuously true.

Base case 2: E = TAGNAMEThis case is handled by lines 3-8 in Figure 4.27. It is

easy to see thatGenerateQPT (E) is a singleton set. Assume{Q}

∈ GenerateQPT (E)}, then by the algorithm we knowQ.V = {Q.root, l} wherel is

the leaf node andl.name = TAGNAME.

By definition, if n is not inCE(l, r), thenn.Name 6= TAGNAME. Therefore if

(∄n ∈ CE(l, r)

parent(r, n)), we know thatr does not have a child node with the tag name TAGNAME.

On the other hand, by the semantics of E,Eval(TAGNAME, δ) is evaluated by

invokingNameTeston child nodes ofr. Sincer does not have a child node with the tag

name TAGNAME, we can infer thatEval(TAGNAME, δ) = ().

Induction hypothesis:Suppose the lemma holds for sub-expressions of E. We now

show the lemma also holds for E.
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Here we only prove the caseE = for VAR in PathExpr return Expras it covers the

main points of all other cases.

Case 1: E = for VAR in PathExpr return ExprThis case is handled by lines 9-22 in

Figure 4.29. Essentially, we first obtain the set of QPTs corresponding toExpr, then

if VAR is referenced inExpr (as the root), we bind the VAR node inExpr to the leaf

nodes ofGenerateQPT (PathExpr).

By Lemma 4.6.2, we know that|GenerateQPT (PathExpr)| = 1. Assume{P}=

GenerateQPT (PathExpr), and w.o.l.g., we assume{X} = GenerateQPT (Expr).

Now we assume∃Q ∈ GenerateQPT (E), ∃c ∈ Q.V

((rq, c,
′ /′,′m′) ∈ Q.E ∧ δ(Q.root) = r

∧(∄n ∈ CE(c, r) parent(r, n)), and need to show thatEval(E, δ) = ().

There are two cases depending on the value ofX.root.

Case A:Q.root 6= V AR. In this case, Expr does not reference VAR. Therefore by

lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, we know thatGenerateQPT (E) = {P, X}. I.e.,Q = P or

Q = X. If Q = P , then by I.H.,Eval(P, δ) = (). According to the semantics of E, we

know thatEval(E, δ) = (). OtherwiseEval(P, δ) 6= () and by I.H.,Eval(X, δ) = ().

Again, according to the semantics,Eval(E, δ) = Eval(X, δ) and henceEval(E, δ) =

().

Case B:Q.root = V AR. In this case, Expr does reference VAR. By lines 15-22 in

Figure 4.29, we know thatGenerateQPT (E) = {P ′} whereP ′.V = P.V ∪ X.V −

{X.root}, P ′.E = P.E ∪X.E −{(X.root, l, axis, ann)}

∪{(lp, l, axis, ann) |(X.root, l, axis, ann) ∈ X.E} wherelp is the leaf node in P, and

P ′.root = P.root.

Now if lp = P.root, i.e., if P is a tree with a single node, thenP = X and therefore
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we can apply I.H. on X and conclude thatEval(E, δ) = ().

Otherwiselp 6= P.root. SinceP ′.root = P.root, hencec ∈ P . Now we reason by

analyzing the relations of

CE(c, r) w.r.t. P and P’, denoted byCEP (c, r) andCEP ′(c, r), respectively.

First, by definition of candidate elements, we know

CEP ′(c, r) ⊆ CEP (c, r) since intuitivelyP ′ contains all edges in P and has additional

edges in X. Therefore∄n ∈ CEP ′(c, r) parent(r, n) implies that∄n ∈ CEP (c, r)

parent(r, n). Therefore we can apply I.H. on PathExpr and conclude thatEval(PathExpr,

δ) = (), and hence according to the semantics of E,Eval(E, δ) = ().

Hence the lemma holds for E.

We can similarly show that,

Lemma 4.6.4(Mandatory Descendant Edges). Given a query expression E, an XML

database D,

(∀δ ∈ UE(D, FreeV ars(E)), ∃Q ∈ GenerateQPT (E), c ∈ Q.V, r ∈ Nodes(D)

((Q.root, c,′ //′,′m′) ∈ Q.E ∧ δ(Q.root) = r ∧(∄n ∈ CE(c, r) parent(r, n))) ⇒

Eval(E, δ) = ().

Lemma 4.6.3 and Lemma 4.6.4 indicate that if an element corresponding to the root

of an expression (and its QPT) does not have a mandatory child(descendant), then the

evaluation results using this element as the context is an empty sequence.

Now we show Theorem 4.6.1(a).

Proof. We prove Theorem 4.6.1(a) by structural induction on the query expression. For

notational convenience, letδ′ = {Q.root⇒ PDT (Q, KW, δ)|Q ∈ GenerateQPT (E)}.

Base case 1: E = fn:doc(Name) or VAR or ’.’
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This case is handled by lines 3-7 in Figure 4.26. By line 7, we know thatGenerate-

QPT(E)={Q} whereQ.V = {Q.root}, Q.E = ∅ andQ.root.name=E. Ifδ(Q.root) =

d, then by the formal semantics, we know thatEval(E, δ) = d. On the other hand, since

Q.root.name=E, by definition ofδ and the formal semantics, we know thatEval(E,

{Q.root ⇒ PDT (Q, KW, δ)}) = PDT (Q, KW, δ).root. Sinceδ(Q.root) = d, by

the definition of PDT,PDT (q, KW, δ).root = d, and thereforeEval(E, {Q.root ⇒

PDT (Q.root, KW, δ)}) = d. Last, by line 6 in Figure 4.26, we know thatC-AnnMap[

Q.root] = true. Therefore it is easy to seeI(Eval(E, {rq ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ)| Q

∈ GenerateQPT (E)} = Eval(E, δ).

Thus the base case 1 holds.

Base case 2: E = TAGNAME

This case is handled by lines 3-8 in Figure 4.27. It is easy to see thatGener-

ateQPT(E)is a singleton set. Assume{Q} ∈ GenerateQPT(E)}, then by the algo-

rithm we knowQ.V = {Q.root, l} wherel is the leaf node,l.name = TAGNAME, and

Q.root.name=’.’. Q.E = {(Q.root, l, ’/’, ’m’) }.

If δ(Q.root) = e wheree ∈ D′.V where D’ is a document in D,NameTest(S, tag) =

V is the standard function in the specification of formal semantics that given a sequence

of nodesS, a tag nametag, returns the sequence of nodesV ⊆ S and∀node ∈ V

node.name = tag. Then according to the formal semantics, E=TAGNAME is eval-

uated usingNameTest(V alue(′.′).Children, TAGNAME) whereV alue(′.′) is the

node ’.’ is bounded to.

Let C = {c ∈ e.Children|Tag(c) = TAGNAME}, thenEval(E, δ) =Con-

catenate(C)where Concatenate(C) concatenates items in the set C in document or-

der. On the other hand, sinceQ.E = {(Q.root, l,′ /′,′m′)}, by definition of PDT, we
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know that∀c ∈ C, c ∈ CE(l, D′) ∧c ∈ PDT (Q, KW, δ).V . HenceEval(E, δ′)

= Concatenate(C). Finally, sinceC-AnnMap[l]=true (line 7 in Figure 4.27), we know

that∀x ∈ Eval(E, δ′), xhas id. It is then easy to see thatI(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Thus the base case 2 holds.

Induction Hypothesis:For an expression E that is derived using grammar rules,

suppose Theorem 4.6.1 holds for its sub-expressions.

We will now show that Theorem 4.6.1 holds for E itself. There are six cases, one for

each different kind of derivation.

Case 1: E= for Var in PathExpr return Expr

The main evaluation rules ofEval(E, δ) are as follows.

The iteration expressionPathExpr is evaluated to produce the sequenceItem1, ...,

Itemn. For each itemItemi in this sequence, the body of the for expressionExpr

is evaluated in the environmentδ extended withV ar bound toItemi. This produces

valuesV aluei, ...,V aluen which are concatenated to produce the result sequence.

The specific rules forEval(E, δ) are:

δ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item1, ..., Itemn

δ + V AR⇒ Item1 ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue1
...

δ + V AR⇒ Itemn ⊢ Expr ⇒ V aluen

δ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue1, ..., V aluen

The evaluation rules forEval(E, δ′) are:

δ′ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item′1, ..., Item′m
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′1 ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue′1...
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′m ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue′m

δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue′1, ..., V alue′m

W.o.l.g, assumeGenerateQPT (Expr) = {Qe}. There are two cases according to

the value ofQe.root.name.
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Case A:Qe.root.name 6= V AR. Intuitively, in this case,Expr does not refer-

ence VAR. Therefore byδ + V AR ⇒ Itemi ⊢ Expr ⇒ V aluei, we can infer that

δ ⊢ Expr ⇒ V aluei. This indicates that∀i, j, V aluei = V aluej = V alue. There-

fore Eval(E, δ) = (V alue, ..., V alue). Similarly, we can infer thatδ′ ⊢ Expr ⇒

V alue′i ∧∀i, j, V alue′i = V alue′j = V alue′ ∧Eval(E, δ′) = (V alue′, ..., V alue′)

Further, sincere 6= V AR, by lines 15-22 and line 25 in Figure 4.29, we know that

Qe ∈ GenerateQPT (E) and thereforeQe.root ⇒ PDT (Qe, KW, δ) ∈ δ′. Therefore

by I.H. on the sub-expressionExpr, we know thatV alue = I(V alue′). Further, by I.H.

on PathExpr, we know thatEval(PathExpr, δ)

= I(Eval(PathExpr, δ′)) and hencem = n. Therefore we finally knowI(Eval(E, δ′)) =

Eval(E, δ).

Case B:Qe.root.name = V AR. There are two different cases depending on

whetherQe.root has child edges inQe.

Case B.1:Qe.root has no child edges.In this case, the return expressionExpr is

just VAR. By lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, we know thatQe 6∈ GenerateQPT (E). There-

fore GenerateQPT (E) = GenerateQPT (PathExpr). Hence ifδ′′ = {Qq.root ⇒

PDT (Qq, KW, δ)| Qq ∈ GenerateQPT (PathExpr)}, thenδ′ = δ′′. So we can apply

I.H. on PathExpr and know thatI(Item′i) = Itemi.

Then sinceQe.V = {Qe.root}, Eval(Expr, δ

+V AR ⇒ Itemi) = Itemi andEval(Expr, δ + V AR ⇒ Item′i) = Item′i. Hence

Eval(Expr, δ + V AR ⇒ Itemi) = I(Eval(Expr, δ + V AR ⇒ Item′i)) for all i.

Consequently,I(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Case B.2:Qe.root has child edges.In this case, by lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, the

algorithm will create edges between the leaf nodes in GenerateQPT(PathExpr) and the
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child nodes ofQe.root. W.o.l.g, assumeQe.root has a single childx. By Lemma 4.6.2,

we know that|GenerateQPT (PathExpr)|=1. Let {q} = GenerateQPT(PathExpr).

Then by Lemma 4.6.2, we know that|Leaf(q) = 1|. Let l ∈ q.V be the single leaf

node inq. Then by lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, it is easy to see that|GenerateQPT (E)|

= 1. Assume{Qq} = GenerateQPT (E). Now depending on the edge annotations,

there are further two different cases. Letl′ ∈ Qq.V be l in GenerateQPT (E), and

e = (l, x, axis, ann) ∈ q.E.

First, if ann =′ o′, then by definition,CE(l) = CE(l′). Therefore by lines 15-22 in

Figure 4.29, it is easy to see thatPDT (q, KW, δ).V = PDT (Qq, KW, δ).V −{x} and

PDT (q, KW, δ).E = PDT (Qq, KW, δ).E − {e}). Hence

Eval(PathExpr, δ′) = Eval(PathExpr, {Qq.root⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ)}). Further, by

I.H. onPathExpr, we know thatI(Eval(PathExpr, {Qq.root⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ)}))

= Eval(PathExpr, δ), and therefore we haveI(Eval(PathExpr, δ′)) = Eval(PathExpr,δ).

I.e., for all i,I(Item′i) = Itemi.

Then by I.H. onExpr, we know that∀δ I(Eval(Expr,

{Qq.root ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ)| q =∈ GenerateQPT (Expr)})) = Eval(Expr, δ).

If δ′′ = δ + V AR ⇒ Itemi, then sinceI(Item′i) = Itemi, it is easy to see that

(Qe.root ⇒ Item′i) = {Qq.root ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ′′)| q ∈ GenerateQPT (Expr)}

and henceI(Eval,

{Qq.root ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ′′)| q ∈ GenerateQPT (Expr)})) = Eval(Expr, δ′′).

ThereforeV aluei = I(V alue′i) for all i. Consequently,I(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Second, ifann =′ m′. If Eval(PathExpr, δ′) = Eval(PathExpr, {Qq.root ⇒

PDT (q, KW, δ) |q ∈ GenerateQPT (E)}) (i.e., I(Item′i) = Itemi for all i), then we

can use the same argument as above. Otherwise we know thatEval(PathExpr, δ′)

⊂ Eval(PathExpr, {Qq.root ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ) |q ∈ GenerateQPT (E)}). Let
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X = Eval(PathExpr, δ′) ∩Eval(PathExpr, {Qq.root ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ) |q ∈

GenerateQPT (E)}) andY = Eval(PathExpr,

{Qq.root⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ) |q ∈ GenerateQPT (E)})

−Eval(PathExpr, δ′). ForItem′i in X, we can use the similar argument in the Case B.1

and show thatI(V alue′i) = V aluei. Further, by the definition of PDT and definitions of

CE, we know that∃c, (l, c, axis,′m′) ∈ Qq.E, ∀y ∈ Y, ∄n ∈ CE(n, D)parent(y, n).

Then, by Lemma 4.6.3, we can infer that∀y ∈ Y, Eval(Expr, Qe.root ⇒ y) = ().

Then we can use I.H. onExpr and infer thatI(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Case 2: E = for VAR in PathExpr return〈TAGNAME〉 Expr 〈/TAGNAME〉

The evaluation rules are similar to Case 1 with the followingadditional rule for

constructing the element.

Eval(〈TAGNAME〉Expr〈/TAGNAME〉, δ)

= element QNameEval(Expr, δ), and

Eval(〈TAGNAME〉Expr〈/TAGNAME〉, δ′)

= element QName{Eval(Expr, δ′)},

whereelement QNameis the element construction function defined in the formal se-

mantics.

Now we present the entire rules ofEval(E, δ).

δ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item1, ..., Itemn

δ + V AR⇒ Item1 ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue1
...

δ + V AR⇒ Itemn ⊢ Expr ⇒ V aluen

δ ⊢ E ⇒ elementQName{V alue1}, ..., elementQName{V aluen}

The evaluation rule forEval(expr, δ′) is:

δ′ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item′1, ..., Item′n
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′1 ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue′1...
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′n ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue′n

δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ elementQName{V alue′1}, ..., elementQName{V alue′n}
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By Lemma 4.6.2, we know|GenerateQPT (PathExpr)| = 1. Let {q} = Gen-

erateQPT(PathExpr), and w.o.l.g, assumeGenerateQPT (Expr) = {Qe}. Similar to

Case 1, there are two cases according to the value ofQe.root.

Case A:Qe.root 6= V AR. The proof of this case is identical to Case A in proofs of

Case 1 and therefore the proof is skipped here.

Case B:Qe.root = V AR. There are two different cases depending on whether

Qe.root has child edges.

Case B.1:Qe.root has no child edges.The proof of this case is identical to Case B.1

in Case 1 except that instead of returningV aluei, Eval(E, δ) now returns sequence of

element QName{V aluei}, andEval(E, δ′) now returns sequence ofelement QName

{V alue′i}. Therefore the proof is skipped here.

Case B.2:Qe.root has child edges.In this case, lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, the

algorithm will create edges between the leaf nodes inGenerateQPT (PathExpr) and

the child nodes ofre. W.o.l.g, assumeQe.root has a single childx. Assumel is the

single leaf node inq. Assumel′ is l in GenerateQPT(E). Then by lines 16 and 39 in

Figure 4.29, we know that∀e = (l, x, axis, ann), ann =′ o′.

Therefore we can first use the same argument as in Case B.2 in Case 1 when ann=’o’

and infer that for all i,I(Item′i) = Itemi. Then we can also use the same argument as

in Case B.2 in Case 1 and use I.H. onExpr to infer thatV aluei = I(V alue′i) for all i.

Henceelement QName{V aluei}

= I(element QName{V alue′i}) for all i. Consequently,

I(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Case 3: E = for VAR in PathExpr return Expr1,Expr2

Let Expr′ = Expr1, Expr2, the evaluation rules ofEval(Expr1′, δ) is,
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δ ⊢ Expr1⇒ V alue1

δ ⊢ Expr2⇒ V alue2

δ ⊢ Expr′ ⇒ V alue1, V alue2

And the complete rules ofEval(E, δ) are,

δ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item1, ..., Itemn

δ + V AR⇒ Item1 ⊢ Expr1⇒ V alue11

δ + V AR⇒ Item1 ⊢ Expr2⇒ V alue12
...

δ + V AR⇒ Itemn ⊢ Expr1⇒ V aluen1

δ + V AR⇒ Itemn ⊢ Expr2⇒ V aluen2

δ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue11, V alue12, ..., V aluen1, V aluen2

The evaluation rule forEval(expr, δ′) is:

δ′ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item′1, ..., Item′n
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′1 ⊢ Expr1⇒ V alue′11
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′1 ⊢ Expr2⇒ V alue′12...
δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′n ⊢ Expr1⇒ V alue′n1

δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′n ⊢ Expr2⇒ V alue′n2

δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue′11, V alue12, ..., V aluen1, V aluen2

Therefore we need to show that (1)∀i, I(V alue′i1) = V aluei1, and (2)I(V alue′i2) =

V aluei2.

We now prove (1) holds and it is analogous to prove (2). By Lemma 4.6.2, we

know |GenerateQPT (PathExpr)| = 1. Let {q} = GenerateQPT (PathExpr), and

∀Qe ∈ GenerateQPT (Expr1, δ), by line 49, we know that an optional edge will be

created between leaf nodes ofq and the child nodes ofQe.root. Now similar to Case 2,

there are two difference cases.

Case A:Qe.root 6= V AR. The proof of this case is identical to Case A in Case 1

and therefore the proof is skipped here.

Case B:Qe.root = V AR. There are two different cases depending on whetherre

has child edges.

Case B.1:Qe.root has no child edges.The proof of this case is identical to Case B.1

in Case 1 and therefore the proof is skipped here.
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Case B.2: Qe.root has child edges.The proof of this case is similar to Case

B.2 in Case 2 in the sense that optional edges are created between leaf nodes inq

and the child nodes ofQe.root. Therefore we can show thatI(Eval(PathExpr, δ′))

= Eval(PathExpr, {rq ⇒ PDT (q, KW, δ)}, and thereforeI(Item′i1) = Itemi1, and

we can also similarly infer that for all i,I(V alue′i2) = V aluei2.

Consequently,I(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ)

Case 4: E= let Var := PathExpr return Expr

The evluation rule ofEval(E, δ) is,

δ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item

δ + V AR⇒ Item ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue

δ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue

The evluation rule ofEval(E, δ′) is,

δ′ ⊢ PathExpr ⇒ Item′

δ′ + V AR⇒ Item′ ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue′

δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue′

By line 28 in Figure 4.29, the algorithm handles this case thesame way as Case 1,

and the proof of this case can be viewed as a special case of Case 1 in whichn = 1.

Therefore the complete proof is skipped.

And we can similarly prove the cases ofE= let Var := PathExpr return〈TAGNAME〉

Expr 〈/TAGNAME〉 andE= let Var := PathExpr return Expr1,Expr2.

Case 5: E = ’if’ Expr1 ’then’ Expr2 ’else’ Expr3

The evaluation rules forEval(E, δ) is,

δ ⊢ fn : boolean(Expr1)⇒ true

δ ⊢ Expr2⇒ V alue1

δ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue1

and
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δ ⊢ fn : boolean(Expr1)⇒ false

δ ⊢ Expr3⇒ V alue2

δ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue2

The evaluation rules forEval(E, δ′) is,

δ′ ⊢ fn : boolean(Expr1)⇒ true

δ′ ⊢ Expr2⇒ V alue′1
δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue′1

and

δ′ ⊢ fn : boolean(Expr1)⇒ false

δ′ ⊢ Expr3⇒ V alue′2
δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue′2

By line 28 in Figure 4.26, ifQ1 = GenerateQPT(Expr1), Q2 = GenerateQPT(Expr2),

andQ3 = GenerateQPT (Expr3), thenGenerateQPT (E) = Q = Q1∪Q2 ∪Q3. If

δ1 = {r′q ⇒ PDT (Q′, KW, δ)|Q′ ∈ Q1}, δ2 = {r′′q ⇒ PDT (Q′′, KW, δ)|Q′′ ∈ Q2},

δ3 = {r′′′q ⇒ PDT (Q′′′, KW, δ)|Q′′′ ∈ Q3}, by definition of PDT, we haveδ′ =

δ1 ∪ δ2 ∪ δ3.

By I.H., we know thatI(Eval(Expr1, δ1)) = Eval(Expr1, δ), I(Eval(Expr2, δ2)) =

Eval(Expr2, δ), andI(Eval(Expr3, δ3)) = Eval(Expr3, δ).

Hence we haveI(Eval(Expr1, δ′)) = Eval(Expr1, δ),

I(Eval(Expr2, δ′)) = Eval(Expr2, δ), andI(Eval(Expr3, δ′)) = Eval(Expr3, δ).

And then it is easy to see thatI(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Case 6: E = QName ”(” PathExpr1,..., PathExprn ”)”

This case corresponds to function call and the evaluation rules forEval(E, δ) is,

δ ⊢ QName expands to QName(VAR1,...,VARn){Expr}
δ ⊢ PathExpr1⇒ V alue1...
δ ⊢ PathExprn⇒ V aluen

δ + V AR1⇒ V alue1 + ... + V ARn⇒ V aluen ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue

δ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue

The rules forEval(E, δ′) is,
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δ′ ⊢ QName expands to QName(VAR1,...,VARn){Expr}

δ′ ⊢ PathExpr1⇒ V alue′1...
δ′ ⊢ PathExprn⇒ V alue′n

δ′ + V AR1⇒ V alue′1 + ... + V ARn⇒ V alue′n ⊢ Expr ⇒ V alue′

δ′ ⊢ E ⇒ V alue′

There are two cases based on whether the function takes parameters.

Case 1: n=0.In this case, the function takes no parameters. By lines 41-53 in Fig-

ure 4.26,GenerateQPT (E) = GenerateQPT (Expr). Further, by I.H., we know that

I(Eval(Expr,{Q.root⇒ PDT(Q, KW,δ) | Q ∈ GenerateQPT(Expr)}} = Eval(Expr,δ).

HenceI(Eval(Expr,{Q.root⇒ PDT(Q, KW,δ) | Q∈ GenerateQPT(E)}}) = Eval(Expr,

δ) . I.e.,I(V alue′) = V alue. ThereforeI(Eval(E, δ′)) = Eval(E, δ).

Case 1:n > 0. By the evaluation rules and lines 41 -53 in Figure 4.29, this case is

similar to the case whereE = let VAR1 := PathExpr1 ... let VARn := Exprn return Expr,

which will be shown to be correct ( by Case 2 and Theorem 4.6.6). Therefore the details

are skipped here.

We now briefly show that Theorem 4.6.1(b) hold. First, for an expression E and an

environmentδ, for an elemente ∈ Eval(E, δ), PDTByteLength(e) = Σe′.Length

wheree′ ∈ e.Descendants∧e′ is a base element. Second, note in the algorithm, we set

the annotation for the QPT node that is used in constructing the views in C-AnnMap to

be true (Theorem 4.6.5) and therefore the required byte lengths of the base elements will

be correctly collected and generated in the PDT (Theorem 4.6.5). Therefore ifI(e) =

e′′wheree′′ ∈ Eval(E, δ) (Theorem 4.6.1(a), then we knowe contains all required base

elements and thereforeΣe′.Length = len(e′′).

If Nodes(e, D) is the set of nodes in the subtree inD rooted at the nodee, then we

can show the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.6.5(C-AnnMap). Given a query expression E, an XML document D, an

environmentδ ∈ UE(D,

FreeV ars(E)), ∀e′ ∈ {Nodes(e, D)| e ∈ Eval(E, {Q.root⇒ PDT (Q, KW, δ) |Q ∈

GeneraetQPT (E)})}, (∃c ∈ {Q.V |Q ∈ GeneraetQPT (E)}

e′ ∈ CE(c))⇒ C − AnnMap[c] = true

Proof. SketchWe prove Theorem 4.6.1(b) by structural inductions on E. Letδ′ =

{Q.root⇒ PDT (Q, KW, δ) |Q ∈ GeneraetQPT (E)}

Base case: E = fn:doc(Name) or VAR or ’.’

In this case, by the algorithm we knowGenerateQPT (E) produces a singleton set

{Q}. And by line 6 in Figure 4.26,C-AnnMap[Q.root]=true.

On the other hand, according to formal semantics, we know that Eval(E, δ′) = r

whereδ(Q.root) = r. Thereforer ∈ candidatElems(Q.root). Since we just show

C-AnnMap[Q.root]=true, hence our theorem holds.

Induction hypothesis:Assume the theorem holds for sub-expressions of E. We need

to show it holds for E itself.

Here we show the case E = for VAR in PathExpr return Expr to illustrate the main

points. Other cases are similar and their proofs are ignored.

Case 1: E = for VAR in PathExpr return Expr

First, by the formal semantics, essentiallyEval(E, δ′) = {Eval(Expr, δ′+V AR⇒

Item |Item ∈ Eval(PathExpr, δ′)} where we overload the set operator ’{}’ to con-

catenate the items in the set. By I.H. onExpr, we know that ife ∈ Eval(Expr, δ′) and

e ∈ CE(c′) where c’ is a QPT node GenerateQPT(Expr), then C-AnnMap[c’]= true.

Then, by lines 17-22 in Figure 4.29, we know that for all non-leaf nodes x in

GenerateQPT(Expr), C-AnnMap[x] remains the same. Now w.o.l.g., assume{G} =
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GenerateQPT (Expr). If C-AnnMap[G.root] = true ande ∈ candidateElem(G.root)

ande ∈ Eval(Expr, δ′), then by the formal semantics of XQuery, we knowItem ∈

Eval(Expr, δ′) whereItem ∈ Eval(PathExpr, δ′) and

Eval(Expr, δ′ + V AR ⇒ Item) = e. Then by I.H. on PathExpr, know thatItem ∈

CE(l) and C-AnnMap[l] = true, therefore our theorem holds.

We can similarly show that Theorem 4.6.1(c) also holds.

Equivalence of QPT

Given a query expression E that conforms to our grammar, ifUEXPR is the universe of

such expressions, andEcore is the normalized expression ofE using the core grammar,

then we show the following the theorem.

Theorem 4.6.6(Equivalence of QPT). ∀E ∈ UEXPR, GenerateQPT(E) =

GenerateQPT(Ecore)

Proof. There are five cases to consider depending on types of the expression E.

Base case: E = (fn:doc(Name)|VAR|.)

In this caseE = Ecore, and therefore the theorem is vacuously true.

Indunction Hypothesis: Suppose the lemma holds for sub-expressions of E. We

now prove the lemma also holds for E.

Case 1: E = (fn:doc(Name)|VAR|.) ’/’ PathTailExpr

If E ′ = (fn : doc(Name)|V AR|.), thenEcore = for $dot in E’ return PathTailExpr.

(Note the variable$dot and ’.’ in our grammar indicate the same context item).

First by Lemma 4.6.2, we know that|GenerateQPT (E ′)| = 1. Also, by the ar-

gument of Case B.2 in Theorem 4.6.1, we know that|GenerateQPT (Ecore)|. Assume
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GenerateQPT (E) = {Qe}, GenerateQPT (Ecore) = {Qc}, andGenerateQPT (E ′)

= {q′}.

By Lemma 4.6.2, we know that|GenerateQPT ( PathTailExpr)|=1. Assume

{q} = GenerateQPT ( PathTailExpr), and By line 7 in Figure 4.26, we know that

q′.V = {q′.root} andq′.E = ∅. If E ′′ = {(q′.root, l,′ /′, ann)|l ∈ q.root.Children}

andE ′′′ = {(q.root, l,′ /′, ann)|l ∈ q.root.Children} and, then by lines 11-16 in Fig-

ure 4.26, we know thatQe.V = (q.V −{q.root})∪{q′.root}, Qe.E = (q.E−E ′′′)∪E ′′

andQe.root = q′.root.

On the other hand, by line 7 in Figure 4.26, it is easy to see that q.root =′ .′.

Therefore inGenerateQPT (Ecore), by lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, the algorithm will

create edges fromq′.root to the child nodes ofq.root. ThereforeQc.V = (q.V −

{q.root}) ∪ {q′.root}, Qc.E = (q.E − E ′′′) ∪ E ′′ andQc.root = q′.root. Therefore

QE = QC .

Case 2: E = PathExpr ’[’ PredExpr ’]’

In this case,Ecore = for $dot in PathExpr return if PredExpr then$dot else ()

There are two cases according to whether$dot is referenced in PredExpr. First,

by line 28 in Figure 4.26, we know thatGenerateQPT (if PredExpr then$dot else ())

= GenerateQPT (PredExpr) ∪GenerateQPT (′.′).

First, if ∀q ∈ GenerateQPT (PredExpr), q.root 6=′ .′. Then by lines 15-22 in Fig-

ure 4.29, we know thatQC = GenerateQPT (PathExpr) ∪GenerateQPT (PredExpr).

GenerateQPT(’.’) is not inQC because it only has a single root node and therefore is

ignored (lines 15-22). On the other hand, we know that ifrq 6=
′ .′, then line 24-25 in

Figure 4.26 will not be executed, and thereforeQE

= GenerateQPT (PathExpr) ∪GenerateQPT (PredExpr). ConsequentlyQE =

QC .
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Second, if∃q ∈ GenerateQPT (PredExpr) q.root =′ .′. Let X= {x ∈ Gen-

erateQPT(PredExpr) x.root = ’.’}, ∀x ∈ X, if {q} = GenerateQPT (PathExpr),

E ′′ = {(x.root, l,′ /′, ann) |l ∈ x.root.Children} andE ′′′ = {(q.root, l,′ /′, ann)

|(x.root, l,′ /′, ann) ∈ E ′′}, then by lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29, we know thatQC =

{Q′} ∪ {y|y ∈ GenerateQPT (PredExpr) − X} whereQ′ = (V ′, E ′, r′) andV ′ =

∪{x.V − {x.root}|x ∈ X}, E ′ = (q.E −E ′′′) ∪ E ′′ andr′ = q.root.

On the other hand, note that when invoking GenerateQPT(E), in Figure 4.29, lines 24-

25 are essentially identical to lines 15-22, hence if∃q ∈ GenerateQPT (PredExpr)

q.root =′ .′, Qe = {Q′}∪{y|y ∈ GenerateQPT (PredExpr)−X}, and consequently

QE = QC .

Case 3: for VAR in PathExpr where Expr1 return Expr2

In this case,Ecore = for VAR in PathExpr return if Expr1 then Expr2 else ()

First, by line 28 in Figure 4.26, we know that

GenerateQPT (ifExpr1thenExpr2else())

= GenerateQPT (Expr1)∪GenerateQPT (Expr2). LetG = GenerateQPT (Expr1)

∪GenerateQPT (Expr2). Then there are two cases according to whether VAR is ref-

erenced inG.

First, if ∀g ∈ G g.root 6= V AR. Then by lines 15-22 in Figure 4.26, we know that

QC = GenerateQPT(PathExpr)∪G. On the other hand, we know that ifg.root 6=′

.′, lines 15-22 in Figure 4.26 will not be executed, and therefore QE = Generate-

QPT(PathExpr)∪G. ConsequentlyQE = QC .

Second, if∃g ∈ G g.root =′ .′. Let X = {x ∈ G x.root =′ .′}, ∀x ∈ X, if {q} =

GenerateQPT (PathExpr), E ′′ = {(x.root, l,′ /′, ann)|l ∈ x.root.Children} and

E ′′′ = {(q.root, l,′ /′, ann)|l ∈ x.root.Children}, then by lines 15-22 in Figure 4.29,

we know thatQC = {Q′} ∪ {y|y ∈ G − X} whereQ′ = (V ′, E ′, r′) and V ′ =
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{x.V − {x.root}|x ∈ X}, E ′ = (q.E − E ′′′) ∪E ′′ andr′ = q.root.

On the other hand, note that when invoking GenerateQPT(E), by lines 4-9 in Fig-

ure 4.29, we also first produce a set of QPTG′ = GenerateQPT(Expr1)∪ Generate-

QPT(Expr2), therefore using the same argument on G’ as above and using the same

notations (with G’ in place of G), we can infer thatQE = {Q′} ∪ {y|y ∈ G′ − X}

whereQ = (V ′, E ′, r′) andV ′ = {x.V − {rx}|x ∈ X}, E ′ = (q.E − E ′′′) ∪ E ′′ and

r′ = q.root. and consequentlyQE = QC .

Case 4: (forClause|letClause)+ return Expr)

This is proved separately in Theorem 4.6.7.

Case 5: Other cases

In all of other casesE = Ecore and therefore the theorem is vacuously true.

Theorem 4.6.7(Equivalence of QPT of FLOWR). For all E = (forClause|letClause)+

return Expr, GenerateQPT(E) = GenerateQPT(Ecore)

Proof. For notational convenience, letQE =GenerateQPT(E)andQC = GenerateQPT

(Ecore).

We prove the lemma by inductions on the number of for/let clauses, denoted byd.

Base case: d=1In this case, E = for VAR in PathExpr return Expr or E = let VAR :=

PathExpr return Expr.

In both casesE = Ecore and therefore the lemma is vacuously true.

Induction hypothesis: Assume the lemma holds ford ≤ n. We now show the

lemma holds ford = n + 1.

There are two cases, one for each different types of root clauses.
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Case 1: E = for VAR in PathExpr (forLetClause)+ return ExprIn this case, if

E’=(forLetClause)+ return Expr, thenEcore = for VAR in PathExpr returnE ′core

By I.H., we know thatGenerateQPT (E ′)

= GenerateQPT (E ′core) = G. Note that we use the same lines of code (lines 15-22 in

Figure 4.29) to handle G in GenerateQPT(E) and GenerateQPT(E’), therefore it is easy

to see thatQE = QC .

Case 2: E = let VAR := PathExpr (forLetClause)+ return ExprThe proof of this

case is identical to Case 1 due to line 28 in Figure 4.29.

4.7 Correctness of GeneratePDT

In this section, we first show the full version of the algorithm GeneratePDT, and then

show its correctness.

4.7.1 Generalized version of GeneratePDT

As described in Section 4.4.2, the full version of the algorithm makes two extensions to

the original one presented in Section 4.4.2. First, the original algorithm always creates

and propagates IDs that satisfy the descendant constraintsin the pdt cache. This can

be optimized by immediately creating the IDs in the result PDT if they also satisfy the

ancestor restrictions. For this purpose, we add a boolean flag InPdt to the CT node, set

InPdt to be true when the ID is created in the result PDT, and create the descendant ID

in the PDT when one of its parents is in the PDT (InPdt = true).

Further, as mentioned earlier, when the QPT have repeating tag names, a single

Dewey ID can match multiple QPT nodes. For example, if the QPTpath is “//a//a” and
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1: GeneratePDT(QPTqpt, PathIndexpindex, KeywordSetkwds, InvertedIndexiindex): PDT
2: pdt← ∅

3: (pathLists, invLists)← PrepareLists(qpt, pindex, iindex, kwds)
4: {Initialize CT}

5: for idlist ∈ pathListsdo
6: AddCTNode(CT.root, GetMinEntry(idlist), 0)
7: end for
8: while CT.hasMoreNodes()do
9: {Adding ids corresponding to the left most path}

10: lmp← CT.LeftMostPath
11: for all cqn∈ lmp do
12: for all qn in cqn.CTQPTNodes where∃l ∈ pathLists, l.QPTNode = cqndo
13: if curList.hasNextID()then
14: AddCTNode(CT.root, curList.GetNextMinEntry(), 0)
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: CreatePDTNodes(CT.root, qpt, pdt, pdt)
19: end while
20: return pdt

Figure 4.30: Algorithm for generating PDTs

the corresponding full data path is “/a/a/a”, then the second a in the full path matches

both nodes in the QPT path. To handle this case, we extend the structure of CT node to

have a set of QPTNodes, each of which is associated with theirown InPdt, PL and DM.

This is because in general different QPT nodes capture different ancestor/descendant

constraints, hence must be treated separately.

4.7.2 Generalized PDT definitions

In this section, we generalize the definitions of PDT described earlier in Section 4.4 so

that it also handles the cases where the root of the QPT is mapped to arbitrary nodes in

an XML database.

We first introduce some notation. WeNodes(D) to denote the set of nodes in an

XML database D,FreeV ars(E) to denote the set of free variables in a query expression

E, Env(D, FreeV ars(E)) to denote the evaluation environment which binds variables

in FreeV ars(E) to nodes inNodes(D), UE(D, FreeV ars(E)) to denote the universe
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1: AddCTNode(CTNodeparent, DeweyID id, int depth)
2: if depth≤ id.Depththen
3: curId← Prefix(id, depth); qNodes← QPTNodes(curId)
4: if qNodes =∅ then AddCTNode(parent,id,depth+1)
5: else
6: newNode← parent.findChild(curId)
7: if newNode = nullthen
8: newNode← parent.addChild(curId, qNodes)
9: Initialize newNode.CTQPTNodeSet using qNodes

10: Update the data value and tf values if required
11: end if
12: end if
13: AddCTNode(newNode, id, depth+1)
14: end if
15: for all q in qNodesdo
16: if ∀i, q.DescendantMap[i]=1then
17: set DescendantMap[q] to 1 for nodes in q.ParentList
18: end if
19: end for

Figure 4.31: Algorithm for adding new CT nodes

of such environments. InEnv(D, FreeV ars(E)), we usevar ⇒ n to denote thatvar

in FreeV ars(e) is bounded to the noden. Similarly, for a QPT Q, we sayEnv(D, Q) is

an environment that binds Q.root whose name is a free variable to a node in the database

D, andUE(D, Q) is the universe of such environments. Note by definition of QPT, only

the root of a QPT can be a free variable.

Further, ifQSet = GenerateQPT (E) is a set of QPTs corresponding the expres-

sion E, then∀Q ∈ QSet, ∀δ ∈ UE(D, FreeV ars(E)), ∀δ′ ∈ UE(D, Q), (∃x ∈

FreeV ars(E), x = Q.root.name ⇒ δ′(Q.root) = δ(x)). In this case, for notational

convenience, we useUE(D, FreeV ars(E)) andUE(D, Q) interchangeably.

Finally, given a noded ∈ Nodes(D), we useT (d) to denote the XML sub-tree

rooted atd, andT (d) is a 4-tuple(V, E, Tag, V alue) where V is the set of nodes in

T(d), E is the set of edges in T(d), Tag are the mappings from nodes in V to their tag

names, and Value are the mappings from nodes in V to their datavalues.

Now we generalized the notions of PDTs defined in the main bodyto handle arbi-
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1: CreatePDTNodes(CTNode n, QPTqpt, PDTpdt, PDTparentPdtCache)
{Create PDT nodes using CT nodes in left most path}

2: for all q in n.CTQPTNodes where q.InPdt = falsedo
3: if ∀i, q.DescendantMap[i] = 1then
4: if q.ParentList =∅∨ ∃ p∈ q.ParentList, p.InPdt = truethen
5: q.InPdt = true; Write n.Id to pdt if n.id/∈ pdt
6: else
7: pdtCacheNode = parentPdtCache.find(n.Id)
8: if parentCacheNode = nullthen pdtCacheNode = parentPdtCache.add(n.Id)
9: for all q in n.CTQPTNodes where∀i, q.DescendantMap[i] = 1do

10: pdtCacheNode.ParentList.add(q.ParentList)
11: end for
12: end if
13: end if
14: end for
15: if n.HasChild() = truethen
16: {Recursively handle the left most child(LMC)}

17: CreatePDTNodes(LMC, qpt, pdt, n.PdtCache)
18: else
19: {Handle pdtCache and then remove the node itself}

20: for x in n.pdtCachedo
21: if x.ParentListx =∅∨ ∃p ∈ x.ParentList, p.InPdt = truethen Write x.id to pdt ifx.id /∈ pdt
22: else
23: {Update parent list and then propagate x to parentPdtCache}

24: for all q in n.CTQPTNodes where q in ParentList(x)do
25: x.ParentList.remove(q)
26: if ∃i, q.DescendantMap[i] = 0∧ ParentList(x) =∅ then n.pdtCache.remove(x)
27: else
28: x.ParentList.replace(q, q.ParentList)
29: end if
30: end for
31: if x ∈ pdtCachethen PropagatePDT(x, parentPdtCache)
32: end if
33: end for
34: n.RemoveFromCT()
35: end if

Figure 4.32: Algorithm for generating PDTs

trary nodes. Given database D, a QPTQ, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, FreeV ars(Q)),

δ(rq) = d whered ∈ Nodes(D), then we have the following generalized definitions

of candidate elements, PDT elements, and PDT using the same notations as in Sec-

tion 4.4.1, except that the document is replaced by the subtree rooted atd.

Definition 4.7.1(candidate elements). For any node n in the QPT Q,

• n is a leaf node in Q:CE(n, d) = {v ∈ T(d) | tag name of v is n.tag∧ the value of v

satisfies all predicates in n.preds}.
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• n is a non-leaf node in Q:CE(n, d) ={v∈ T(d) | tag name of v is n.tag∧ for every edge

e in Q, if e.parent is n and e.ann is ’m’ (mandatory), then∃ec∈ CE(e.child, d) such that

(a) e.axis = ’/’⇒ v is the parent of ec, and (b) e.axis = ’//’⇒ v is an ancestor of ec}

Definition 4.7.2(PDT elements). For any node n in the QPT Q,

• n is the root node:PE(n, d) = CE(n, d)

• n is the non-root node:PE(n, d) ={v ∈ d | v is in CE(n, d)∧ for every edge e in Q, if

e.child is n, then∃vp ∈PE(e.parent, d) such that (a) e.axis = ’/’⇒ vp is the parent of v,

and (b) e.axis = ’//’⇒ vp is an ancestor of v}

Definition 4.7.3 (PDT). The PDT is a tree (N, E) where N is the set of nodes and E is

the set of edges which are defined as follows.

• N = ∪q∈Q PE(q, d), and nodes in N are associated with required values,tf values and

byte lengths.

• E = {(p, c) | p, c are in N∧ p is an ancestor of c∧ ∄q ∈ N s.t. p is an ancestor of q and

q is an ancestor of c}

4.7.3 Proofs of correctness

Now we show that given a QPT, the algorithm GeneratePDT generates the correct PDT

that conforms to our PDT specifications. Theorem 4.7.4 formally describes the correct-

ness of GeneratePDT.

We first introduce some notations. Given a QPT Q, a database D,a noded ∈

Nodes(D), an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), we use(d.PathIndex) andd.InvIndexto

denote the path indices and inverted indices associated with T (d), respectively. Given a
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QPT Node qn, d.PathIndex.LookUp( qn) returns an ordered list of node ids that corre-

spond to the root to leaf path leading to qn in Q. Each node in the list also satisfies the

predicates associated with qn. Given a keyword k, d.InvIndex returns a list of node ids

that contains the keyword, along with the tf value.

The following Theorem 4.7.4 shows the correctness of the algorithm GeneratePDT.

Theorem 4.7.4.Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML databaseD, an environ-

mentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), GeneratePDT(Q,δ(Q.root).PathIndex,δ(Q.root).InvIndex, KW)

= PDT(Q, KW,δ).

Notations

We now introduce more notations before proving the Theorem 4.7.4.

Prefixes

Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML databaseD, an environmentδ ∈

UE(D, Q), δ(Q.root) = d, (pathLists, invLists) =PrepareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex,

KW). At a given time # t, we sayH(t, pathLists) = {id ∈ l|l ∈ pathLists ∧ id is re-

trieved by the time # t} is the set of ids that has been retrieved frompathLists by the

time #t (includingt). In our algorithm, t corresponds to the number of loops (lines 8-19

in Figure 4.30).

Next, given a QPT nodeq in Q, for all q′ in ancestor nodes ofq, and an Dewey iddid

in pathLists corresponding toq, we usePrefix(q, did, q′) to denote the set of prefixes

of did that corresponds toq′. NotePrefix(q, did, q′) is a set because when the path

containingq andq′ have the axis ’//’, there can be multiple matchings ofq′ in prefixes

of did.

Further,∀l ∈ L, we say Prefix(l) ={x ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, q)| lid ∈ l, q ∈
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anc(l.QPTNode)} is the set of prefixes of ids in l w.r.t l.QPTNode, and Prefix(L)= {x ∈

Prefix(l) | l ∈ L}. is the set of prefixes of ids in H(t, pathLists).

Pruned Document Tree Based on ID Lists

Note since pathLists is retrieved by d.PathIndex, ids in pathLists can be used to re-

create a pruned document tree of T(d). We call lists of ids that can be used to create

a valid XML document tree the document-compatible id lists.Essentially in such lists,

if two Dewey ids are identical, then their corresponding path must have the same tag

names at each step. If UL is the universe of ordered document-compatible id lists, we

useComp(H(t, pathLists)) ∈ 2UL to denote the universe of completions of id lists in

H(t, pathLists).

For a set of id lastsL ∈ UL, we useT (L) = (V, E, Tag, Value, Cont) to denote the

document tree that contains all and only ids inL. More formally, if rootId(L) is the first

id component that all ids in L shares and root(T) is the root node of tree T, then T first

satisfies the following properties concerning ids.

• id(root(T(L))) = rootId(L) (The id of the root node is the first component of the

Dewey ID in the lists.)

• ∀m, n ∈ T (L), parent(m,n)⇔ (m.id, n.id∈ Prefix(L)∧ parent(id(m), id(n))) (the

parent child relations of nodes in T is decided by the Dewey ids are in the lists).

• ∀pid ∈ Prefix(L), ∃ n ∈ T, id(n) ∈ T.Cont∧ id(n) = pid∧ ∄m ∈ T, m 6= n ∧

id(m) = pid. (there is a unique nodes corresponding to each component of the

Dewey id).

Intuitively, T and L has one-to-one mappings on ids. For an iddid ∈ Prefix(L),

if Node(T, did) is the node in T s.t. Node(T, did).id = did, then T further satisfies the
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following properties.

• ∀l ∈ L, ∀id ∈ l, ∀aq ∈ anc(l.QPTNode),∀pid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, id, aq),

Tag(Node(T, pid)) = aq.name.

• ∀pid ∈ prefix(L), Value(pid)6= null⇒ Value(Node(pid)) = Value(pid)∧ ∀pid ∈

prefix(L), id(n) = pid⇒ Value(pid) = null⇒ Value(Node(T, pid)) = null.

Hence T(H(t, pathLists)) denotes the hypothetical of subtree of T(pathLists) that

contains ids inH(t, pathLists).

Further, we useCT(t) andGenPDT(t)to denote the candidate tree and the PDT the

algorithm generates after the loop # t. We also useCT (t−−) denote the candidate tree

CT (t− 1) with new IDs added in the beginning of the loop # t by lines 10-14. and use

CT (t−) to denote the candidate tree after we process nodes in theCT (t−) (lines 2-17).

We defineC(0−) = C(0−−) = C(0).

For notational convenience, given a Dewey iddid, if there exists a noden∈ CT(t).V

(or GenPDT(t).V, or PDT), n.id=did, then we saydid ∈ CT(t) (or GenPDT(t), or PDT).

And given a id pid, a QPT Q, a set of keywords KW, L∈ UL, we say the predicate

Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = true⇔ pid∈ PDT(Q, KW,{Q.root⇒ T(L).root}).

Proofs

At a high level, the algorithm GeneratePDT consists of threesteps. First, it invokes

PrepareList to construct lists of Dewey ids, ordered by id, that correspond to nodes

without mandatory children nodes in the QPT. Then, it initializes the candidate tree

using the minimum ID from each id list. Next, it enters a loop which keeps creating

PDT nodes using qualified (defined later) CT nodes and creating new CT nodes using
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available IDs. The algorithm terminates after processing all IDs, and removing all nodes

in the CT.

The core part of the algorithm GeneratePDT is the while-loop(lines 8-19 in Fig-

ure 4.30) which keeps creating PDT nodes using nodes in the candidate tree, and creat-

ing new nodes in the candidate tree using the next available id in the id lists. We first

prove a theorem that characterizes the invariant of this loop.

Lemma 4.7.5. Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML databaseD, an envi-

ronmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = PrepareList(Q,

d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then after the loop #t,

(a) ∀pid ∈ Prefix(H(t, pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists)) = true⇒ (pid ∈

GenPDT (t) ∨ pid ∈ CT (t)) ∨∃n ∈ CT (t).V, pid ∈ n.PDTCache) (qualified nodes

are in the candidate tree or the result PDT), and

(b) ∀id ∈ GenPDT(t), id ∈ Prefix(H(t, pathLists))∧ Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists))

= true. (all nodes in the PDT are qualified)

Lemma 4.7.5 indicates that after the loop # t, if a Dewey id is aresult PDT node

based on the ids we have processed by t, then the id must be keptin GenPDT(t), CT(t),

or pdt caches of CT(t). Further, if for any possible completion of the id lists we have

processed, this Dewey id is not qualified, then it is not in CT(t), GenPDT(t), or pdt

caches of CT(t)

Supporting lemmas for Lemma 4.7.5

We now present a set of lemmas that will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.7.5.

Proofs will be presented after we show the main theorem.

First, by the definition of PDT, it is easy to show the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.7.6(Monotonicity). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML database

D, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = Pre-

pareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then for any loop # t,

(a) ∀pid ∈ Prefix(H(t, pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists)) = true⇒ ∀L ∈

Comp(H(t, pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = true.

(b) ∀cn ∈ CT (t), ∀cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, id(cn)∈ CE(cnq. T(H(t, pathLists)).root)⇒

∀t′ ≥ t, (cn∈ CT(t’)⇒ id(cn)∈ CE(cnq, T(H(t’, pathLists)).root).

(c) ∀cn ∈ CT (t), ∀cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, id(cn)∈ PE(cnq. T(H(t, pathLists)).root)⇒

∀t′ ≥ t, cn∈ CT(t’)⇒ ∈ PE(cnq. T(H(t’, pathLists)).root).

The key idea is that the membership of a PDT node is determinedby existence of

its ancestor nodes and its mandatory children nodes in the PDT. Hence given a QPT and

a set of ids SI, if an id is included in the PDT as per the definition, then this id is also

included in the PDT using any superset of SI because all of itsancestor and children

nodes must also be in the superset.

Given a QPTq and a nodeqn ∈ q, we say MC(qn) ={qnc | (qn, qnc, axis, ’m’)∈

q.E∧ axis = ’/’ or ’//’ } is the mandatory children nodes ofqn in q. We also represent

an edgee in the QPT using the 4-tuple (parent, child, axis, ann) whereparent and child

are the parent and child node of e, respectively, axis is ’/’ or ’//’, and ann is ’o’ or ’m’ as

described earlier.

Given a CT node cn, a QPT node qn∈MC(CT.CTQPTNode), the following Lemma

4.7.7 indicates that the value of cn.DescendantMap[qcd] corresponds to whether cn has a

child/descendant node that is also a candidate element. Since we add new ids by calling

AddNewCTNodes(), we useListt to denote the lists of IDs that have been retrieved after

calling t times of AddNewCTNodes, andCTt denote the candidate tree after calling t
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times of AddNewCTNodes.

Lemma 4.7.7(DescendantMap). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML database

D, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = Prepar-

eList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then after adding #t IDs, ∀cn ∈ CTt, ∀cnq ∈

cn.CTQPTNodeSet∀qcd ∈ MC( cnq.QPTNode), cnq. DescendantMap [qcd] = 1⇔

( ((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’/’, ’m’)∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈ Listt, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listt).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

cnq.QPTNode)∧ parent(id(cn), cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈ Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ Listt, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listt).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

cnq.QPTNode)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)) )

Since at each loop (lines 8-19), we start by adding new IDs corresponding to the

current left most path, Then it is easy to infer the followinglemma from Lemma 4.7.7.

Lemma 4.7.8(DescendantMap). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML database

D, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = Pre-

pareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then for every loop #t,∀cn ∈ CT (t − −),

∀cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet∀qcd ∈ MC( cnq.QPTNode), cnq. DescendantMap [qcd] =

1⇔

( ((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’/’, ’m’)∈ Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ H(t, pathLists),∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid ∈ Pre-

fix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(H(t, pathLists)).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈

Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, cnq.QPTNode)∧ parent(id(cn), cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈ Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ H(t, pathLists),∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid ∈ Pre-

fix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(H(t, pathLists)).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈

Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, cnq.QPTNode)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)) )
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Now, Lemma 4.7.9 indicates that if the flag InPdt of a CT node istrue, the the id of

this node is qualified.

Lemma 4.7.9(InPdt). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML databaseD,

an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = Prepar-

eList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then at the loop #t,

(a) ∀n ∈ CT (t−), ∀nq ∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet, nq.InPdt = true⇒ cn ∈ PE( nq.QPTNode,

T(H(t, pathLists)).root).

(b) ∀n ∈ CT (t−).LeftMostPath,∀nq ∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet,t > 0 ∧ cn∈ PE(nq.QPTNode,

T(H(t, pathLists)).root))⇒ nq.InPdt = true∧ (∀t′ ≥ t, n∈ CT(t’)⇒ nq.InPdt = true∧

n ∈ CT (t′−)⇒ (nq∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet∧ nq.InPdt = true)∧ n ∈ CT (t′ −−)⇒ (nq

∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet∧ nq.InPdt = true)).

The following Lemma 4.7.10 characterizes the properties ofpdt cache. Note that for

ease of exposition, we additionally associate each node in the pdt cache with a set of

QPT node, denoted as PDTQPTNodes, as CTQPTNodeSet in CT nodes. Formally, we

change line 10 in Figure 4.32 to the following.

pdtCacheNode.PDTQPTNodes.add(q.QPTNode, q.ParentList)

Then for a noden in the pdt cache, it is easy to see that ParentList(n) ={x ∈

q.ParentList| q ∈ n.PDTQPTNodes}, and we use n.ParentList and ParentList(n) inter-

changeably.

Lemma 4.7.10(PDTCache). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML database

D, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = Pre-

pareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then at the loop# t,

(a) ∀cn∈ CT(t),∀cnp ∈ cn.pdtCache,∀q ∈ cnp.PDTQPTNodes,∃ce ∈ CE(q, T(H(t, path-

Lists)).root), ce.id = cnp.id (nodes in the pdt caches satisfy the descendant restrictions).
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(b) ∀cn ∈ CT(t), ∀cnp ∈ cn.pdtCache, (ParentList(cnp)6= ∅ ∧ ∀cnpp ∈ ParentList(cn),

cnpp.InPdt = false)⇒Qualified(cnp.id, H(t, pathLists)) = false (if parents are not qual-

ified, then the node itself is not qualified).

(c) ∀cn ∈ CT(t), ∀cnp ∈ cn.pdtCache, (ParentList(cnp) =∅ ∨ ∃cnpp ∈ ParentList(cnp),

cnpp.InPdt = true)⇒ Qualified(cnpp.id, H(t, pathLists)) = true (if the node doesnot

have parents or at least one parent is qualified, then the nodeis qualified).

For notational convenience, given a Dewey iddid and a candidate tree CT, if there

exists a node n∈ CT and did∈ n.pdtCache, then we say did∈ pdtCache(CT).

Lemma 4.7.11(Completeness of CT). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML

databaseD, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists)

= PrepareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then at theloop #t, ∀pid ∈ Prefix(H(t,

pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists))=false∧∃L ∈ Comp(H(t, pathLists)),

Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L)=true⇒ pid ∈ CT(t)∨ pid ∈ pdtCache(CT(t)).

Lemma 4.7.11 indicates that if a Dewey id could potentially be a qualified id, then it

will be included in the candidate tree.

Finally, when the algorithm initializes the candidate tree(lines 5-6 in Figure 4.30),

it simply creates nodes in the candidate tree using the minimum ids from each list, and

does not remove nodes or create node in the pdt cache. Therefore if MinimumID(l) is the

minimum Dewey id in the listl, then it is straightforward to infer the following lemma.

Lemma 4.7.12(Initialization of CT). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML

databaseD, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists)

= PrepareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then afterinitializing the candidate tree

CT,
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(a) ∀id ∈ CT , ∃l ∈ pathLists,∃q ∈ anc(l.QPTNode),∃pid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, Minimu-

mID(l), q), id = pid

(b) ∀l ∈ pathLists,∀q ∈ anc(l.QPTNode),∀pid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, MinimumID(l), q),

pid ∈ CT .

Proofs of Lemma 4.7.5

We separate Lemma 4.7.5 into two parts and prove each of them separately.

Lemma 4.7.13.Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML databaseD, an envi-

ronmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = PrepareList(Q,

d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then after the loop #t, ∀pid ∈ Prefix(H(t, pathLists)),

Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists))=true⇒ (pid ∈ GenPDT (t) ∨ pid ∈ CT (t))

∨∃n ∈ CT (t).V, pid ∈ n.PDTCache (qualified nodes are in the candidate tree or the

PDT).

Lemma 4.7.14.Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML databaseD, an envi-

ronmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = PrepareList(Q,

d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW), then after the loop #t, ∀id ∈ GenPDT(t), id ∈ Prefix ( H

( t, pathLists))∧ Qualified(id, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists)) = true. (all nodes in the PDT are

qualified).

We first prove Lemma 4.7.13.

Proof. We prove Lemma 4.7.13 by induction on the loop # t.

Base case: t = 0In this case, the algorithm just initializes the candidate tree using

the minimum ids from each list in pathLists, and it is easy to see that GenPDT(t) = null,

and∀n ∈ CT (t), n.PDTCache = null. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.7.12, we know
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that∀l ∈ pathLists,∀q ∈ anc(l.QPTNode),∀pid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, MinimumID(l),

q), pid ∈ CT . This implies that∀pid ∈ Prefix(H(0, pathLists)), pid∈ CT(0) and hence

Lemma 4.7.13 is vacuously tree.

Induction Hypothesis:Suppose the lemma holds for loop # n, and we need to show

it also holds for loop # n+1.

Given a list l, if Q(t, l)={x ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, id, q)| q∈ anc(l.QPTNode)∧ id ∈

l ∧ Qualified(x, Q, KW, H(t, pathLists)) = true} is the set of qualified ids inl at a given

loop # t, and Q(t) ={x ∈ Q(t, l) | l ∈ H(t, pathLists)} is the set of all qualified ids at the

loop # t, we prove the lemma in three different cases, one for each different case ofid ∈

Q(n+1). (a)id ∈ Q(n), i.e., id is already qualified at the loop # n; (b)id ∈ Prefix(H(n,

pathLists))∧ id /∈ Q(n), i.e., id is in Prefix(H(n, pathLists)) and just becomes qualified

at the loop # n+1; and (c)id ∈ Prefix(H(n+1, pathLists))- Prefix(H(n, pathLists)), i.e.,

id is just introduced at the loop # n+1.

Case a:id ∈ Q(n). In this case,id is already qualified at the loop # n. Therefore by

I.H., id ∈ CT(n), id ∈ GenPDT(n), or∃cn ∈ CT(n), id ∈ cn.pdtCache. Now we discuss

these three cases separately.

Case a.1.First, if id ∈ GenPDT (n), then by the algorithm GenPDT(n)⊆ Gen-

PDT(n+1), we know thatid ∈ GenPDT(n+1).

Case a.2.Second, ifid ∈ CT(n), there are further two different mini-cases.

Case a.2.1.First, if id /∈ CT ((n+ 1)−−).LeftMostPath, then by the algorithm, we

know thatid will not be processed at the loop # n+1, and henceid ∈ CT(n+1).

Case a.2.2.Second, ifid ∈ CT ((n + 1) − −).LeftMostPath, assumecn is the

node inCT ((n + 1) − −).LeftMostPath s.t. id(cn)=id. Since Qualified(id, Q, KW,

H(n,pathLists))=true, by definition we know that∃cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, ∀cnc ∈
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MC(cnq), ((cnq.QPTNode, cnc, ’/’, ’m’)∈ Q.E⇒ ∃ce ∈ CE(cnc, T(H(n, pathLists)).

root), parent(id(cn), ce.id))∧ ((cnq.QPTNode, cnc, ’//’, ’m’)∈ Q.E⇒ ∃ce ∈ CE(cnc,

T(H(n, pathLists)). root), anc(id(cn), ce.id)) (*). Henceat the loop n+1, by Lemma 4.7.7,

we know that∀qcd ∈MC(cnq), cnq.DescendantMap [qcd] = 1.

Further, also by Qualified(id, Q, KW, H(n,pathLists))=true, we know that∃cqn ∈

cn.CTQPTNodes s.t. cqn satisfies the property (*) as described above and (cnq.ParentList

= ∅∨ ∃cnp ∈CT ((n+1)−−).LeftMostPath,∃p ∈ cnp.CTQPTNodeSet, p∈ cnq.ParentList

∧ cnp∈ PE(p, T(H(n, pathLists)).root).

Then by Lemma 4.7.9, at the loop n+1, p.InPdt = true. Hence by lines 2 -5,id ∈

GenPDT(n+1).

Case a.3.Third, if ∃cn ∈ CT(n).LeftMostPath,id ∈ cn.pdtCache. Ifcn ∈ CT(n+1),

then by the algorithm the nodes in cn.pdtCache will not be removed, and hence the

lemma holds. Otherwise we can use the same argument as in Casea.2.2 and show that

cn.id∈ GenPDT(n+1).

Case (b):id ∈H(n, pathLists)∧ id /∈Q(n). First, sinceid ∈Q(n+1), by Lemma 4.7.11,

we know thatid ∈ CT(n)∨ ∃cn ∈ CT(n), id ∈ cn.pdtCache. Then we can use the sim-

ilar argument to reasonCT ((n + 1)− −), as in Case a.2 and a.3, and show the lemma

holds.

Case (c):id ∈ Prefix(H(n+1, pathLists))− H(n, pathLists). In this case, the algo-

rithm will first addid in CT(n) and then processCT ((n+1)−−). LeftMostPath. Then

if id /∈ CT(n). LeftMostPath, the lemma is vacuously true; otherwise we can prove the

lemma using the same argument as in Case a.2 and Case a.3.

Therefore the lemma holds for all ids in Q(n+1).

We now prove Lemma 4.7.14.
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Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the loop # t.

Base case t = 0:It is vacuously true because GenPDT(t) = null.

Indunction Hypothesis: Assume the lemma holds for the loop # t≤ n, we show

that it also holds for loop # n+1.

First,∀id ∈ GenPDT(n)∩ GenPDT(n+1), by I.H., we know that∃id ∈ Prefix(H(n,

pathLists))∧ Qualified(id, Q, KW, H(n, pathLists)) = true.

Therefore by lemma 4.7.6, we know Qualified(id, Q, KW, H(n+1,pathLists)) = true,

and hence the lemma holds.

Now we prove the lemma for allg ∈ (GenPDT(n+1)− GenPDT(n)). By the algo-

rithm there are three possible cases, one for each differentscenario whereg is created in

GenPDT(n+1).

Case 1: g.id∈ CT ((n + 1) − −). In this case, since g is in GenPDT(n+1), by

line 5 we know that∃q ∈ g.CTQPTNodes, q.InPdt = true, and hence by Lemma 4.7.9,

Qualified(g.id, Q, KW, H(n+1, pathLists)) = true.

Case 2: ∃cn ∈ CT ((n + 1) − −), g.id ∈ cn.PDTCache.Since g is created in

GenPDT(n+1), by line 21 in Figure 4.32, we know that either (1) ParentList(g) =∅

or (2) ∃p ∈ ParentList(g), p.inPDT = true. Hence by Lemma 4.7.10, we know that

Qualified(g.id, Q, KW, H(n+1, pathLists)) = true.

Case 3: g.id∈ Prefix(H(n+1, pathLists)) - Prefix(H(n, pathLists))In this case, g.id

∈ CT ((n + 1)− −), and hence we can use the similar argument to Case 1 to show the

lemma holds.
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Proofs of supporting lemmas for Lemma 4.7.5

Proof of Lemma 4.7.7

Proof. First, if MC(cnq) = ∅, then the lemma is vacuously true and hence we only

consider the case where MC(cnq)6= ∅.

“⇒”

We prove the inductions on # t.

Base case: t = 0. In this case, CT(0) is empty and thus the lemma is vacuously true.

Induction Hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for t≤n, we show that it also holds

for t = n+1.

Note by the algorithm, n+1 and n can be in the same or differentloops in lines 8-19.

However, since we never modify the value of DescendantMap after adding IDs, we do

not differentiate these two cases.

Now we assume that after adding the ID at the time n+1, given acn ∈ CTn+1,

cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet,qcd ∈ MC(cnq), cnq.DescendantMap[qcd] = 1. There are

four different cases to consider. (a) cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq∈ CTn ∧ cnq[qcd] = 1 at the time

n, and (b)cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq∈ CTn ∧ cnq[qcd] = 0 at the time n, and (c)cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq

/∈ CTn, and (d)cn/∈ CTn.

Case (a). In this case, by I.H., we know that ((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’/’,’m’) ∈Q.E⇒

∃l ∈ Listn, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn).root),

ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, cnq.QPTNode)∧ parent(id(cn), cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈ Listn, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

cnq.QPTNode)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)).
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Hence by the definition of candidate elements, it is easy to infer that ((cnq.QPTNode,

qcd, ’/’, ’m’) ∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈ Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd),∃ce ∈

CE(qcd, T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, cnq.QPTNode)

∧ parent(id(cn), cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

cnq.QPTNode)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)).

Hence the lemma holds.

Case (b)In this case, we show the lemma by induction on the depth of qcd.

Base case: qcd is the leaf node.In this case, since cnq. DescendantMap[qcd] is

set to 1, if nid∈ l the id we add at the time n+1, then we can infer that∃qid ∈ Pre-

fix(l.QPTNode, nid, qcd). Further, since qcd is the leaf node, by definition of candi-

date elements and by the specification of path index, we know that ∃qid ∈ CE(qcd,

T(Listn+1).root). Further since we set cnq.DescendantMap[qcd] = 1, we know that cqn

∈ qcd.ParentList, therefore we can finally conclude that (cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’/’, ’m’)

∈ Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd,

T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, cnq.QPTNode)∧ par-

ent(id(cn), cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

cnq.QPTNode)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)).

Induction Hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for qcd of depth≥ d, we need to

show the lemma also holds for d-1.

If MC(qcd) = ∅, then we can use the similar argument as the base case and showthe
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lemma holds. Otherwise MC(qcd)6= ∅.

There are two mini-cases here, depending on whether there exists a child node of cn

in CTn which contains qcd in its CTQPTNodeSet.

First, assume∃qn ∈ CTn, ∃qc ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, qcd = qc.QPTNode∧ ∀mq ∈

MC(qc), qc.DescendantMap[mq] = 1 at the time n+1. In this case, since at the time n,

cnq.DescendantMap [qcd] = 0, intuitively we know that certain descendant restrictions

of qcd are not satisfied at the time n. If X ={x|x∈MC(qcd)wedge qc.DescendantMap[x]

= 1 in CTn}, and Y ={y|x∈MC(qcd)∧ qc.DescendantMap[y] = 0 inCTn+1}.

Then by I.H. on the number n, we know at the time n, the lemma holds for all x in

X. Further, by I.H. on the depth, we know the lemma also holds for all y in Y.

Therefore we know that at the time n+1,∀mq ∈ MC(qc), (qcd, mq, ’/’, ’m’) ∈

Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, mq),∃ce ∈ CE(mq,

T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(qn) ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd)∧ parent(id(qn),

cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, mq),∃ce ∈ CE(mq, T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

qcd)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)).

Therefore qn∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn+1).root), and hence (cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’/’, ’m’)

∈ Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd,

T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, cnq.QPTNode)∧ par-

ent(id(cn), cid))∧

((cnq.QPTNode, qcd, ’//’, ’m’)∈Q.E⇒∃l ∈Listn+1, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃cid∈Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, qcd),∃ce ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn+1).root), ce.id = cid∧ id(cn)∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid,

cnq.QPTNode)∧ anc(id(cn), cid)).

Second, if∄qn ∈ CTn, ∃qc ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, qcd = qc.QPTNode. In this case,
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since we only add a single Dewey id, we can use the similar induction as in the first case

from bottom up and show the lemma holds.

Case (c) and (d)In this case, we just add the QPT node cqn at the time n+1. Then

we can also show the lemma using an easy induction on the depthof qcd, similar to

Case (b).

“⇐”

We prove the inductions on # t.

Base case: t = 0. In this case, no IDs have been retrieved and CT(0) is empty and

hence the lemma is vacuously true.

Induction Hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for t≤n, we show that it also holds

for t = n+1.

If B denote the RHS of the statement, then given a cn∈CTn+1, cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNode,

qcd ∈ MC(cqn.QPTNode), there are five cases to consider. (a) cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq∈ CTn

∧ qcd∈ CTn ∧ B =true, and (b) cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq∈ CTn ∧ qcd∈ CTn ∧ B = false, and

(c) cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq∈ CTn ∧ qcd /∈ CTn ∧ B = false, and (d) cn∈ CTn ∧ cnq /∈ CTn

∧ qcd /∈ CTn ∧ B = false, and (e) cn/∈ CTn ∧ cnq /∈ CTn ∧ qcd /∈ CTn ∧ B = false.

We now show each of them separately.

Case (a)In this case, by I.H., we know that cnq. DescendantMap[qcd] =1. By the

algorithm, we never change the value from 1 to 0, and hence thelemma holds.

Case (b)In this case, we can infer thatcid /∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn).root. But since we

assume thatcid ∈ CE(qcd, T(Listn+1).root, we know that MC(qcd)6= ∅, and∃mq ∈

MC(qcd), (qcd, mq, ’/’, ’m’)∈ Q.E,⇒ ∄l ∈ Listn, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃mid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode,

lid, mq), mid∈ CE(mq, T(Listn).root), ∧ cid ∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd)∧ par-

ent(cid, mid))∧
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((qcd, mq, ’//’, ’m’) ∈ Q.E⇒ ∃l ∈ Listn, ∃lid ∈ l, ∃mid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, mq),

mid∈ CE(mq, T(Listn).root)∧ cid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, qcd)∧ anc(cid, mid)) (*).

We assume qn is a node inCTn + 1 andCTn s.t. qn.id = cid. we say X ={x|x ∈

MC(qcd), property (*) does not hold}, and Y ={y|y ∈MC(qcd), property (*) holds}.

First, for all x in X, by I.H., we know that the lemma holds. Hence ∀x ∈ X, if

qnc∈ qn.CTQPTNode and qnc.QPTNode = qcd, then qnc.DescendantMap[x] = 1. For

all y in Y, we can show that qnc.DescendantMap[y] = 1 inCTn+1 by induction on the

depth of y. If y is the leaf node and cy is the CT node corresponding to y, then by the

algorithm we will set qnc.DescendantMap[y] to be 1. Inductively, if y is the non-leaf

node. Then if MC(y) =∅, by the algorithm, we will also set qnc.DescendantMap[y] = 1.

Otherwise by I.H. on the depth, we know for allyy ∈MC(y), the corresponding entries

in DescendantMap are set to 1, and hence qnc.DescendantMap[y] is set to 1. Hence by

the algorithm, cnq.DescendantMap[qcd] is set to 1.

Hence the lemma holds in this case.

Case (c), (d), and (e)In all of these cases, we can prove induction on the depth of

qcd in a similar fashion to Case (b). As the base case, if qcd isthe leaf node, ifdid ∈ l

is the single Dewey ID that we add toCTn+1, we know that cid∈ Prefix(l.QPTNode,

did, qcd), and hence by the algorithm, we will set cnq.DescendantMap[qcd] to be 1.

Inductively, if qcd is a non-leaf node, then if MC(qcd) =∅, we can show the lemma

similar to the base case. Otherwise by I.H. on the depth, if cnn is the CT node s.t.∃qn ∈

cnn.CTQPTNodeSet, qn.QPTNode = qcd, then∀x ∈ MC(qcd), qn.DescendantMap[x]

= 1. And hence by the algorithm, we will set cnq.DescendantMap[qcd] to be 1.
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Proof of Lemma 4.7.9

Proof. We first prove (a) by induction on the loop # t.

Base case: t = 0.The lemma is vacuously true since inCT (0−), we do not change

the values of InPdt from false to true.

Induction hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for loop #≤ t, we show it also holds

for loop # t+1.

First, if cn∈ CT (t−) andcnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet and cnq.InPdt = true, then by

I.H., we know that the lemma holds. Otherwise the value of inPdt is set to true at the

loop # t+1.

We show the lemma holds in this case by inductions on the depthof nodes, starting

from the root.

Base case: depth = 0.In this case, the nodecn is the root node and hence we

know that∀cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, cnq.QPTNode is also the root node (in fact,

by definition there is only a single node in cn.CTQPTNodeSet in this case). Hence

cnq.ParentList =∅, and by line 4 in Figure 4.32, cnq.inPdt is set to true when∀i ∈

cnq.DescendantMap[i] = 1. By Lemma 4.7.7, this implies thatcn∈ CE(cnq.QPTNode,

T(H(t, pathLists)).root). Therefore by definition of PE, weknow that cn∈PE(cnq.QPTNode,

T(H(t, pathLists)).root), and hence the lemma holds.

Indunction hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for nodes of depth≤ n, we now

show the lemma also holds for nodes of depth n+1.

Givencnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodes, if cnq.inPdt = true, then by lines 4-5 in Figure 4.32,

we know that∀i ∈ cnq.DescendantMap[i] = 1. By Lemma 4.7.7, this implies thatcn∈

CE(cnq.QPTNode, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root). We also knowthat cnq.ParentList =∅ or

∃p ∈ cnq.ParentList, If cnq.ParentList =∅, then cnq is the root node in the QPT and by
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definition, cn∈ PE(cnq.QPTNode, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root). If∃p ∈ cnq.ParentList,

q.inPdt = true, and if cnp is the CT node s.t.p ∈ cnp. CTQPTNodeSet, then by the

algorithm, we know that cnp is an ancestor node of p. Then if cnp.InPdt = true before

the loop # t+1, we can apply I.H. on the loop # t and using Lemma 4.7.6 to infer that

cnp∈ PE(p, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root); otherwise we can use I.H. on the depth of nodes

and infer that cnp∈ PE(p, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root). Hence by definition of PDT, we

know that cnp∈ PE(p, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root). Hence (a) holds.

(b) We only show that∀n ∈ CT (t−).LeftMostPath,∀nq ∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet, cn∈

PE(nq.QPTNode, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root))⇒ nq.InPdt = true.

It is straightforward to infer that∀n ∈CT (t−).LeftMostPath,∀nq ∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet,

cn∈PE(nq.QPTNode, T(H(t, pathLists)).root))⇒ nq.InPdt = true∧ (∀t′ ≥ t, n∈CT(t’)

⇒ nq.InPdt = true∧ n∈ CT (t′−)⇒ (nq∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet∧ nq.InPdt = true)∧ n∈

CT (t′ − −)⇒ (nq∈ n.CTQPTNodeSet∧ nq.InPdt = true)) because we never change

the flag from true to false.

We now prove (b) by induction on the loop # t.

Base case: t = 1. We prove the lemma holds in this case by induction on the depth

of the nodes inCT (1−).

Base case: depth = 0.In this case, the nodecn is the root node and hence we

know that∀cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodeSet, cnq.QPTNode is also the root node. In fact,

by definition there is only a single node in cn.CTQPTNodeSet,call it sq. Since cn

∈ PE(sq.QPTNode, T(H(t, pathLists)).root), we can infer that cn ∈ CE(sq.QPTNode,

T(H(t, pathLists)).root). Hence by Lemma 4.7.7,∀i ∈ cnq.DescendantMap[i] = 1. Fur-

ther, since sq is the root node in the QPT, sq.ParentList =∅. Then by line 4 in Fig-
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ure 4.32, cnq.inPdt is set to true. Hence (b) holds.

Indunction hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for nodes of depth≤ n, we now

show the lemma also holds for nodes of depth n+1.

Given cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodes, if cnq is the root node in the PDT, then we can

use the similar argument to the base case and show (b) holds. If cnq is non-root node

and assume p is the parent node of cnq. Assume cnp is an ancestor node of cn and

p ∈ cnp.CTQPTNodes, thencn ∈ PE(cnq, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root) implies that cnp

∈ PE(p, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root). By I.H., we know that cnp.InPdt = true. Further

cn ∈ PE(cnq, T(H(t+1, pathLists)).root) also implies thatcn ∈ CE(cnq, T(H(t+1, path-

Lists)).root, hence by Lemma 4.7.7,∀i ∈ cnq.DescendantMap[i] = 1. Therefore by

lines 4-5 in Figure 4.32, cnq.InPdt will be set to true.

Hence (b) holds in the base case.

Indunction hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for loop #≤ t, we now show the

lemma also holds for loop # t+1.

Givencn ∈ CT ((t + 1)−).LeftMostPath,cnq ∈ cn.CTQPTNodes, ifcn ∈ CT (t−)

.LeftMostPath and id(cn)∈ PE(cnq, T(H(t, pathLists)).pathLists)), the by I.H., we know

that cnq.InPdt = true at the loop # t. Since we never change it from true to false, the

lemma holds.

Otherwise cnq.InPdt is set to true at the loop # t+1. We can usethe similar induction

on the depth of the nodes as in the base case to show the lemma holds.

Proof of Lemma 4.7.10

Proof. (a) It is easy to prove (a) by lines 11 in Figure 4.32 using Lemma 4.7.7.
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(b) We prove (b) by considering different cases corresponding to when the node is

created in the pdt cache and when the parent list is updated. At the loop # t, givencn ∈

CT(t+1), x ∈ cn.PdtCache, ifx is just created in cnp.PdtCache, then by definition of

ParentList, we know that if∀q ∈ x.PDTQPTNodes,∀p ∈ q.ParentList, Qualified(id(p),

H(t, pathLists)) = false implies Qualified(id, H(t, pathLists)) = false.

Otherwise x is created at loop x≤ t and is updated. We can show the lemma by

inductions on the number of update times. The base case is just shown. Inductively,

we assume the (b) holds for the case where ParentList(x) is updated n times. Now

ParentList(x) is updated again by line 28 in Figure 4.32. Assume q is replaced by

q.ParentList, by definition we know that∀qp ∈ q.ParentList, Qualified(id(qp), H(t, path-

Lists)) = false implies Qualified(id(q), H(t, pathLists)) =false. Further, we know that by

I.H., Qualified(id(q), H(t, pathLists)) = false implies that Qualified(x.id, H(t, pathLists))

= false. Since we assume∀qp ∈ q.ParentList, Qualified(id(qp), H(t, pathLists)) = false,

we can conclude that Qualified(x.id, H(t, pathLists)) = false.

(c) can also be shown in a similar fashion as in (b).

Proof of Lemma 4.7.11

Proof. We can prove this lemma by induction on t.

Base case: t = 0. In this case, all ids in H(t, pathLists) are in CT(t) and therefore the

lemma is vacuously true.

Induction Hypothesis: Assume the lemma holds fort ≤ n, we need to show the

lemma holds for n+1.

We show an equivalent statement as follows.
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pid /∈CT(n+1)∧ pid /∈ pdtCache(CT(n+1))∧Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(n+1, pathLists))

= false⇒ ∄L ∈ Comp(H(n+1, pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = true.

There are two cases to consider depending on whether pid is inPrefix(H(n, path-

Lists)).

Case 1: pid∈ Prefix(H(n, pathLists))First, by Lemma 4.7.6, Qualified(pid, Q, KW,

H(n+1, pathLists)) = false implies Qualified(pid, Q, KW, H(n, pathLists)) = false. Then

we have two different cases to consider.

Case 1.1: pid/∈ CT(n)∧ pid /∈ pdtCache(CT(n))In this case, we can use I.H. and

infer that∄L ∈ Comp(H(n, pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = true. Thisleads to

the conclusion∄L ∈Comp(H(n+1, pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = true because

Comp(H(n+1, pathLists))⊆ Comp(H(n+1, pathLists)).

Case 1.2: pid∈ CT(n)∨ pid ∈ pdtCache(CT(n))In this case, since pid/∈ CT(n+1)

∧ pid /∈ pdtCache(CT(n+1)), we need to discuss when pid is removed atloop # n+1.

First assume pid∈ CT(n) and assume at loop # t, pid is never temporarily copied

to any pdt cache. Intuitively, this case indicates that pid does not satisfy the descendant

restrictions.

By the algorithm there exists a node pn in the left most path ofCT(n+) and pn.id =

pid. By the algorithm pn must be removed by line 34 in Figure 4.32. Bypid /∈ CT(n+1),

we can infer that∀q ∈ pn.CTQPTNodes,∃ch ∈MC(q.CTQPTNode), q.DescendantMap

[ch] = 0. Further, we remove pn only when pn.HasChild = false.Also, by line 14 in

Figure 4.32, we have already added next minimum ids corresponding to the left most

path. Also, for all paths in the lists, the next minimum IDs are greater than their respec-

tive IDs in the current CT because they are ordered ID lists. This implies that∀L ∈

Comp(H(n+1, pathLists)), if l∈ L and l.QPTNode = ch, and if lid is the next id in l, then
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we know that Prefix(l.QPTNode, lid, pn.QPTNode) is greater than pn.id, and hence q.

DescendantMap[ch] will never be set to be 1. Therefore by Lemma 4.7.7, we know

that∀L ∈ Comp(H(n+1, pathLists)), pid/∈ CE(pn.CTQPTNode, T(L).root)), and hence

Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = false.

Second, if pid∈ pdtCache(CT(n)) or pid is in CT(n) but was later copied to pdt

cache of some nodes when we are at loop # n+1. Assume pn is the node in the pdt cache

s.t. pn.id = pid, and assume pn∈ cn.pdtCache. For simplification, we only consider the

case where pn is removed when we process pn. Intuitively, this case indicates that pid

does not satisfy the ancestor restrictions.

This is handled by line 26 in Figure 4.32. Therefore we know that before we re-

move pn, pn.ParentList ={cn} and ∃ch ∈ MC(cn), cn.DescendantMap[ch] = 0. By

Lemma 4.7.7 and using the same argument as in the first case, weknow that∀L ∈

Comp(H(n+1, pathLists)), Qualified(cn.id, Q, KW, L) = false. Hence∀L ∈Comp(H(n+1,

pathLists)), pn does not satisfy the ancestor restrictions, and therefore∀L ∈Comp(H(n+1,

pathLists)), Qualified(pid, Q, KW, L) = false.

Case 2: pid∈ Prefix(H(n+1, pathLists)) - Prefix(H(n, pathLists))Note that in the

algorithm, we first add ids in H(n+1, pathLists) - H(n, pathLists) (line 14 in Figure 4.32)

and then process the left most path, therefore if CT(n’) is the intermediate candidate tree

after we add new ids to CT(n), then pid∈ CT(n’) and we can use the same argument in

Case 1.2 to show that the lemma holds. The full proof is skipped here.

Proofs of correctness of PrepareList

By Lemma 4.7.5, we know that once we exit the loop and the candidate tree becomes

empty, all qualified ids w.r.t to pathLists are captured in PDT and PDT only contains
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qualified ids w.r.t to pathLists. In other words, if GenPDT isthe PDT that is produced

upon termination of the loop, then GenPDT = PDT(Q, KW,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}).

We just need the following final lemma to show the Theorem 4.7.4 is true.

We first show two supporting lemmas.

Given a QPT Q, a node n∈Q, we say RootToLeaf(n, Q) is the path starting from the

root node of Q and ends on n, then we can show the following lemma.

Lemma 4.7.15(PathIndex). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML database

D, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d, then∀q ∈ QPT,∀n ∈ D, n ∈

PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d})⇒ id(n)∈ d.PathIndex.LookUp( RootToLeaf(q, Q)).

Proof. We prove the lemma by inductions on the depth of q.

Base case: depth = 0In this case, q is the root node of Q and RootToLeaf(q, Q) =

{q}. Hence d.PathIndex.LookUp( RootToLeaf(q, Q)) ={id(n)| tag(n) = q.tag∧ ∀p ∈

q.Predicates, satisfies(n, q)}. Therefore d.PathIndex.LookUp( RootToLeaf(q, Q)) is a

superset of PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}. Hence the lemma holds.

Induction hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for q of depth≤ d, we need to show

the lemma for q of depth d + 1.

Assume pq is the parent of q. We now show the case where (pq, q, ‘/’, ann)∈Q, and

the case where (pq, q, ‘//’, ann)∈ Q can be shown similarly.

By definition,∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), ∃np ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), parent(np,

n). By I.H., we can infer that∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), ∃pid ∈ d.PathIndex.LookUp(

RootToLeaf(np, Q)), parent(pid, id(n)). Therefore we can infer that∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root

⇒ d}), id(n) ∈ d.PathIndex. LookUp( RootToLeaf(q, Q)).

Hence the lemma holds.

Lemma 4.7.16(CandidateElements). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML
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databaseD, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists)

= PrepareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW),∀q ∈ Q,∀n ∈ D, n∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒

d})⇒ n∈ CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}).

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the depth of q.

Base case: q is the leaf node.In this case,∀n ∈PE(q, {Q.root⇒ d}). Since

q does not have children nodes, we will issue d.PathIndexLookUp( RootToLeaf(q, Q)).

Therefore by Lemma 4.7.15, we can infer that id(n)∈ pathLists. Hence by the definition,

n∈ CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}).

Induction hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for q of depth≥ d, we need to show

the lemma for q of depth d−1.

If MC(q) = ∅, then by the algorithm we will issue d.PathIndex. LookUp( Root-

ToLeaf(q)). Hence similar to the base case we can show the lemma holds. Otherwise

by definition of PDT and∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), ∀cq ∈ MC(q), (q, cq, ’/’, m)∈ Q

⇒ ∃nc ∈ PE(cq,{Q.root⇒ d}), parent(n, nc)∧ (q, cq, ’//’, m)∈ Q⇒ ∃nc ∈ PE(cq,

{Q.root⇒ d}), anc(n, nc).

Hence by I.H., we know that∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), ∀cq ∈ MC(q), (q, cq, ’/’,

m)∈ Q⇒ ∃nc ∈ CE(cq,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}), parent(n, nc)∧ (q, cq, ’//’, m)

∈ Q⇒ ∃nc ∈ CE(cq,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}), anc(n, nc).

Further, by the definition of Dewey ID, we know that∀n ∈ PE(q, {Q.root⇒

d}), id(n) ∈ T(d), ∀cq ∈ MC(q), (q, cq, ’/’, m) ∈ Q ⇒ ∃nc ∈ CE(cq, {Q.root⇒

T(pathLists).root}), parent(n, nc)∧ (q, cq, ’//’, m) ∈ Q⇒ ∃nc ∈ CE(cq,{Q.root⇒

T(pathLists).root}), anc(n, nc).

Thereforen ∈ CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}).

Hence the lemma holds
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Lemma 4.7.17(PrepareList). Given a set of keyword KW, a QPTQ, an XML database

D, an environmentδ ∈ UE(D, Q), if δ(Q.root) = d and (pathLists, invLists) = Pre-

pareList(Q, d.PathIndex, d.InvIndex, KW),∀q ∈ Q, ∀n ∈ D, n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d})

⇔ n∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}).

Proof. “⇒”

We prove this direction by induction on the depth of q.

Base case: depth = 0In this case, q is the root node of the QPT. By definition,

PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}) = CE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), and PE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root})

= CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}). By Lemma 4.7.16, we know PE(q,{Q.root⇒

d}) ⊆ CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}), and hence PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}) ⊆ PE(q,

{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}). Therefore the lemma holds in the base case.

Induction Hypothesis:Assume the lemma holds for q of depth≤ d, now we show

the lemma also holds for q of depth d+1.

Assume p is the parent node of q in Q. We show the case where (p, q, ‘/’, ann)∈ Q,

the case where (p, q, ‘//’, ann)∈ Q can be shown similarly.

First, by Lemma 4.7.16,∀n ∈PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), n ∈CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).

root}). Then by definition, we know that∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ d}), ∃np ∈ PE(p, PE(q,

{Q.root⇒ d}), parent(np, n). Hence by I.H. on nq, we know that∀n ∈ PE(q,{Q.root

⇒ d}), ∃np ∈ PE(p,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}) parent(np, n). Hence∀n ∈ PE(q,

{Q.root⇒ d}), n ∈ CE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}). ∧ ∃np ∈ PE(p,{Q.root⇒

T(pathLists).root}) parent(np, n).

Thereforen ∈ PE(q,{Q.root⇒ T(pathLists).root}).

“⇐”: This direction follows from Lemma 4.7.6 because∀id ∈ pathLists,id ∈ D. Hence

the full proof is skipped.



Chapter 5

Related Work
In this chapter, we review past research that is related to trigger processing and ranked

keyword search queries.

5.1 Trigger Processing

In this section, we describe previous work on trigger processing over relational/XML

data, incremental maintenance of materialized views, deriving production rules for con-

straints violation, and XML publish/subscribe systems. All of these topics are relevant

to our trigger processing.

5.1.1 Trigger processing over relational/XML data

There have been recent advances in supporting triggers in native XML databases [19,

91]. In [19], authors proposeActive XQuery, an extension of XQuery which enables

trigger definition and management; they also propose an architecture and algorithms

for efficiently processing triggers over XML documents. Ourwork uses the syntax and

semantics specified in [19] to define triggers over XML views.However, unlike our

approach, these systems do not support triggers over (unmaterialized or incrementally

maintained) XML views, and also do not exploit relational technology.

In contrast to XML triggers, which are specified on XML nodes,SQL(relational)

triggers [40, 41] are fired when an event (INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE) occurs on a

specific relational table. Relational triggers have been studied well in the context of

active database systems [40, 41], and implemented as a rule system. A rule consists

of three parts, an event that causes the rule to be triggered,a condition that is checked

189
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when the rule is triggered, and an action that is executed when the rule is triggered and

its condition is true. When an SQL trigger is activated, it has access to the pre- and

post-update versions of the affected rows throughtransition tableswhich are used in

trigger actions.

Many commercial relational databases have also recently added built-in XML sup-

port. However, these systems do not support triggers over incrementally maintained

(or unmaterialized) XML views, as they lack sophisticated XML data management ca-

pabilities. In contrast, our approach supports triggers over XML views usingexisting

relational technology by leveraging SQL triggers.

5.1.2 Incremental maintenance of materialized views

As mentioned in Section 3.3, one of the main technical challenges in supporting trig-

gers over virtual views is determining how updates to the base data translate into up-

dates to the old and new values of rows produced by the view. This problem is similar

to the problem of incremental view maintenance in relational/nested-relational/object-

oriented/semi-structured databases [3, 4, 47, 48, 27, 61, 65, 95]. We now briefly describe

these related work.

View mechanisms and algorithms for materialized view maintenance have been

studied extensively in the context of relational model [27,61, 65]. In this context, au-

thors analyze algorithms and techniques proposed for incrementally maintaining nonre-

cursive views, outer-join views, and recursive views. In practice, incremental mainte-

nance has been shown to dramatically improve performance for relational views.

Views are much richer in the nested relational model and object-oriented data model

and, subsequently, algorithms for querying materialized views are significantly more

intricate( [57, 82, 101, 80]). There has been recent work on incremental maintenance
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of views of semistructured data [3, 47, 48]. In particular, [3] studies the problem of

incremental maintenance of views of semi-structured data.The work is based on the

Object Exchange Model (OEM) [95] for semistructured data and on the Lorel query

language for OEM [4]. Given a view and a database update, the proposed algorithm

produces a set of maintenance statements, evaluates them onthe database to yield a set

of view updates, and installs the updates in the view.

We now describe how our proposed techniques are related to the work described

above. First, we do reuse some algorithms from the view maintenance literature [26, 27]

to determine which updates on the base data can cause updatesto the view. However,

there are several subtle and important distinctions that require the development of new

techniques.

First, most existing techniques for incremental view maintenance assume that the

view is materialized, and thus focus on computing the new value based on the old value.

In contrast, we assume that the view is virtual (hence the oldvalue is not materialized)

and thus have toselectivelycompute the old value and the new value.

Second, nested views introduce a new class of predicates that we callnested pred-

icates, which require special handling to avoid incorrect results(in fact, if we directly

use existing techniques, triggers over views with nested predicates will produce wrong

results!). One of the contributions of this dissertation isa general algorithm that works

with nested predicates.

Third, triggers over views need an efficient way to efficiently check whether the old

values and new values, which may be deeply nested, are indeeddifferent so that users do

not receive spurious notifications (for example, special care has to be taken for functions

such as max, which may return the same result even if the base data has been updated).

To address this issue, we introduce a general class of views called injective viewsfor
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which this check can be performed very efficiently.

Finally, one other difference between our proposed approach and XML view main-

tenance is that we exploitrelational triggers and query processing, which is important

for our target applications. A more detailed description (with examples) of how our

techniques related to incremental view maintenance can also be found in Section 3.3.1.

5.1.3 Deriving production rules for constraints violation

Our trigger processing techniques involve determining which events on which relational

tables can cause the event specified in the XML trigger. This is similar to the problem

of identifying events on the base tables that can violate constraints [26] and affect mate-

rialized views [27]. In [26], authors propose a general language for expressing integrity

constraints and present a framework based on production rules for deriving invalidating

operations on base tables that can cause violations of constraints. Later, in [27], authors

propose a mechanism where productions rules are automatically generated for incre-

mentally maintenance of materialized views. The generatedrules consist of relational

operations that update views based on the updates to base tables. We adopt a similar

approach to identifying relevant events on base tables.

5.1.4 XML publish/subscribe System

Another class of systems that is related to our trigger processing architecture is XML

publish/subscribe systems [34, 46, 66, 91, 111]. NiagaraCQ[34] is a large scale con-

tinuous query processing system that achieves the scalability at the level of millions of

subscribing queries. The key technique proposed in [34] is grouping similar queries.

Specifically, NiagaraCQ uses signatures to group similar subscribing queries together,

and uses a table of constants extracted from the queries along with a join to evaluate a
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group of queries simultaneously. This grouping optimization scheme is adapted in our

trigger processing architecture for improved scalability. However, NiagaraCQ, like most

of other publish/subscribe systems, does not leverage relational technology with respect

to query processing and storage, and does not have access to the database states, while

trigger systems support retrieving both pre- and post-update versions of the affected

values and thus enables realizing more complex applicationlogics. Further, NiagaraCQ

does not consider updates to existing documents, which are key challenges in our trigger

problem.

XPush [66] addressed the problem of efficiently evaluating XPath queries against

a large number of incoming documents. Similar to [34], [66] proposed optimization

techniques based on the concept of deterministic automatonto identify common subex-

pressions in XPath queries, and common subexpreessions will be evaluated only once

for all queries sharing them. YFilter [46] aims to provide fast, on-the-fly matching of

XML encoded data to a large number of interest specifications, and transformation of the

matching XML data based on recipient-specific requirements. Over the past two years,

it has been developed into an efficient query processor on streaming data that high-

capacity XML message brokering systems can be built on. However, like NiagaraCQ,

XPush and YFilter do not consider updates.

Xyleme [91] considers the problem of monitoring the web dataconsisting of XML

and HTML, not only at the page level (e.g., discovery of a new page within a certain

semantic domain) but also at the element level (e.g., insertion of a new electronic product

in a catalog). However, it only works with native XML enginesand is not designed to

work with relational engine or exploit SQL triggers.

Recently, in [111] authors present a system that exploits the relational database to

efficiently match the documents with queries. However, theydo not consider updates to
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the pages, and they do not take advantage of relational triggers.

5.2 Ranked Keyword Search Queries

In this section, we describe the previous research advanceson ranked keyword search

queries over XML documents, ranked relational algebra, XMLscoring and indexing,

and integrating structure and keyword queries. All of thesetopics are related to the

problem of ranked keyword search queries over virtual XML views.

5.2.1 Ranked keyword search queries over XML documents

Closely related to the problem of ranked keyword search queries over XML views are

problem of ranked keyword search over XML documents.

XRank [64] presents a ranking framework, namely ElemRank, for computing the

score of each XML node with respect to query keywords, and also proposes algorithms

for efficiently producing ranked results of keyword search queries over hyperlinked

XML documents. ElemRank captures the objective importanceof an XML element

computed using the underlying hyperlinked structure. Thisis conceptually similar to

PageRank [22] except that ElemRank is defined at the granularity of an element and

takes the nested structure of XML into account. The proposedquery processing algo-

rithms take into account a two-dimensional notion of keyword proximity when comput-

ing the ranking for XML keyword search queries. The experimental evaluation shows

that the proposed specialized index structures and query evaluation techniques provide

significant space savings and performance gains.

There has been other recent work on integrating keyword search with structured

XML querying [6, 18, 54]. Schmidt et al. [104] introduce the “meet” operator for XML,
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which intended for returning the most specific result. They also present efficient algo-

rithms for computing “meet” using relational-style joins and indices. Christophides et

al. [38], and Lee et al. [83] present systems for querying structured documents. How-

ever, the above systems do not consider ranking, rank-basedquery processing algo-

rithms, which are central to our keyword search problem.

The following systems support ranked XML keyword search. XIRQL [56] is an ex-

tension of XQL for information retrieval. Myaeng et al. [88]use term-occurrences to

compute the ranked results over SGML documents. XXL [109] uses term occurrences

and ontological similarity for ranking. DBXplorer [5] and DISCOVER [70] support

keyword search over relational databases, but do not support information retrieval style

ranking. Further, they are not directly applicable for XML and HTML documents, which

cannot always be mapped to a rigid relational schema. BANKS [15], DataSpot [45] and

Lore [58] support keyword search over graph-structured data. Some of these systems

use hyperlinked structure (BANKS), and simple proximity (BANKS, Lore) for rank-

ing. However, DataSpot [45] does not present any query evaluation algorithms, and

Lore [58] can only support keyword searches where the resulttype is known. BANKS

requires that all the data edges fit in memory, which is not feasible for large data sets.

Chakrabarti et al. [28] use nested HTML tag and hyperlink information to compute ranks

at the granularity of a document. In contrast, our problem require computing rankings

at the granularity of an element because XML keyword search queries return elements.

In summary, most of the previous work assumes that either specialized index struc-

tures or the actual documents are available. In our problem,however, we are aiming at

efficiently processing keyword search queries overnon-materializedXML views where

both index structures and the document content are not available during runtime. Hence

previous techniques cannot be directly applied.
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5.2.2 Ranked relational algebra

There has been a lot of recent interest on ranked query operators, such as ranked join and

aggregation operators for producing top-k results (e.g., [23, 31, 50, 51, 74, 76]), where

the focus is on evaluating complex queries over ranked inputs. Our work is complemen-

tary to them in the sense that we focus onidentifyingthe ranked inputs for a given query

(using PDTs). We now briefly review previous work in this area.

Top-k query processing is first studied in the middleware scenario or in RDBMS

in a “piecemeal” fashion, i.e., focusing on specific operators or sitting outside the core

of query engines. In middleware settings, various algorithms are proposed for rank

aggregation on a set of objects, by merging multiple ranked lists [50, 51], or scheduling

random accesses efficiently [23, 31], with the goal of minimizing number of accesses

to objects. Although in a different setting, the works in [23, 31] explore the concept

of upper bound scores that inspires us to design algorithms for top-k keyword queries

over virtual XML views. A similar sampling approach was applied in [31] to schedule

predicates.

In RDBMS, there have been several proposals to support answering top-k queries at

application level or outside the core of query engines [32, 62, 63, 69], or for supporting

special types of ranking queries [73, 89]. Recently, supporting top-k queries inside the

relational query engine, in terms of physical query operators, has been proved to be an

efficient approach that treats ranking as a basic database functionality [25, 73, 74, 76]. A

stop operator is proposed in [25] to limit the cardinality ofintermediate and query result,

either conservatively by integrity constraints or aggressively with the risk of restarting

the query plan. The order supported by the stop operator is from columns of relations in

SQL queries. Aggregation of multiple ranking criteria is not considered.

In [74] a new operator is devised for supporting rank join query, where rank join
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predicates coexist with Boolean join predicates. Instead of conducting normal join al-

gorithms on Boolean join predicates, the rank-join operator progressively produces the

join results. In [76] the relational query optimizer is further extended to utilize the rank-

join operator in generating efficient query plans.

With respect to the approach of extending query algebra, [81] proposes an algebra

for capturing the semantic of preference queries. In [98] analgebra is proposed for

expressing complex queries over Web relations that are usedto model Web repositories.

The algebra extension focuses on capturing the semantic of application-specific ranking

and order relationships over Web pages and hyperlinks, instead of enabling efficient

query processing.

RankSQL [84] is the first piece of work that introduces asystematicandprincipled

framework, by extending relational algebra and query optimizers, to support ranking

as first-class construct in relational database systems. Itmade the first attempt to fully

integrate ranking in database systems on both the logical algebra level and the physical

implementation level. In particular, RankSQL introduces arankoperator and defines the

rank-aware semantics for traditional operators in relational algebra. They use rank-join

as one of the rank aware operators and at the same time supply an algebraic foundation

of such support. They propose a dimensional enumeration framework enumerates plans

by two dual logical properties to handle both scheduling of rank operators and join order

selection. Finally, they propose an algorithm for efficienttop-K query processing in the

context of rank-aware relational algebra.

As mentioned earlier, our work is complementary to the ones described above. How-

ever, there are new challenges when applying the proposed techniques in our context,

and we refer the reader to the conclusion for more details.
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5.2.3 XML scoring and indexing

One key aspect in our keyword processing architecture is XMLscoring and indexing and

there has been a large body of work in the information retrieval community on scoring

and indexing [5, 13, 14, 64, 68, 71]. However, they make the assumption that the doc-

uments being searched are materialized. In this paper, we build upon existing scoring

and indexing techniques and extend them for virtual views. There has also been some

recent interest on context-sensitive search and ranking [20, 60], where the goal is to re-

strict the document collection being searched at run-time,and then evaluate and score

results based on the restricted collection. In our terminology, this translates to ranked

keyword search over simple selection views (e.g., restricting searches on books to just

books with year> 1995). However, these techniques do not support more sophisticated

views based on operations such as nested FLWOR expressions and joins, which are cru-

cial for defining even simple nested views (as in our running example). Supporting such

complex operations requires a more careful analysis of the view query and introduces

new challenges with respect to index usage and scoring, which are the main focus of

this paper.

5.2.4 Integrating structure and keyword search queries

The problem of keyword search over views is also related to integrating structure and

keyword search queries. GTP [36] with TermJoin [8] were originally designed to in-

tegrate structure and keyword search queries. Since it is a general solution, it can also

be applied to the problem of keyword search over views. However, there are two key

aspects that make GTP with TermJoin less efficient in our context. First, GTP and Ter-

mJoin use relatively expensive structural joins to reconstruct the document hierarchy.

Second, GTP requires accessing the base data to support value joins, which is again
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relatively inefficient. In contrast, our approach uses pathindices to efficiently create the

PDT hierarchy and retrieve join values, which leads to an order of magnitude improve-

ment in performance (Section 4.5). Further, since our system uses the regular query

evaluator, we support a larger XQuery grammar (that includes functions) than GTP be-

cause GTP relies on encoding the semantics of the entire query using a tree pattern,

which makes it more difficult to represent a substantial partof XQuery.



Chapter 6

Conclusion
Creating XML views has been shown to be a powerful way to publish relational data and

XML documents in the Internet. Many techniques have been proposed for efficiently

publishing the base data, and for evaluating queries over virtual XML views. However,

emerging Internet applications bring about new requirements on XML views. We focus

on two such new requirements in this dissertation. First, users may wish to specify trig-

gers to monitor changes to the view; existing systems, however, do not support support

this “active” feature. Second, users often want to issue ranked keyword search queries

over XML views, especially when the size of XML views are large. Existing XML view

systems, however, do not support such exploratory keyword queries. In this dissertation,

we have presented novel techniques that addresses these newchallenges.

6.1 Contributions

The first contribution of this dissertation is a complete solution for supporting triggers

over XML views. Specifically, the three main contributions are: (1) a system architec-

ture for supporting triggers over nested views of relational data, (2) an algorithm for

identifying and computing changes in an nested view based onpossibly deeply nested

relational updates , and (3) the definition and use of a general class of views calledin-

jective viewsfor which we can efficiently check whether the old values and new values

are different, without having to explicitly compare these (possibly deeply nested) val-

ues. We also show that how prior work on scalable trigger processing can be adapted for

the nested view problem, and investigate the effects of using incrementally maintained

relational materialized viewsfor evaluating triggers over nested views.

200
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The second contribution of this dissertation is a system architecture and novel algo-

rithms for efficiently evaluating ranked keyword searches over virtual XML views. The

key idea is to use regular indices, including inverted list and XML path indices, that are

present on the base data to efficiently evaluate keyword search over views. The indices

are used to efficiently identify the portion of the base data that is relevant to the current

keyword search query so that only the top ranked results of the view are actually ma-

terialized and presented to the user. For this purpose, we propose the notions of Query

Pattern Tree (QPT) and Projected Document Tree (PDT) that capture part of the base

data that is relevant to the query, and also propose efficientalgorithms to produce QPTs

and PDTs. We use the 500MB INEX dataset to evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed techniques; the results show that our proposed architecture is indeed an efficient

and scalable way to support ranked keyword searches over virtual XML views.

6.2 Directions for Future Work

There are many avenues for future work. In the area of triggerprocessing, while our

proposed techniques have been shown to be effective and scalable, our performance re-

sults reveal an opportunity for applying our techniques to optimize view maintenance.

The idea is that currently the use of relational materialized views for nested triggers

actually results in a performancedegradation. This is partly due to a lack of sup-

port for materialized views with nested predicates, which are common in nested views.

Thus, it is interesting to investigate whether our general algorithm for detecting changes

over nested views can be adapted for incrementally maintaining materialized views with

nested predicates.

In the area of ranked keyword search queries, while using theregular query evaluator

in our proposed system architecture already leads to significant performance improve-
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ment over alternative approaches, we could instead use the techniques proposed for

ranked query evaluation (e.g., [33, 49, 75]) to further improve the performance of our

system. There are, however, new challenges that arise in ourcontext because XQuery

views may contain non-monotonic operators such as group-by. For example, when cal-

culating the scores of our example view results (please refer to Chapter 4 for details

of this example), extra review elements may increase both the tf values and idf values,

and hence the overall score may increase or decrease (non-monotonic). Hence exist-

ing optimization techniques based on monotonicity are not directly applicable. Second,

our proposed PDT algorithms may be applied to optimizeregular queries because the

algorithms efficiently generate the relevant pruned data, and only materialize the final

results. our context because XQuery views may contain several levels of nesting, ag-

gregations and value joins. Finally, our proposed PDT algorithms might be useful for

optimizing regular XML queries because the algorithms efficiently generate the pruned

data needed for evaluation, and only materialize the final results.
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